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Abstract
'lllis investigation was conducted with the purpose of examining the
relationship between a political boss and the public school system in a
large urban center.

Anton J. Cermak, Mayor of Chicago from 1931 to

1933, was selected because of his early experiences and his strength as
a political leader in building the ethnically balanced organization
called the Democratic Machine.

Chicago was used because it possessed

all the necessary factors for a metropolitan area:

wealthy corporate

structure; exploding population; multi-ethnic community; "developing
labor organizations; strong political influence; and expanding school
system.

'llle historical research focused on the developnent of Chicago

and the background of Anton Cermak.

Archival materials were examined

for the information on Cermak as he grew up and gained political power.
Publications of the time of study as well as other more recent writings
were used in the study of the city and its various components.

In

addition the time of Cermak's tenure as mayor was reported as it related
to the operation of the public school system.

'llle results indicated a

significant amount of direct control by the mayor over the school system
through the power of appointment of board members, and the use of

patronage and other politically related favors.

In addition the the

mayor demonstrated much indirect control through the use of citizens'
advisory carmittees and by cooperation frcm the business and financial
leaders of the city.

Also an exanination of the appointed versus

elected school board was considered.

A number of conclusions are

discussed, and implications for further research are provided.
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PREFACE
Originally the author became interested in Anton Cermak because of
a carmon bond in Braidwood, Illinois.
the city as a young boy.

Cermak lived for several years in

The author spent eleven years as an

administrator in the public schools of the camrunity.

Initial research

provided little information on the mayor of Cllicago who was most
popularly remembered as being the official who was shot in Miami,
Florida in an attempt to kill Franklin D. Roosevelt.

The work of Alex

Gottfried on Cermak proved invaluable since it was the only mayor
contribution on the life of the man from Kladno, Bohemia.

However,

Gottfried ignores the mayor's relationship and involvement with the
employees of the <llicago Board of Fducation.

This work attempts to fill

the void left in Gottfrieds' research. 1
At the time when the concept of the manuscript was being
formulated, <llicago experienced a mayoral election which established the
first black mayor in its history.
strife and other difficulties.

The city also suffered through school

There seemed to be substantial parallels

between the 1980s and the 1930s in <llicago and political scientist
Milton Rakove said that such events happened in historical cycles.

The

1931 election of Anton Cermak, the city's only foreign-born,
non-Anglo-Saxon chief executive upset the political hierarchy at that
time.

The 1983 mayoral election was no less controversial because the

encumbant female mayor was pitted against a black candidate with his own
backing and a Jewish Republican entry who received significant
Democratic party support.2
iii

In addition Chicago had in place during the Cermak era all of the

key players that dramatized public education in a large urban setting
today.

The city had a large teaching force with its emerging teacher

unions, a growing student body, financial burdens, school boardsuperintendency leadership, and a wealthy corporate structure resenting
the tax burdens of public education.

By examining this time pericxi the

writer hoped to shed light on sane of the aspects affecting school
policies tcxiay.
Many of the social and political factors upon which Cermak relied
as he built his organization of an ethnic coalition in politics were
threatened in the mid-1980s.

It was reported that sane observers

considered the history of the ethnically balanced ticket, initiated by
Cermak to be on the verge of elimination, and his style of ethnic
diplanacy near an end.

In addition the recent publications on the life

of Mayor Richard J. Daley provided parallels between Cermak and Daley in
positive terms.

They indicated that Daley mcxieled his political

movements fran the observations of Cermak and others.
The strife which continued to haunt the Chicago Board of Education
in the 1980s was similar to the problems in the schools during Cermak's
time.

The question of adequate financial support and funding for the

schools was praninent in both time pericxis as were staffing needs,
facility requirements, and board relations.

The issue of an elected

versus an appointed school board surf aced in late 1984 and raised
similar concerns as did the cry for a change in 1933 after the drastic
reduction in educational programs was approved by the Mayor Kelly school
iv

trustees.

As a result a new area of examination developed and added

interest to the subject matter.
Cllicago in the 1930s provided a most interesting and exciting time
for research.

Being approximately one hundred years old, the city had

grown fran a fort settlement to a bustling camrunity, then it burned to

the ground and was restored by greater development.

It was the leader

in the United States for many industrial, agricultural, and business
interests, in addition to being a hub of transporation and the movement
to each coast.

The American labor movement, both in the educational

field and the industrial setting, had it beginnings in the city.
Cllicago had a large ethnic population which established pockets of
little cities within the general confines of the corporate limits and
brought together the cultures, beliefs, and values of many groups and
backgrounds.

As a result of the need for labor in a growing industrial

conmunity, the population of the Cllicago area grew in drastic fashion.
Such development put a strain on the schools and city services in their
attempts to meet the needs of the ballooning number of people living in
the city.
The construction of schools, office buildings, hanes, and other
structures was a significant part of the development of the Cllicago
conmunity and gave it importance in the history of the nation.

The

lakefront development, the many parks and forest preserves, and the
cultural and artistic development of the city provided interest for a
look into the background of the Cllicago development.
Finally the lack of information about Cermak the man was a strong
impetus for the author.

Unlike sane of the other political and

industrial leaders of Cllicago, Anton Cermak has not had a great deal of
v

material written about his accanplishments and even less about his
relationship with the Chicago Public Schools.
1he research is centered around three sections.
background infonnation on Anton Cellllak as a person.

1he first provides
It also examines

the growth and developnent of the city of Chicago fran its first
settlers up to the 1930s.

In the second section the research looks into

the time of the Cellllak administration as mayor of Chicago history when
Cellllak was the leader of the political operation of the city.

Special

reference is made to his relationship to the school system of the city
and how the political person of the mayor interacts with the various
components of the board of education, teachers, and other employees.
'Ihe third part offers infollllation on the method of operation of Cellllak
and the use of political processes in his duties as mayor.

It is hoped

that the reader will gain greater understanding and insight into Cellllak
and his political dealings with the Chicago schools.

yi

PREFACE NOTES

1A1ex Gottfried, Poss Cermak of Chicago: A Study of Political
Leadership (Seattle: University 'Or Washington Press, 1902).
2w. Paul Zemitzsck, "Anton Cermak; Familiar Politics," Problem,
Chicago Tribune, 20 March 1983, Section 2, 1, 2.
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CHAPTER I
BACKGROUND OF ANTON J. CERMAK
INTRODUCTION
In examining the career of Anton J. Cermak, it became apparent that
literature about him was minimal.

Articles in the newspapers appeared

during the fiftieth anniversary of Cermak's death in 1983 but provided
little additional information about him.

When it canes to background

material on his life and career, Cermak managed to live up to his motto:
"You don't keep books in politics." He kept no diary, wrote few
personal letters, and was the author, with sane assistance, of only one
manuscript.

'Ille sketch that follows, therefore, is based upon

biographer Alex Cbttfried's careful pulling together of the bits and
pieces of Cermak's life.

Cbttfried managed to provide important

insights into the life and upbringing of Chicago's thirty-sixth mayor. 1
CHILDHOOD

Anton Josei:h Cermak was born on 9 May 1873 in a two-roan cottage in
Kladno, Bohemia, a mining village fifty miles fran Prague.

Now part of

Czechoslovakia, this forested, mining area was the hane of Cermak's
working class father who like his forebearers, spent his days digging in
the coal pits beyond the village.

Anton Joseph, or Tonda, as he would

have been called in Bohemia, was the first born of Anton and Catherine
Cermak.
work.

'Ille Cermak.s were physically vigorous people who were inured to
'Ille senior Cermak was a man of medillTI height, with a powerful

shoulders and back, bull neck, and a thick trunk.

His wife was a quiet,

2

small wanan with a kindly disposition.

Her maiden name was listed as

either Frank or Kolb depending upon the reference, and she bore her
husband six children.

Besides Anton, there were three other sons and

two daughters. 2

The Cennak family was a close knit unit as was typical of the
.Bohemian fashion at that time.

Parental discipline was strict and the

anission of duties assigned to the children was punishable with a
beating.

The play of the youngsters consisted of such outdoor

activities as fishing, games, hunting, and youth groups.

The children

were never on an even footing with their parents and, in fact, spent
little time in the canpany of adults.
Protestants.

The parents were Hussite

The preaching of Jan Hus provides insight into the

.Bohemian preoccupation with liberty, both religious and political.
Looked upon by Bohemians as a religious leader, Hus was a central figure
in the protest against The Papacy's political danination of the fifteeth
century.

In the Hussite Wars, the Bohemians faced the organized

strength of European Uiristendan.

Fran that point on, opposition to

orthcxloxy had been "an important part of Bohemian life." Freethinking
was not only a measure of philosophy but an indication of national
character.

Therefore, when the people of Bohemia reached .America it was

estimated that nearly one-half of them had given up the Uiristian faith.
A few found the Protestant denaninations, but the bulk of the dissenters
became Freethinkers or agnostics.

Not so with Cennak Sr., as he wanted

to escape the econanic insecurity of the time in Europe.

In the quest

for a fuller life, the family sailed for the new world and their son

3

passed his first birthday in his mother's arms on Ellis Island, almost
in the shadow of the Statue of Liberty.3

The family first settled in Pilsen, the major Bohemian center in

Chicago at that time.

lhfortunately, the city was still suffering from

the Panic of Eighteen Seventy-1hree and opportunities for work did not
abound.

Hard pressed for money, Cermak moved his family to Braidwood, a

distance of sixty-five miles southwest of Chicago.

Foooded largely by

the Chicago and Wilmington Coal Canpany, this Illinois mining town
provided the father with the same livelihood that he had gladly left in
Bohemia.

Nevertheless, the selection of Braidwood was not oousual or

haphazard.

Besides being one of the most important coal mining towns in

the region, a section of commtll1ity - Lower Braidwood - was inhabited
almost entirely by Bohemians.

Because the family was new to America,

friendless, and unable to speak the language of the country, it was
natural for the young couple to seek their canpatriots in lDwer
Braidwood.

Even though in 1875 it was a primitive and grim place, young

Anton was brought with his family to live in that section of town with

not only Bohemians but other Slavs, Gennans, blacks, and other groups.
The working class Irish lived in "Upper Braidwood" also called the
Grove.

Besides these groups, there also was a substantial population of

Italians who lived in the commtll1ity.

There was little wealth in

Braidwood and virtually no middle class.

The commtll1ity was set on a

marshy, flat prairie, near the main highway to Chicago.

The road, later

to be called U.S. Route 66, along with the railroad provided the major
methods of transportation to and from the city.4
The Cermak family witnessed the 1883 catastrophe when ninety miners
died in the flooding of the old Diamond Mine, and other difficulties
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associated with the work in the mines.

Nevertheless, Braidwood grew to

a population of fifteen thousand and became larger and more influential
than Joliet.

In fact, it was one of the largest towns in Will C.Ounty

and played an important role in county politics.

The Cermak house was

located on "Seventh Street East of Division Street," about one block
fran the 'Whiskey Row.

Almost forty of the one hundred saloons which

operated in Braidwood at that time were situated in the neighborhood
5
where the family lived.
It was in the saloons of Braidwood, rather than in its
scholastically sterile schoolhouse, that young Anton was educated.

For

the central European immigrant, the saloon was a natural and
indispensable institution, free fran stigma.

It provided not only

refreshment after the long shift in the mine, but served as a meeting
place, social club, theater, and political forum.

Here, (the miner) was

offered his only escape fran the physically exhausting, depressing, and
dangerous work inside the mines and a respite fran the otherwise poor
and bleak existence.

Social status would be achieved by virtue of a
6
man's capacity, his strength, or his wit.
By all accounts, young Cermak attended school in a sporadic manner.
When enrolled, his attendance was irregular and most infrequent.

Like

most of the boys of his time, he dropped out of the lower Braidwood
School by the age of twelve.

Cermak's elementary school career, was not

an unusual one for the boys of the Braidwood area during the latter part
of the eighteen hundreds.

1hese were the humble beginnings of the

.Bohemian lad who was to grow, sanehow, into the visionary man who would
organize the disparate ethnic groups of Chicago into a nrutually

5

distrustful but cohesive political organization that would rule a major
city for five successive decades.

ADOLESCENCE
During the time that Anton was growing up, there was a saying among
the people in Braidwood that their city was the only place in the world
where "Irishmen can speak Bohemian." Such a ccmnent provides insight
into the ethnic canposition of Braidwcxxl in Ce:rmak's youth.
settlers in Braidwood were the Irish.

The first

It was an Irish town when the

first Bohemians arrived, and conflicts between the two groups were quite
camion.

"Bohemians [sic] doesn't put their heads out after dark," was

the unwritten rule but Anton J. Ce:rmak was one of the few young
Bohemians who did not observe this ccxie. 8
Ce:rmak, (whose name had been Anglicized fran 'lllunda Yoseph
Chainnock to Anton Joseph, ) grew up in Braidwocxi when the Bohemians had
numerically grown to constitute the largest ethnic group.

In fact, only

the Irish had any sizeable m.mber to canpare with the Bohemians.

Of all

the other groups none was of sufficient size to challenge the supremacy
of Cennak's heritage.

Young Anton, now known as "A.J.," "Tony," or

"Lossi," managed to make friends with his Irish neighbors and thus was
able to break through the hostility that frequented the gang-aged boys.
Among his closest boyhcxxl chuns were two MacElroys, a Sullivan, two

Cunninghams, a Creighton, and a Muldowney.9
'lllese early friendships continued and eventually Tony became a
leader of the Irish boys.

By various accounts, Ce:rmak was more than

capable of taking care of himself.

He resembled his father in stature

6

and was remembered for his scrappiness.

A.J. frequented the saloons

when he was growing up, and his friends said he was popular, spirited,

and affable. Others indicated he was mean, prown to brawling, and
aggressive.

'Ille latter tendencies were said to becane exaggerated when

he ''had a little beer." Cermak did not appear to be bothered by
consideration or sensitivity toward other people.

In a personal

interview with a Braidwood contemporary, his biographer reported that
'Ille cop told me he never had to go into a tavern to
haul him (Cermak) out. All he had to do was wait by
the door, and soon he would be thrown out because he
was always making trouble.10
'Ille situation in Braidwood when Tony was growing up provided him
with a special orientation to life that would affect his future.
Because he grew up in a camrunity where his culture daninated the entire
town, he was spared feelings of ethnic inferiority, so often affecting
members of less assimilated city groups.

'Ille Bohemian culture daninated

not only the hane and the neighborhood, but was the accepted standard
for his entire town.

'Ille attitude carried with him when, at the age of

twelve, he moved back to Oiicago with his family.
was called Goosetown or the Village of Kolaur.
squalid camrunity, similar to Braidwood.
per week in a sash and door mill.
the local youth gang.

'llley settled in what

'Ille area was a swampy,

A.J. soon found work for $2

He also quickly became the leader of

When the mill job did not last, the family

returned to Braidwood approximately one and one-half years after
leaving.

Young Cermak found temporary work on the f arrns in the area and

in the Peter Rossi and Sons Macaroni factory in Braidwood.

Soon, he

7

obtained a job in the "I" mine, first tending trap doors for the mules
at eighty-five cents a day and later as a mule driver for $1.10 per day. 11
In the 1880s, the Knights of Labor made attempts to organize the

miners.

The usual activity at that time was a short and violent strike

by the local miners for better wages.

The militia had to be called a

number of times to settle a disturbance.

The mine workers in Braidwood

were in the forefront of the beginnings of the labor movement.

Several

leaders of the United Mine W:>rkers of America, including its founder
John P. Mitchell, grew up in Braidwood and were friends of Cermak.

In

the late 1890s, Local #1 of the lhited Mine 'W:>rkers was started in the
lower Braidwood Bohemian Hall.
leader of the mule drivers.
their demands for higher pay.

'W:>rking in the mine, Cermak became a

As a result, they selected him to represent
In asserting himself for those he

represented, he ended up losing his job.

When the sixteen-year-old

fledgling labor negotiator approached pit boss John Cherry with the
demands he met with little success.

"Step into the cage," Cherry said,

and soon Tony found himself at the coal dump at the top of the lift.
"You've had your raise," said Cherry, "step out; Now you're fired!"
Soon lossi was working at a job on the surface not under Cherry's
control.

lbwever, when the mine superintendent, named Zoeller, learned

that a "labor agitator," had been employed, Cermak was handed another
dismissal.

Years later, when Cermak returned to Braidwood to attend the

annual K:xneccming, he once again saw Superintendent Zoeller:
"That was a fine favor you did for me," Cellllak
laughed, ''you started me on the way to the state
legislature by firing me. 11 12

8

Shortly afterward, Cermak boarded a boxcar and followed the old
drainage canal to Oi.icago.

In 1889 he settled in Pilsen.

Living with

an aunt, he found employment as a brakeman on the Elgin, Joliet, and
F.astern Railroad.

After that, he obtained a job with the street

railway, or traction canpany, as a tow boy, where he rode an old white
horse to the Blue Island viaduct and pulled rail cars up the grade.

For

the first time, he was able to save a small part of his income, a
practice he continued no matter how meager his income.

A.J., soon went

into business for himself when he bought the horse he was using,
obtained a wagon, and started a hauling and wood operation.

He was able

to get the waste wood fran the M:Cormick C.omp.:ny, (later cal led
International Harvester) and a local lumber yard and sell it to the
people in the neighborhood.

His business demanded close personal

contact with the custaners.

He sometimes used a degree of special

service such as lighting fires for his Jewish custaners on their
Sabbath. 13
"A.J. Cermak, Teaming Contractor," prospered.

While it is evident

that he did not achieve the wide scope of forty teams of men as
expressed in his eulogies in 1933, he did well enough to be able to
marry after two years, build a new home within four years, and be envied

as a man of considerable means by the time he entered the state
legislature in 1902.

All the while, Tony not only became a member of

the local Czech gang, he rose to serve as the leader of the group known
as "tough babies." As it was in Braidwood, the gang was centered in its
favorite saloon, using it as a headquarters and base of operations.
Cermak fit easily into this situation because it was a continuation of
his orientation into the social life of his culture which he experienced
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in Braidwood.

It was in the saloons that young Anton learned to

challenge authority in frequent quarrels with town constables, learned
to pacify his differences with the danineering and feared Irish,
learned to mollify his other ethnic enemies and, even as a young lad,
14
where he learned the basics of persuading others to do his will.
1he activities in the Pilsen saloons resembled the activities in
Braidwood.

Besides being at ease with the socialization in the taverns,

it was reported that A.J. excelled in
interests - drinking and fighting.

two

of a youth gang's main

Because he was broad-shouldered and

muscled, he was well adapted for brawling.
canbat and had a capacity for alcohol.

It was said that he enjoyed

Later in his career he would use

his ability to hold liquor to his advantage by showing that he was "one
of the boys" yet demonstrate self-possession.

His hold on the loyalty

of his gang was to sane degree responsible for his initial recognition
by the political party organization in Oiicago and his first petty job
with it.

He controlled a small group of eligible workers and was

respected by the people of his neighborhood.

Why not give this

hard-working young man a basic position in the Democratic organization? 15
Cermak was, therefore, able to· enhance his position in the

conmunity because he was "in politics." As he expanded his connections
by meeting people outside of his circle of friends, he was able to add
more prestige to his name.

In turn, he could bring the interests of his

followers to those power holders within the party, and thus represent
his people's needs.

Since he was expected to represent the party in his

workings with all groups, he was able to mobilize his followers in order
to benefit the interests of the party.

Because Cermak was able to
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succeed in this multiple capacity role, he gained a reputation with a
wider range of people, consequently his place with the party and his
gang was strengthened.

Still in his late teens, A.J. practiced the

things he learned as a.youth, and although his course to political
greatness was still uncertain, the start of a career in politics was but
a short step away.

Then, as now, control of a bloc of votes was the

"coin of the realm in Chicago," remarked noted Chicago political
reporter Len 0' c.onnor. l 6 ·

FAMILY MAN
In 1894 Cetmak married.

This twenty-one year old teaming

contractor, wooed eighteen-year-old Mary lbrejs, a daughter of one of
the Czech neighbors.

Also born in Bohemia, she worked as a

seamstress/milliner in the camrunity.
of the same mold as Tony's mother:
maternally interested.

The new Mrs. Cermak was cut out

~iet,

plain, little educated, and

Mary was unassuning and self-conscious and,

according to Gottfried, concerned about embarrassing her husband in
public as he became more praninent.
Lillian, Ella, and Helen.

The Cennak's had three daughters,

The girls were raised in the Catholic faith,

the same as their mother, their father did not have any religious
affiliation. 17
Living with the parents of the bride while his business grew,

Cennak was able to build a canbination house and off ice in

two

years.

The hane was located at 2348 South Millard Avenue in Lawndale, near 25th
Street and Marshall Boulevard.

The family lived at that address until

1900 when A.J. was elected as an aldennan.

As a result of his position
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in the gang and within the party, the Cermak house became a gathering

place for the men of the area.

In I.awnd.:.le, as he had done when he was

new to the Pilsen area, Tony made a point of having sane of the older
residents take him around to the various places in the neighborhood so
that he could becane acquainted with the people.
of the social and fraternal clubs in the area.

He also joined several

Sane of them included

the Masons, the Zoldaks, the Foresters, and the Knights of Pythias. 18
The future ''boss" of Olicago politics started a local improvement
association to help get such things as sidewalks, sewers, and streets
constructed in his part of the city.

As he was to say later, ''I went

into politics because I saw how it would help me in my business because
I am a businessman and always have been." After being made secretary of
the organization, he became aware that his activities brought his name
praninently to the attention of his neighbors.

His efforts on behalf of

the camrunity also provided him with new custaners when the improvements
were made.

As a result, he benefited both financially and politically

fran this situation.

With his determination to make the right contacts,

A.J. also was able to obtain work fran the important Democ.ratic party
members.

He became an aide of "Fatty" Cerveny, the West Side Collector,

who was associated with the Carter Harrison faction in the party
organization.

Once again, he was able to assist his business and
19
political needs through hard work and determination.
Cermak gained successive jobs within the precinct, rising from

election official, to assistant captain, to precinct captain in a
relatively short time.

By 1902 he was pranoted to chairman of the

ward's Democratic organization.

01.icago alderman Jacob M. Arvey once
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said, "Cermak was one of the most intelligent non-educated men I ever
knew in my life ••• He went to fourth grade in grarrmer school, but was
a very practical man and a very able man." Because he decided that the
time had come for him to seek an elective office, he expanded his
business ventures to the point that he could devote considerable time to
the election process.

By attending night school, Tony increased his

knowledge of English and improved his understanding of American business
practices.

He became a director of a bank, helped organize the Heman

Building and Loan Association, and started a real estate firm known as
Cermak and Serhant.

In addition, he brought his father and brothers

into his business ventures so he felt he was ready for a political move. 20
Upon receiving the nomination for representative of his district in
the Illinois General Assembly, Tony used some crafty planning and with
the support of his compatriots was easily elected.

In the ten years

since he started the Lawndale improvement association, the new State
Representative was aware that hard work would pay off in an election.
He once was quoted as saying, "In politics, a man has to take his turn

and learn how the game is played, from the bottom up, also who the
players are, and their characteristics." He served four terms in the
state assembly and emerged as one of its most influential leaders,
serving as floor leader and chainnan of the Democratic steering
committee.

He remained loyal to the part discipline, followed orders,

and worked behind the scenes.

Partly because of his lack of education,

social graces and forensic skills, A.J. cautiously began his political
career by voting the party line. 21
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In 1909 he ran a successful campaign for city council, capturing

the position of an unexpired term.

When he did not resign from the

state legislature, Cermak came under attack because he was serving in
two

political positions in government.

Finally, he resigned his state

position in 1910 following the re-election to a full term in the city
council.

At this time, Tony helped establish the United Societies for

I.Deal Government which was a federation of various ethnic groups opposed
to

the stringent state liquor control legislation and the Sunday closing

law.

When he was elected the secretary of the United Societies, he

became their champion for personal liberty.

As far as the Bohemians,

Gennans, Poles and others of the great melting pot called Chicago were
concerned, their ''personal liberty" meant nothing more than having the
right to sit in their beer gardens over a couple of steins of lager.
Wlen the Anti-Saloon Society became a political power, the United
Societies countered their influence.

Without the United Societies stamp

of approval, in some sections of the city, a candidate for office might
not even begin his campaign.

In other parts of Chicago, a nod from the

Anti-Saloon Society assured victory. 22
'Ille years of face-to-face, grass-roots contact with voters
provided A. J. with a solid foundation from which he would use his
understanding and knowledge of people for significant political
advantage.

"t-bre than anything else, I know of," said Cermak, "politics

is a game of knowing men and whet they want, juggling, giving, and
taking." Because of his background, he could not be called an outsider
to the local people since he could show them he had learned the hard

way, from the bottom up.

Cermak realized that he had one path to

prestige for himself when he worked his dual role of party regular and
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ccmnunity leader.

The political organization would provide the status

for his business which would improve his situation in the party.

As

this round-robin philosophy continued, Tony was able to consolidate and
improve both his business and political position, which suited his
desires.

Throughout his career, Ce1111ak indicated several times that

"going into politics was good for business. 11 23
TIIE POLITICIAN
\oben A.J. was in the Illinois Legislature, he continued to improve

upon his position with his constituents and within the party.

As he was

able to use his skill in working with people to manipulate a number of
bipartisan deals in Springfield, he was only using his ability in group
diplanacy required to meet the needs of the Czechs, Poles, Germans,
Irish and others he represented.

Using this talent when he sought the

nanination for the lbuse of Representatives, Cel11lak practiced and
improved his talents during his time in the state legislature.

In

Cel11lak's rise in the political arena, a constant series of adaptations
can be identified as he met the changing situations necessary while
claiming power as a Wet, a Bohemian, and as a party functionary.

He

continued to keep track of his business ventures, had good attendance in
his duties as a legislator, and worked closely with the Democratic
organization in his role of ward camiitteeman.

It would seem that most

people would find such a predicament quite difficult and would not be
able to juggle all of the various requirements on their time, but not
A.J.

According to Alex Gottfried, "there is ample evidence that Cel11lak

had not only a f i1111 grasp of the broad outlines of each of his
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responsibilities but also had an extraordinary mastery of detail." As a
result, he approached his activities in an organized directed movement
designed to improve his position and control.

His various

responsibilities were not viewed as a nunber of separate, unrelated
actions because his round robin philosophy, discussed previously, served
as his benchmark for progress.24

In 1910, Tony served the party as one of the chief developers of
the "Hannony Ticket" for slating candidates.

As a result, he was able

to bring together the three factions of the Party:

The Earrison group,

the Sullivan-Brennan following, and the funne-O'C.onnel group.

He also

served as a campaign manager for the unified ticket during the election.
Cel11lak survived the bitter in-fighting in the party in 1911 and surfaced
after the mayoral campaign in better shape.
diplcma.cy to work with the rival groups.

<Alce again, he used

Not only did Tony wield

considerable influence in the Ianocratic party, he became a leader in
the city council as well.

He worked well with the Republican aldel11lan

and Mayor Busse, just as he worked with both political party leaders in

Springfield.

His personality was well suited for the action in the

council chambers and he brought a practical vision and a level of
headiness which at once made him a conspicious member.

A.J.'s political

position was reflected in his various cOlllllittee appointments, serving on
the finance COlllllittee and chairing the elections, schools, and the gas,
oil, and electricity COlllllittees.

<Alce more the rising Czech politician

demonstrated a camiitment to his obligation by attending almost all of
the camiittee meetings. 25
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In 1912 Cermak was elected to the off ice of Baliff of the tvlmicipal

C.ourt of Chicago.

For his first city-wide position, Tony ran on the

Harrison Progressive Democratic ticket.

'Ille position offered Cennak his

first large scale administrative challenge and allowed him to
demonstrate his ability to work efficiently and with thoroughness.

Ever

conscious of the value of publicity, the new baliff issued reports and
announcements concerning the accanplishments of his office.

Anton also

organized the Baliffs' Benevolent Association which was designed to be a
philanthropic organization assisting the needy families and providing
benefits to its members.

fuwever their purposes were sanewhat clouded

by charges that all assistant baliffs and deputies were required to
becane members and that the organization was a front for graft.

With

the 1914 elections, Cennak once again served as a go-between in settling
differences between the Sullivan and Harrison factions.
A rising young man in C.ook C.Ounty Democracy named Anton J. (Tony)
Ce1111ak, once a pushcart peddler and later secretary of a
salon-keepers' league called the lhited Societies for Personal
Liberty, supported Sullivan for the senate in the Bohemian wards,
but reserved the right to back Harrison county candidates, a neat
bit of political legerdemain. Chicago ~ould saneday learn that Tony
C.ennak was quite a political magician. 2
In the 1915 mayoral campaign, however, Cennak was sanewhat quiet.

Some say this was due to the fact that he secretly worked against the

Democratic candidate, Sweitzer, but in any event, the Democratic
factions played against one another and William Hale 'Thompson was
elected mayor.

Shortly afterward, Cennak had his first of a long series

of clashes with ''Big Bil 1." It started when 'Illanpson ordered the Sunday
closing laws to be strictly enforced.

When the lhited Societies

protested, Cennak acted as the spokesman.

Charges were exchanged
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between 'Illompson and A.J. several times and protests and demonstrations
were held.

In November of that year, the &>cieties scheduled a march

which 1hanpson opposed.

Finally bowing to pressure, the major approved

the permit but stayed away from the parade, thus giving Cennak a
symbolic slap in the face.

'Ille battle raged as 1hanpscn worked to have

Tony removed as baliff and Cermak bellowed "I'll bum him [Thompson]
up!" 'Ille parade drew approximately 40,000 marchers and close to 500,000
spectators, including a number of dignitaries.

Words continued to be

heaped upon either side as the war raged into the 1916 primary.

At the

very least, Cennak emerged from this skinnish more than ever, and more
strongly and widely defined as the fearless champion of the Wets.

This

struggle with Thompson eventually culminated in the 1931 mayoral
campaign.27
Cennak's power was on the rise as various groups and organizations
rallied behind his leadership.

He received the favors of party members

as a result of the struggle with "Big Bill" Thompson.

'Ill.ere was even a

mention of his name as a candidate for the 1919 election for mayor.
Ii:>wever, several events de-railed the Cennak train as it rumbled along
its path.

His illness and subsequent operation for kidney stones caused

him to resign from the central con:mittee of the county organization.

He

also stumbled and made some political moves that were uncharacteristic.
For example., his response to charges of corruption and graft in the
baliff's office demonstrated that Cennak allowed his emptions to control
his behavior.

Also the Genmill Investigation, which came about because

Tony demanded a full and complete examination of his off ice kept his
name in the paper for negative reasons.

After A.J. confronted Judge
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Gemnill, he agreed to drop his charges about Cennak's activities.
lbwever, Tony insisted on a thorough hearing on the matter which was
eagerly reported in the newspapers.

For whatever reason, Tony allowed

his adversary to cause his name and situation sane embarassment.

It

seemed that he became aware of Senator Sorghum's pronouncement that
''when you go after vindication there is great danger of prolonging a
controversy which merely serves to remind people that you are under
suspicion." In any event, Cennak learned fran the experience and did
not allow himself to becane a victim of such a challenge in the future.28
Next, with the Genmill affair barely behind him, he decided to seek
the office of Sheriff of Cook County.

In the 1918 race, he lost his bid

for the position by less than four thousand votes.
time he ran for office and was not elected.

It was the first

By 1919 he was reelected to

the city council and received the endorsement of the t1.m.icipal Voters'
League.

As the majority leader in the council, Tony had to use all of

his skills at bipartisan dealing to work with the Thanpson
administration and other Republican leaders.

As a result of his

efforts, he sealed his position of daninance through a tremendous

As in the past, he was remembered as the most
ambitious and hardest working aldennan in the council. 29
quantity of work.

Chee again Cennak demonstrated his skill as a leader of men by
working behind the scenes and off the floor of the chambers.
aptitude for careful manipulation was backed up with threats.

His
He said

that the success of a public administrator was measured in the ability
to get matters accanplished in the interest of good public service.
Tony was quoted as saying, ''to get anything done, the head man has to
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pull wires, bring pressure to bear, and use all the tricks that make
people shudder.

II

JQ

1he cCX1111ittee structure of the city council provided A.J. with
anple opportunity to practice his talents.

Autocratic in his attitudes,

c.ennak controlled the situation in camiittee hearings.

He usually was

forceful and boisterous in the handling of council members or when
listening to testimony from witnesses.

Cermak's accomplishments

included his determination to continue the Olicago City Plan.

He was

appointed chainnan of the railway terminal camiittee.
In this post he was responsible in no small degree for the
legislation which brought about the two hundred million dollar lake
front improvement, electrification of the Illinois Central, the
outer drive with its Field M..lsetlll, Soldiers Field, Shedd Aquarillll,
and the Adler Planetarillll; the city's great front yard. He also did
much to increase and develop the city parks, ••• playgrounds,
bridle paths, tourist camps, and golf courses. 31

Alderman Cermak also expressed the need for economy in government

and became acutely interested in expenditure and revenues.

As a result,

one of Tony's campaign issues in the 1931 mayoral election had its
beginning when he was in the city council from 1919 to 1922.

In 1922

Cermak was elected President of the Cook County Board of Camiissioners,
running as a Democratic Regular.

1he Regulars were the dominant force

in the party at that time and had been in control for almost a

generation under the leadership of Roger Sullivan.

When Sullivan died

in 1920 George Brennan, his chief lieutenant, took over as the new party
boss.

In the struggle for the top spot, several individuals including

A. J · were mentioned, however, Brennan prevailed.

Both Brennan and

Cennak came from Braidwood where the new party leader taught school
after being injured in an accident in the mines.

'Ille kind of
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relationship they had differs with the source examined.

'Ille newspapers

of the era and several other articles indicated that Brennan was the
mentor of Cennak in his rise in politics.

Gottfried said, however, that

there seemed to be no affection between the two of them for one another.

In his campaign for County Board President, Cennak ran on a
platfonn of reduced governmental costs, efficiency, care and
maintenance, and construction and upbuilding.
major issue with his opponents.

Tony's wetness became a

He had the support of the Hearst papers

and the Wets, and appealed to the sports enthusiasts because of his

interest in athletic and recreational activities.

When he assuned

office, he faced the prospect of working with a majority of Republican
ccomissioners as eight of the fifteen positions were held by members of
the loyal opposition.

Relying on the skills he utilized in the State

legislature and in the city council, Cennak worked with the members of
the board and by 1923 had a voting majority loyal to him.

33

'Ille new county board president inherited a deficit of two million
dollars which led him to place the board on a program of retrenchment
and fiscal solidification.

His regime saw the construction of the

Criminal Court and County Jail, the develoµnent of trunk highways,
additions to the county hospital, and the acquisition of the forest
preserves.

When accusations were made about the waste of funds in the

purchase of land and the awarding of contracts, Cermak responded with
control, openness, and co-operation.

Unlike his earlier fiasco as

baliff, A.J. invited the accusers, the Citizens Association, to inspect
all of the records.

In addition, he provided them with complete access

to all information and pointed out the list of important people who had
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been named by him to the advisory committee for the forest preserve.
·l)Jring

the remainder of his political office, Cermak continued to use

this style and method of reaction to any attack by a group of respected
individuals. 34
Reelected in 1926 by a wider margin than any other candidate, A.J.
faced a board with eleven spots held by Republicans.

Through his

ability to work with people and the effective manipulation of
circumstances, such as the use of patronage jobs, he was able to work
his bipartisan magic once again.

Brushed aside by Brennan for the

mayoral nomination in 1927, an angry Tony Cermak worked, it seemed, not
so much for the election of the Republican William H. Thompson but
against the Democratic candidate William Dever.

Consolidating his

relationships with such influential Republican leaders as fbffman and
Crowe, Cermak maintained a control over the country board and its
Republican majority. 35
In 1928 A.J. wanted the nomination for Governor, but was out

maneuvered by Brennan.

Consequently, he settled for the party selection

of the U.S. Senate, a position he did not want.

Hiding his outrage for

the Democratic leadership of Brennan, he staged an energetic race for
the seat in Washington.

The fbover landslide, however, cut him out even

though he ran quite well in Cook County and Chicago.

When Brennan died

in 1928, a struggle for control of the party erupted again.
four factions competing for the leadership:

There were

The South Side group lead

by E.J. Kelly and M.L. Igoe; the west side group headed by Cermak; the
sanitary district faction directed by T.J. Crowe; and the holdovers from
the Dunne-O'Connel-Harrison followers.

The popular theory was that
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Cermak came in and just took control with little difficulty.

In

reality, Cermak's domination did not become complete until December 1930
a period of two years, and minor spats continued through 1931 when he
decided to take the nomination for mayor.
died.

Also in 1928 his wife, .Mary

Although her passing was not sudden or unexpected, it had an

effect upon Tony.

He again suffered an illness, diagnosed as colitis

and gastric complications and was bedridden for three months. 36
For the next few years, A.J. concentrated on improving his position
and strengthening his forces.

His ever present behind-the-scenes

efforts, along with excellent selections of candidates brought a
stunning victory for the Cermak ticket in 1929, the first big test for
the new party boss.

Then in the 1930 campaign he picked a slate which

was balanced and electable, yet it kept the Irish from staging a sudden
increase in power that would challenge his control.

That election has

been said to be one of the greatest Illinois Democratic victories in
over one hundred years.

Fresh from what was almost a clean sweep at the

polls, Cermak set his sights on the 1930 mayoral nomination.

Though his

ability to negotiate, A.J. met with the various groups in the Democratic
party and systematically locked in their support of his bid for mayor.
All of the tactics he learned in life were used in these meetings which
were designed to select the Democratic candidate.

As a result of his

politicing he was virtually unopposed in the primary and thus set his
course for the office on the fifth floor of City Hall. 37
Cermak had a solid foundation of support:

The Democratic regulars;

the business elements; some of the underworld syndicate; such prominent
individuals as Julius Rosewald, Oscar Mayer, Ernest Buehler, Dr. Graham
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Taylor, Jane .Addams, Charles E. Merriam, and Harold Ickes; and the
majority of the women's and civil groups.

The backing of the Cllicago

Tribune did not hurt his campaign, nor did the unexpected support of the
Daily_ News.

Still it was not an easy victory.

He was subjected to much

personal abuse by Thompson for his foreign birth and ethnic background.
The campaign centered on Cennak's strength as a public administrator and
businessman.

His campaign slogan called him "The Master Executive" who

was serious, capable, and successful.

He was also trumpeted as the

defender of personal liberty and for his hunanitarian efforts. 38
During speeches he told audiences that he would restore the
reputation of the city, drive out the criminals, appoint men and wanen
of devoted civic welfare, deal energetically with unemployment, and
instill confidence and the "I Will" spirit in the city.

Cermak pledged

to reform the Police Department, encourage industry and conmerce, and to
fight waste in government.

A.J. announced just prior to the election,

"I am confident that by eliminating graft, waste, and extravagance in
the administration of the city departments and the school board, I can
effect a material reduction in truces." As the day for the election drew
near, the Cermak-Thompson campaign became one of the hottest in
Cllicago's history. 39
The election proved to be a landslide for Cermak.

By 1931 Chicago

was tired of the corrupt Republican administration and the criminal,
gangster activity that flourished during prohibition.

A.J.'s majority

was over one hundred and ninety thousand votes and was the largest
margin of victory for a Chicago mayor up to the time.

Anton Cennak, the

first foreign-born mayor in Cllicago, achieved a position that few of his
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counterparts ever anticipated.

He accanplished this feat through a well

planned and effectively organized approach to his political life.

But

probably the most potent reason for Cermak's rise to power was his
understanding of the part nationalities could play in a political
organization.

By creating and ethnically balanced ticket (sanething

new) he put together the most powerful political machine in Chicago
history.

His party ticket hand names with o's at the end along side

names which began with O's.

Cermak had the sense to count up all the

Irish votes, then he counted all the Italian, Jews, Germans, Poles, ad
Bohemians.

Because he recognized the strength available in catering and

controlling a combination of the various national groups, rather than
only working with the Irish who dominated the Democratic Party, A.J.
solidified an unbeatable coalition. 40
Who then was the man now sitting in the mayor's chair?

He was a

prosperous businessman who had the ability to work virtually around the
clock to achieve his goal of increasing his power and prestige.

He

would now be considered a ''work-a-holic" dedicated to his purposes.

He

was a master of details and was not willing to trust anyone or allow
things to happen without his knowledge.

His mistrust of others and his

suspiciousness toward the motives of others were demonstrated in the
intense concentration and his cold, calculating and unemotional approach
to his political dealings.

Kets de Vries and Miller have characterized

this type of behavior as a Paranoid style of executive operation.
Czar-like, autocratic, intimidating, ruthless, and concerned with
perpetual vigilance, but most of all dedicated to his purpose are
carments expressed about him by his contemporaries.

In any event "that
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Bohunk" fran Braidwood was now the accepted leader of Chicago politics.
Boss Cermak controlled the Cook C.ounty and Chicago Democratic
organizations and now known as the ''W::>rld's Fair Ma.yor. 1141
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CHAPTER II

HISTORY OF CHICAGO AND ITS SCHOOLS

INTRODOCTION
The city which elected Anton J. Cennak as its mayor in 1931 had a
varied and robust past.

A connrunity of four million people with a

history of less than a hundred years is seldan found in the annals of
municipalities.

Situated at the south-west corner of Lake Michigan and

at the mouth of the Chicago River, the city had

~natural

basis for its

develoµnent as a center for lt111ber, livestock, grain, industry,
transportation, and canmerce. 1
Chicago spreads loosely and irregularly outward fran the lake over
a shallow alluvial basin.

It is bordered on the west by a low moraine

watershed divide that separates the drainage of the lake fran that of
the Mississippi Valley.

With its location on this natural portage, the

area was attractive to traders and settlers even though the marshy land
and swampy sections made develoµnent difficult.
deamon-innovation.

However, Chicago had a

Thus, it was able to develop fran a water hub and

interior land center of the United States during the expansion in the
late 1800s to one of the country's most populous cities with one of the
world's richest and leading canmercial/industrial canplexes.

Therefore,

it is of classic interest as the largest European-implanted city ever to
rise in the continential interior of the Western Hemisphere. 2
EARLY DEVELOPMENT

As a result of its geography, Chicago had been influenced by its
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location throughout its developnent.

It got its name fran the Algonkian

Indian word "Chicagou." The interpretation of its meaning remains
sanewhat controversial as scholars disagree whether it translates to
powerful, strong, skunk, or wild onion.

Such variance of opinion is

suited for Chicago and was apart of its entire growth history.

lbwever,

it would be safe to state that many people would describe the city, in
its first one hundred years, as a powerful skunk that smelled like a
strong, wild onion. 3
In the early days, the body of water now called the Chicago River,
used its two branches to provide a narrow watershed to the Des Plaines
River which drained through the Illinois River to the Mississippi.
Being an easy portage fran Lake Michigan, fur traders, missionaries, and
explorers were lured to the area fran the east.

In 1673 the French

adventurers l.ouis Joliet and Jacques Marquette followed an Indian
portage to the mudflats over which the Y shaped river flowed.

As

more

voyagers used the area in the eighteenth century, its strategic location
In the 1795 Treaty of Greenville the United States
4
obtained a six mile square area above the river mouth.

was realized.

About 1772 Jean Baptiste Point du Sable set up a trading post and
became the first permanent resident.

du Sable sold the post to Jean

Lalime in 1800 and it was taken over by John Kinzie in 1804.

Qi.

17

August 1803 Captain John Whistler and a canpany of U.S. Army soldiers
arrived to build Fort Dearborn.

Established to protect the interests of

the merchants, the Fort was destroyed at the beginning of the War of

1812 and almost all of the inhabitants were massacred by the Indians who
were allied with the Fnglish.

In 1816 Captain Hezekiah Bradley along
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with one hundred and twelve men, was sent by the government to rebuild
the barricks.

With the construction of the new fort, settlers again

became interested in the area.

'llle population was limited when Illinois

became a state in 1818 because most of the families moving westward
settled in the central or southern regions of the territory.

As late as

1831, besides the garrison at the fort, the conmunity consisted of only
twelve families.

'llle fort continued to be operated tmtil 1836 when it

was abandoned. 5
Janes Thanpson, who worked as a civil engineer for the proposed
Illinois and Michigan Canal, filed a survey and plat of the Town of
Chicago on 4 August 1830.

As indicated on the documents, the original

town ''was bounded by State Street on the east, Kinzie Street on the
north, Desplaines Street on the west and Madison Street on the south."
'llle I & M Canal, authorized in Congress in 1827 was completed by 1848
and linked the Great Lakes and the Mississippi.

It also provided

Chicago with great importance in the east-west travel during the middle
1800s. 6

In 1833 Chicago set up a town government, started construction on a
harbor, opened a semi-private school, and had its first newspaper, the
Chicago Democrat, published.

Continuing to grow, the town was

incorporated as a city on 4 March 1837 and William B. Ogden was elected
the first mayor.

When the railroads rendered the canal obsolete in the

1850s, they found Chicago a convenient terminal point and soon trunk
lines ranged from the city east to the Atlantic C.oast and west to the
Missouri River.

Water transportation continued to be important for the

growing city as steamboats traveled the Great Lakes as early as 1818 and
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the Chicago River served many sailing vessels.

During one SllIITler day in

1869, one source indicated that two hundred and twelve ships arrived at
the port of Chicago and that more than twelve thousand boats arrived and
departed the city within a three-month period. 7
By 1851 the largest corn market in the country was located in
Chicago.

In

1854 it boasted the largest wheat center in the U.S., in

part due to the organization of the Chicago Board of Trade in 1848.

1856 the city served as the number one market for lumber.

By

The first

convention held in the city was accomplished in 1847 and in 1860 the
initial political convention for Chicago resulted in the nomination of
Abrahan Lincoln for president by the Republican Party.

Cyrus Hall

t-tC.Onnick began manufacturing reapers in Chicago in 1848 one year after
arriving in the town.

In

1862 the Union League Club was started and the

city pushed its way into the top spot for pork producers.

George

Pullman began building sleeping railroad cars in 1864 and one year later
the Union Stockyards opened.

Also during that decade Potter Palmer

began his famous hotel and joined in partnership with Marshall Field and
Levi Leiter to start a dry-goods store. 8
Despite the Panic of 1857, the city continued to prosper.

A

sprawling metropolis, nearly two-thirds of its buildings were
constructed of wood.
wood-paved streets.

In addition it had wooden sidewalks and even

Such was the prelude to disaster which faced

Chicago during the excessively dry surmer and fall of 1871.

Legend had

it that a cow belonging to Mrs. Patrick O'Leary kicked over a lamp to
begin the Great Chicago Fire.

While such had been denied, it was known

that the inferno began at 137 De Koven Street.

The fire raged from 8
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October 1871 until sane hours later on 9 October 1871 when it ended in a
rain.

Besides the Chicago Fire Department's equipment and manpower,

twenty-five engine companies from surrounding towns plus the federal
troups headquartered in the city fought the blaze.

The disaster leveled

most of the buildings with property damage estimated at over one hundred
ninety million dollars and left ninety thousand people haneless. 9

'IBE CITY REBORN
Since most of the city's infrastructure of water and sewer systems
and transportation facilities remained after the fire, Chicago, now of
concrete and steel, began rebuilding.

The central business district,

bounded by the Chicago River to the north and west and by the railroad
along the lakeshore, held the major department stores, the larger banks,
the Board of Trade, the regional headquarters for the national
corporations, and the centers of law, government, and ccmnerce.

The

first steel-frame skyscraper was constructed in 1885, and by the
mid-1890s the city had twenty-one buildings of at least twelve stories
in height.

In addition the scope of the city's industrial development

began to change.

As Charles E. Merriam said, "from 1890 on, Chicago

entered a livelier phase of manufacturing development which began to
take the place of the relatively declining grain, cattle, and ltunber
market." Heavy industry settled into the city as iron and steel,
printing, publishing, clothing, car manufacturing, and other businesses
found a hane in Chicago.10
Executives, shoppers, and workers were brought into the downtown
area by a system of conmuter railroads, cable, horse,,,,,and.electric
..,.. ,...
.
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.
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railways, and an elevated rapid transit line.

When Charles Tyson Yerkes

developed the hugh rectangle of elevated lines for passenger
convenience, "The Loop" was established.

Inside that area bounded by

Wabash Avenue, Lake, Wells, and Van Buren Streets the conmercial center
of the city thrived. 11
Since 1868 Libby, M:Neill, and Libby had been canning meat in
Chicago.

Philip D. Annour, Gustavus F. Swift, and Gurdon S. Hubbard

established companies which pushed the city into the forefront of the
meat packing industry.

The mail-order business was pioneered in Chicago

by the M:ntgomery Ward and Sears Roebuck companies.

Marshall Field's,

Carson Pirie Scott, Goldblatt's, and Wieboldt's daninated the retail
trade.

A Federal Reserved Bank for the seventh district was located in

Chicago and the larger Chicago banks were established along LaSalle
Street.

Chicago became the outstanding railroad tenninal of the world

in volunes of tonnage and extent of facilities.

Plus, in 1934 both the

Union Pacific and the Burlington railroads would introduce the diesel
locanotive in runs to the Chicago World's Fair.

Yet the city would be

up front in the newly developed airline industry with the opening of

Meigs Field on the lake in 1933 and shortly after with Midway Airport.
Since 1859 Brink's Incorporated, founded in the city, provided the
nation with armoured vehicles to transport money.

When the Illinois

Waterway was completed in 1933, Chicago was a major port in the barge
route which linked the Great Lakes to the Gulf. 12
A by-product of Chicago's growth on the frontier of U.S. Industry
was its reputation as a raw city in which "anything goes." The city
became an international byword for underworld violence during and after
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the Prohibition Era of the 1920s and early 1930s.

"The unparalled

rapidity of its development," said C.ounts, "the ease with which great
fortunes were made, the ever bright material promise of the future, and
the absence of the artificial social distinctions found in older
societies, have combined to produce a pushing, daring, turbulent,
unconventional, and optomistic population.'' The city had a rough and
tumble reputation which was demonstrated in Upton Sinclair's The Jungle,
and by Rudyard Kipling and Carl Sandburg.

Oiicago, to many people,

meant brute force and ruthlessness. 13
Merriam said that "the structural development of Oiicago would
reveal three striking periods." First would be the Great Fire, next
would be the expansion prior to the 1893 C.olunbian exposition, and third
would be the systematic development of the city after the City Plan of
1907.

With its growth in population and catmerce, the city, in its

first one hundred years, had to first build, then rebuild its physical
contents, grapple with its industrial position, and reconcile its
expanding maze of racial groups.

In addition, Oiicago had to establish

all of the usual networks of health and safety, conmunication, culture,
and government which were necessary for proper functioning city.

C.ounts

said, "The growth of Oiicago constitutes a great epic in the industrial
history of Oiicago." Except for New York City, no other center had to
deal with such difficult and complex issues as it grew and expanded.

As

one source stated," its achievements are distinctly characteristic of
the United States, and its problems are the problems of the modern
United States; in a sense it may be-as a series of observers had called
it-the typical U.S. city." 14
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POPULATION AND E1HNIC DEVELOPMENT
The social composition of Chicago has illustrated striking episodes
in the growth of a modern city.

From Indian settlements to discovery by

the French, to the beginnings of the black settlements, from the
underground railroad movements in the mid-nineteenth century,
inmigration swelled the nunbers of citizens in the coomunity.

The first

settlers in Chicago, after the opening of the Erie Canal in 1825 and
after the Black Hawk War in 1832, came primarily from New England and
New York state.

Those people brought with them their concept of

participant town government and other ideals which tended to separate
Chicago from the remainder of the state because it was being settled by
people from the other regions of the south and east.

Later with the

push to go west in full swing, large numbers of European inmigrants and
settlers from the surrounding states came into the city.15
From the time of its discovery and settlement until 1831, Chicago
consisted of a garrison of soldiers at Fort Dearborn and a few
inhabitants around the area.

"In the thirties," said C.ounts, "Chicago

embarked upon a career of expansion that had few, if any, parallels in a
period of unparalled economic development."
hundred and fifty people lived in Chicago.

In 1835 approximately three
When it was incorporated as

a city two years later over four thousand people considered Chicago
their hane.

Almost thirty thousand residents lived in the city by 1850,

and by the start of the Civil War over one hundred thousand people lived
in the coomuni ty.

In 1850 the Irish, who came to build the 11 linois and

Michigan Canal among other things, numbered about twenty percent of the
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population of Chicago.

Their main settlement was called "Kilgubbin"

which was a collection of shanties near the north branch of the Chicago
River.

By 1.860 the Germans were the largest inmigrant group in the city

living in the area of Schiller and Gothe streets.

During the Civil War

years, people fran Norway, Denmark, and Sweden arrived, as did displaced
southern blacks.

Little Italy, near Oak and Cambridge streets, became

the place for the transported families fran Italy.16
Many of the working families arrived in the second great wave of
European inmigration; the Russian Jews, Italians, Poles, Serbs,
Croations, Bohemians, and other groups fran southern and eastern Europe
were included in this movement of people fran one continent to another.
In

1890 there were almost 1. 1 million inhabitants and the city had the

distinction of being the third largest center of Bohemian population in
the world with its Pilsen settlement of the west side.

Chicago's first

ghetto was located on Polk Street near Blue Island Avenue and had over
twenty thousand Russian Jews living in it by 1895, according to one
source.

With such nunbers of new arrivals, the city's populations

swelled to 2,185,283 in 1910, and was over 2,700,000 by 1920.

During

and after World War I the black population exploded in the city.
Originally centered on the south side, blacks fran the Southern states
came to Chicago seeking work in the city's war expansion industries.

By

1920 when the Poles represented the largest foreign-born ethnic group in
Chicago, Little Poland, along Milwaukee Avenue, allowed the city to
claim more first and second generation Polish people than Cracow.
According to the 1920 census Chicago had as many Germans as Mannheim, as
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many Russians as Kazen, more Irish that in Cork, and a similar number of
Italians as Padua, besides the blacks, Swedes, Czechs, Austrians,
Slovaks, English, and others.

'Ille census revealed that only twenty-five

percent of Chicago's inhabitants were of native born parents.
also had a small number of Chinese, Japanese, and Indians.

'Ihe city

At the

beginning of the 1930s Chicago's population had grown to over three
million three hundred thousand.

According to the Encyclopedia

Britannica, "the increase fran 1920 to 1930, partly as a result of
annexations, was 6 74, 733 the largest gross gain in the history of the
city. II 17
Naturally, as a result of the tremendous growth in the population
of the city, many changes were made in the size of the cornnunity.

In

order to find space for the rapid expansion of Chicago, vast areas of
land were reclaimed fran Lake Michigan and the areas on the south, west,
and north sides developed.

Howatt said that fran the time the city was

platted, "Chicago was increased either by acts of the legislature, by
annexation at elections or by ordinances through fifty-nine separate
pieces of real estate which were incorporated as a part of the city of
Chicago." '!his can best be evidenced by the fact that in 1830 the
original plat of the town consisted of .4173 square miles, in 1833 the
area of the town had doubled.

As of 1837 the city totaled 10.64 square

miles and had extended to 210.74 square miles by 1930. 18
Such rapid growth of the manufacturing industries in Chicago
produced conflicts between management and the workers.

As Merriam

indicated," inevitably there came ••• the organization of the employees in
various forms." When the Panic of 1873 dragged on toward the end of the
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decade, a series of strikes hit the railroads when wages were
drastically reduced.

Miners working in the coal fields were demanding

higher wages and the subsequent riots forced significant nunbers of
displaced workers to seek new employment in the city.

Albert Parsons

fo\.lllded the Socialist Labor Party in the city in 1877 and in the same
year they staged a vicious strike at the r-tC.Onnick Harvesting Machine
O:mpany.

1he job action was finally broken when police, militia, the

regular anny, and citizens \.lllder anns were brought in by the government,
but not before equiµnent was destroyed and people were killed.

In 1894

a major labor difficulty developed when George M. Pullman reduced the
wages for his workers at his railroad car factory but did not lower the
costs of rent and other materials in his company-control conmunity of
Pullman.

Eugene V. Debs, a pioneer labor organizer in Chicago, led the

workers in a series of strikes which only were quelled by the use of
federal troups.

In addition there were bitter disputes in the steel,

packing house, and other industries as large nunbers of workers were
organized.

1he Chicago Federation of Labor emerged as the daninant

central \.lllion agency and helped foster the American Federation of Labor
through the leadership of Samuel G:xnpers.

Finally, the Haymarket Square

Riot in 1886 was set off when saneone tossed a banb into the crowd of
protestors.

TI-le action which resulted in the death of a nunber of

citizens and police plus the injuring of scores of people.

It had been

reported that "this was the first banb thrown in a labor dispute." 19
By 1900 the teachers in the city were f innly involved in the \.lllion
movement, with several groups organized in the elementary, high school,
and principals ranks.

1he Teamster's Union had a strong beginning in
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Chicago.

In time Chicago became known as a "union town" and was the

scene of bitter struggles between corporations and unions and between
employers and employees.

With the population of Chicago divided by

occupation, income, and ethnic background, the city became even more
contrasted by luxurious wealth and bitter poverty.

Such a tremendous

difference in living conditions found in the dingy ghettos of the
immigrant worker and in the opulent surroundings of the Victorian
mansions in the "Gold C.oast" contributed to the brawling spirit
associated with Chicago's industrial growth and expansion.20

CULTIJRAL DEVELOPMENT
AND WICKEDNESS
The time period from 1890 unitl the 1920s had been called Chicago's
cultural renaissance.

Newspapers flourished and included the Chicago

Tribune, the Chicago American, the Herald-Examiner, the Daily News, the
Chicago Defender, the Journal, the Evening Post, and a number of foreign
language dailies and weeklies.

In the early 1890' s, with the help of

John D. Rockefeller, the University of Chicago opened with its
distinctive architecture and red roofs.

Loyola and Northwestern

Universities had already opened their doors prior to this time.

DePaul

lhiversity was fm.mded in 1898 as was the Chicago Public Library.

The

Newberry and Crerar Libraries had opened in 1887 and 1897 respectively. 21
Theodore Thomas established the Chicago Symphony Orchestra in 1891
and the first opera company opened in 1910.

The literary coomunity of

the city produced such writers as Sanbury, Dreiser, Norris, Field,
Herrick, Fullner, Farrell, and Masters.

During this time the Chicago
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School of Architecture emerged as was led by Louis H. Sullivan, William
Le Baron Jenney, D.H. Burnham, John W. Root, and Dankmar .Adler.

Later,

Sullivan's pupil, Frank Lloyd Wright and Ludwig Mies van der Rohe
dominated the architectural field.
new building.

In 1893 the Art Institute opened its

Finally, to assist the numbers of new arrivals in the

city, various social settlement were fonned.

Some of the more prominent

included the Eli Bates lbne founded in 1872, the Chicago Coomons started
by Dr. Graham Taylor in 1894, Mary

~J:):)well's

work in the Back of the

Yards area also in the same year, and Hull House organized by Jane
.Addams and Ellen Gates Starr in 1889. 22
In 1893 the city hosted the Columbian Exposition which honored the
four hundredth anniversary of the discovery of America.

As a result

worldwide attention came to Chicago for the first time in its history.
As indicated in the Encyclopedia Americana, the primary aim of the

exposition was "to illustrate scientific progress and its application to
industry." The Ferris wheel made its initial appearance at the
exposition and the concept of the Midway was introduced at the fair.
The visitors could enjoy Buffalo Bill's Wild West Show, watch Little
Egypt hootchy-kootchy, ride on the first electrical transit system in
the country, and marvel at the many different exhibits and buildings.

A

siginif icant outcome of the 1893 exposition was the develoµnent of the
Burnham Plan of Chicago.

Uweiled in 1907 by architech David H.

&.rrnham, it proposed park areas consisting of beaches, yacht basins, and
boulevards along Lake Michigan, a series of forest preserves rinming the
area around the city, the widening of arterial streets, a double-decked
throughway downtown along the Chicago River, and a civic center.
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Sporu:•ored by the Camlerical Club the plan introduced municipal art and
beauty into the urban existence and formed the basis for further city
expansion based in purpose and design rather than on random growth.

The

Regicnal Survey of New York said the following about the &.rnham Plan,
"In this century and on this continent, Burnham's plan of Chicago stands

out as a great presentation of a grand architectural conception of city
building and expansion." The Chicago Plan, considered by many as a
miracle of nxxiern urban progress, established a new direction for the
develoµnent of the city.

N::> longer was construction allowed to explode

in a haphazard fashion but was controlled by conscious design and
planning.

Zoning and housing regulations were established and provided

the city with a change in the total outlook it had toward itself and its
future. 23
The more colorful and wicked side of Chicago, however, was also
given to much boasting.

"The Windy City" derived its nickname not so

much from the effects of the weather in the area, but from the somewhat
inflated claim of its early municipal boosters.

In the late 1840s

Chicago proudly proclaimed that it had more gambling places than the
much larger city of Philidelphia.

When a British traveler attending the

World's Fair in 1893 discovered the more spicy parts of the city, he
published his revelations in a book "complete with maps locating the
various houses of prostitution." h:la and Minnie Everleigh opened a club
in 1900 which soon became heralded as the most notorous and successful
brothels in the world.

"Bath lbuse" John C.ouglin and Michael J. "Binky

Dink" Kenna used the powers of patronage to control and operate their
infamous "First Ward." 24
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1he city had a number of tragic accidents, the most notable
included the capsizing of the excursion boat "F.astland" in 1915 in which
eight hundred people lost their lives, and the death of six hundred
people in the 1930 Iroquois 1heater fire.

George E. Cole headed a group

of citizens interested in refo:rming the city council and dete:rmined to
eliminate the dishonest practices of the aldermen.

In the middle 1890s

the citizens fo:rmed the Municipal Voters League and waged a two year
campaign to improve the council.

However, with the passage of the

Eighteenth Amendment, Chicago discovered the world of the gangland
syndicate, the speakeasy, and prohibition.

Because of the great numbers

of foreign-born residents in Chicago, the city did not support the
prohibition of intoxicating liquors as provided by the new law.

In

three elections, held in 1919, 1922, and 1926, the wet votes far
out-distanced those of the drys, with beer being a high priority for the
citizens of the city. 25
In order to quench the thirsty city, an organization developed

which had been called the mob.

It was also called the syndicate, the

Inner Circle, and the King, but Merriam said that in Chicago, it was
called "the Big Fix." With large scale operation and a vast amount of
money to be made, the Big Fix took in prosecutors, law officers,
politicians, judges, and anyone else it felt was essential for success.
Johnny Torrie, Big Jim Colosimo, Al Capone, and Frank Nitti were a few
of the more significant men involved in the struggle for the control and
danination of the illicit liquor business in the city.

As the Columbia

Encyclopedia stated, ''between Vk>rld War I and 1933, Chicago earned
unenviable renown as the hane of gangsters." 26
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CI'IY GOVERNMENT
"It is unlikely that any other large city has a government quite as
canplicated as that of Chicago," acording to the Encyclopedia
Britannica.

Chicago's government had long been handicapped by an

unweildy structure often blamed for inefficient administration.

Because

of the unique relationship of Chicago to Cook County, sane of its
functions are important in the county, others had no impact, and still
many overlap with the county.

It is governed by a mayor and city

council as was established by a charter in 1875 and amended several
times since that date.

.According to O'Connor, "By statute, Chicago is

defined as a strong-city council-weak mayor form of government."

It was

the intent of the state legislature to concentrate the authority of
operation in the council and not with the mayor.

Yet, elected for a

four year term, the mayor still managed to appoint the heads of the
administrative departments, plus members of a nunber of advisory and
special conmissions and agencies, the Board of Education, the Library
Board and the 1\iberculosis Sanitariun.27
The city council is canposed of fifty aldermen who control the

budget, confirm the appointments of the mayor, have authority over city
contracts, and pass ordinances.

An alderman, also called a councilman,

represents one of the fifty wards as set up by the 1921 plan of
representation, and is elected from his or her home ward.
council work is done in conmittee.

Much of the

They are usually determined on a

non-partisan basis and controlled by a reliable and powerful alderman.
Merriam has said that, "The City Council differs from other aldennatic
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bodies in the extent of its powers."

It may create new departments,

grant contracts and franchise, regulate utility rates, make
appropriations, and reject mayoral appointments.

However, the mayor

presides over the sessions of the council which is a significant
difference from other governmental bodies.

In addition to this

authority over the council, the mayor had the power to influence
aldermen through public appeal, patronage, direct opposition, various
favors and permits, and grass root work in the wards.

"There is no

question who ••• holds the power in Chicago," long time city political
reporter Len O'Connor has said, "it is the mayor, not the City C.ouncil,
and he sic controls the council by virtue of controlling the ward
conmitteemen that run the ward organizations that elect a very high
proportion of Cliicago's Aldermen." 28
The party system is the mechanism used in Chicago to provide for
citizen preference in government.

In order to focus as the main line of

conmunication for citizen will, the system operated out of each ward.
ward conmitteehead is elected in each respective ward.

A

'Illis person in

turn selects the precinct captains who have the responsibility for

carrying out the wishes of the ward conmitteehead.

The number one

requirement of a captain is to make sure that enough votes are available
in the precinct to carry it for the ward conmitteehead's candidates and
political issues.

These ward conmitteeheads must then deliver the

required vote in their wards to satisfy the wishes of the higher conmand
in the party.

According to Fairweather, such ''may be the central

conmittee of the party-either the county central conmittee or the city
central conmittee," or could be a leader of the party such as a
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assessor, aldennan, mayor, or saneone outside the structure of the
party.

Usually, there is a party leader or ''boss" who is the head of

the organization and the chair of the central carmittee.

1he mainstay

of the party organizations, therefore, is the precinct captain who is
directed by the carmitteehead.

1he ward carmitteehead reports to those

in the upper levels of the party, who, in turn, are responsible to the
boss. 29
"1he Mayor of Chicago is the city's IOOSt impressive show-piece,"
according to political scientist G'harles E. Merriam," and serves the
corrmunity as the chief personnel agent, city manager, lawnaker, head
financier, diplomat, and leader." 1he power of the office is centered
not only in legal authority but by the prestige of the position.
Chicago's first mayor, William B. Ogden, used his personal wealth gained
from the railroads to pay the debts of the city in 1837.

JosEph Medill,

who was editor of the Chicago Tribune, was elected on a so called
"Fireproof" ticket in 1871.

He was a strong believer in political

ethics and the cause of the Union and was the last dry mayor to be
knowingly elected to the off ice.

Mayor John Wentworth stood six feet

three and weighed three hundred pounds, and Carter H. Harrison I, rode
around the city on a white horse ruling with friendship and
understanding.

When he was assassinated in 1893 at the C.Olumbian

Exposition, a great feeling of dispair came over the city. 30
Carter H. Harrison II, a political realist like his father, fought
against the ma.chine type of party politics, and functioned with the same
type of qualities as his father.

Edward F. Dunne was regarded as a

refonn mayor and ended up as governor in 1907.

Fred A. Busse, his
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replacement, stayed out of public gatherings and was known by his course
personality and rough friends.

William Hale 1hompson served three te!Tlls

and build a strong Republican organization.

"Big Bill" was at best

colorful and a showman, but his time in off ice was marred by spoils and
corruption.

A contemporary newspaper during his final te!Tll in off ice

stated that his administration was symbolized with "filth, corruption,
obscenity, idiocy, and bankruptcy." William Dever who had a fine
political record and good administrative qualities, served as chief
executive in between 'Illompson's second and third te!Tll.

Dever's downfall

came when he rigidly enforced the dry law brown as the Eighteenth
Amendment.

Mayor 'Illompson was certainly not the mcxiel for an effective

elected official.

To the contrary, the theory of the elective mayor

system had been encouraged because it was to provide an element of
leadership for the city, "a fo!Tll of leadership which will be fused with
the elements of political organization, legislative dominance, and
administrative supremacy," said Professor Merriam.

lbwever, this always

was a difficult order to fill and finding one person to fill the bill
had been even roore troublesome.

1he person serving in the capacity of

mayor must be practical, strong, willing to accept responsibility, and
hard-nosed in order to administer the complex and complicated system of
Cliicago's government.
Such were the characteristics of Anton J. Cennak who became mayor
in 1931.

"Cennak displayed remarkable practical ability," said an

editorial in the Cliicago Daily Times, "a man seasoned to strenuous
action on many fronts." A strong and courageous individual who was in
touch with the character of the city, Ce!Tllak pressed the issues of his
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campaign to the public which he stated were the problems of the city:
''unemployment, crime, and taxation," said the Cliicago Daily News.

The

Cliicago Tribune indicated "there is no doubt of the energy of the
big-shouldered man ••• who talked of practical matters, the growth of
Cliicago, the tax problem, and how to run a political organization."
"Cliicago ••• elected as its mayor the nX>st powerful political boss in the
country," stated Mauritz Hallgren in The Nation, "the political machine
Cennak ••• perfected ••• is constructed on a basis of organization." The
''Master Executive" had pledged to "appoint to the board of education men
and wanen of high character and of demonstrated devotion to civic
welfare," said the Daily News, and to allow the board of education and
superintendent of schools the freedan to conduct the schools for the
welfare of the children.

As such, the employees of the schools and the

citizens of the city were encouraged by Cetmak's stance toward public
education. 31
The Cliicago board of education is by statute a body politic and
corporation separate fran the City of Cliicago.

The organization of the

board as it is today may be traced from the passage by the 1917 State
Legislature of the Otis Law.

The law established the present five-year

staggered terms and set the membership at eleven, provided for a
superintendent, business manager, and attorney each independent of the
other, authorized a three member teacher certification board, and
provided tenure of off ice for teachers upon completion of a three year
probationary period.

The law and its amendments are embodied in Article

34 of the School Code of Illinois which is applicable only to cities
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with a population of five hundred thousand or more.

Members are

appointed for five year tenns by the mayor of Chicago and are subject to
approval by the city council.

lhe tenns are set so that the mayor makes

two appointments in each of four years and three appointments in the
fifth year.

Joseph Pois, a fonner board member wrote,

It is noteworthy that board members are not subjected to removal by
the mayor; the resultant independent status has import for freedom
of action and gives this office added appeal for citizens who would
be loath to subject themselves to possible dismissal from the off ice
by a mayor to whose wishes they did not accede.
In addition to being separate from the city, the board of education is

"also practically independent from the county superintendent," stated
Merriam, Parratt, and Lepawsky, ''moreover, it is largely independent
from the control of the state superintendent of public instruction."32
lhe Illinois legislature granted the school district of Chicago
special powers for determining its own textbooks, setting its standards
for teacher certification, and in general administration, control, and
policy determination.

In fact, said one source, "the Chicago district

is much less restricted by state legislation than most of the other
school districts in the Region." Serving one-half million students and
employing over seventeen thousand teachers and other school personnel,
the district is truely in a class by itself when compared to the various
suburban systems that surround it.

lhe state assembly provided that the

Board may issue bond in its corporate name with the consent of the City
Council.

A similar procedure is provided for budget adoption and tax

levies. 33
"lhe Otis Law did much to clarify and improve the operation of the
Chicago schools," stated Harvey Karlen, because prior to its' adoption,
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the city and the school system were intertwined in a confused state of
regulations developed as the city and the schools grew.

In 1833

legislation provided that the legal voters elect either five or seven
inspectors to examine teachers, select textbooks, visit schools, and
recannend school sites.

When the city was incorporated in 1837, the

original charter indicated that the control of education was vested in
the city council who appointed a board of ten school inspectors.

In

1853 the council created the office of the Superintendent of Schools,
following the exanple of New Ehgland cities, and John C. lhre frcm the
Boylston Granmar School in Boston was elected to fill the post.

lhre

brought system into the schools as he developed student classifications
and prcmotions, held teacher institutes, and required teachers to keep a
register of pupils.

William H. Wells succeeded Ibre in 1856.

Wells

created the high school and was a leader in getting the new city charter
of 1857.

'llle new charter of 1857 contained provisions for a more

centralized organization for the schools, increased the inspectors to
fifteen, and gave them the ''ncmenclature of Board of Fducation with new
powers of administration," according to researcher Frederica J. Spunar.
With the rapid growth of the city fran the mid-1800s through the 1920s,
student enrollment in the schools dramatically increased.

In 1840 the

average daily membership in the Chicago Public Schools was two hundred,
but by 1850 it was up to over twelve hundred. 34
lhder the new state constitution the legislature enacted new law in
1872 which increased the power of the board and again reorganized it.
As Hanna Clark said, "subsequent changes in organization have only

increased the power of the Board." 'llle membership was now set at
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fifteen and they were appointed by the mayor with the consent of the
council.

All powers of the board were contained in the legislation

which affected only cities with a population over one hundred thousand.
In

1891 when George fuwland was superintendent, a new act repealed the

1872 law but only changed the number of board members from fifteen to
twenty-one.

By the time, the first wanen board member, Mrs. Ellen

Mitchell, had been serving since 1889. 35
As of 1890 the average daily membership had risen to over one
hundred and eight thousand and would mushroom to in excess of two
hundred and thirteen thousand in ten years.

Alberg G. Lane assumed the

superintendency in 1891 and suffered the sane frustrations as others who
occupied the position because, as Mary Herrick said, the superintendent
''had no clear authority in any situation."

He did, however, welcome

assistance from outside groups, expanded the manual training program,
and incorporated the kindergarten, which had been operated and financed
in the schools since 1888 by the Froebel Association, into the school
system.

In

1893 the special studies in the curriculi.111-such as art,

music, German, and physical culture-were attacked in what had become
called the "fads and frills" war.

Some segments of the city felt that

too much money was being spent on such non-essential programs instead of
the important subjects of reading, writing, and arithmetic.

lane's

highest achievement was the advancement of training for teachers he
directed which led to the bringing into the system the Cook County
Nonnal School and the methods of Colonel Francis W. Parker in 1896.
But, lane failed to reduce the seating deficit in the schools.

When in

1898 Superintendent Lane was demoted (largely for political reasons), E.
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Benjamine Andrews replaced him.

Caning to Chicago fran the presidency

of Brown lhiversity he was ill-suited for what faced him.

Mary Herrick

st1111led up his situation as follows, "the jungle of politics in Chicago
was no place for an academician who expected his ideas to be accepted
with all due respect for his office and his learning." After two years
of turmoil he left for the chancellorship of the lhiversity of Nebraska.
Edwin J. C.OOley replaced Andrews and, as a shrewd student of Chicago
politics, used his skill and wit to control the board. 36
Also in the late 1890s Chicago was the scene of the formation of an
organization which would eventually alter the entire educational
operation and organization throughout the country.

Ch 16 March 1897, a

small group of Chicago teachers met at the Central M.isic Hall to discuss
the problems of the pension fund.

Out of the discussion came the idea

to f onn an organization to get something done about the problem.
Because they were wanen elementary school teachers who were concerned
with their status, when they fonned their organization they excluded
secondary teachers and principals.

'Ihe new Chicago Teachers' Federation

(C1F) grew fran just a few organizers to over two thousand five hundred
members in the first year of existence, and eventually became the
nation's most militant teacher organization.

Although it was not the

first educational organization to be established (the National Education
Association was foooded in 1857) it differed fran the many state and
national associations because "the federation was a purposive
organization which reorganized the material needs of its members." 'Ihe
C1F employed a business manager and financial secretary and under the
leadership of Catherine Goggin and Margaret Haley began an aggressive
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campaign to ''raise the standard of the teaching profession." Such an
outlook brought the federation into the city council, the state
legislature, the courts, and the political issues of the time in its
drive to "protect the economic and legal interests of the teachers." 37
In 1898 Mayor Carter H. Harrison appointed eleven men to a

conmittee to study the educational needs of the city.

Headed by William

Rainey Harper, president of the lhiversity of Chicago, the camtission
brought nationwide attention to Chicago as the country struggled with a
direction for public education.

Mary Herrick stated that, "the report

contained twenty specific recamtendations, with reasons to sustantiate
them, and details for implementation." She also said the report was
supported by a wealth of footnotes.

The report recamtended that the

board of education be reduced to eleven members and the board should be

a policy making body with the administration of the schools left in the
hands of the superintendent and a business manager.

It also set down

guidelines for teacher certification, curriculum, the use and
constructi6n of school buildings, and board operation.

Fbwever, all of

the good which was presented in the report became clouded in the furor
which developed over the report's recamtendation that the men teachers
receive a salary increase.

Coupled with its statement that there was,

"sure to be a large number of incompetents within the [teaching] force,"
the Harper Report set itself in conflict with the C'TF.

Already the

female elementary teachers of the federation were concerned with an all
male camtission.

But when the members of the camtission implied that

many of the teachers were not highly qualified, given the fact that the
majority of the teachers in the system were female, the federation
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trained its guns on the sexist connotations implied in the report and
led a successful fight to have the "Harper Bill" defeated in the General
Assembly.

As a result of the problems associated with the various

provision of the plan, ''none of the Harper reconmendations which
required legislation were put into effect for years, and sane ••• are
still not in effect ••• " 38
In 1901 when Superintendent O:>ley began a confidential rating

system for teachers, a stonn of protest was raised by the those
employees.

Partially as a result of pressure being put on teachers by

the superintendent, the CTF voted to affiliate with the organized labor
movement in the city by joining the Chicago Federation of Labor and
applying for a charter from the American Federation of Labor.

Working

with CFL organizer John Fitzpatrick, the newly affiliated teacher
organization pushed for unity among the classes of working people in the
struggle against the corporate organization.

"Thus," said writer Robert

L. Reid, "the CTF introduced female white-collar unionism into American
life. II

39

In 1909 Ella Flagg Young was elected as superintendent of the

Chicago

~hools.

Called by Margaret Haley, "the finest Superintendent

of Schools the city has ever had and one of the greatest women who has
ever been in American public life," she was the first woman to achieve
such an office in urban public schools.

In addition she became the

first female president of the National F.ducation Association when she
was elected to the position in 1910.

She encouraged educators to be

concerned with the total experience of the child reflected in the home,
coomunity, and the school.

Mrs. Young was praised by educational
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innovator John Dewey and used a style in explaining concepts in
education which could be understood by non-academics. 40
In

1910 more than two hundred and forty-seven thousand pupils were

in averaged daily attendance in the schools.

While the numbers of

students continued to increase in the schools, so did the teacher's
attitudes toward organized labor.
organized

t.~e

In

1912 a group of men teachers

Chicago Federation of Men Teachers, while two years later

the Federation of t-bilen High School Teachers came into being.
groups received a charter fran the AF of L.

Both

In addition the principals

in the school system had fonned the Chicago Principals' Club in 1899
with the canbination of the George Howland Club and the Ella Flagg Young
Club.

The club had become, according to Counts, the second ''most

powerful of the organizations fonned by members of the teaching staff." 41
John Shoop, assistant superintendent under Mrs. Young, succeeded
her in 1915 and served for three years.

Because he was ill for most of

the time he held the superintendency, he did not play any part in the
''war" between the teachers and the Board of Fducation over the Loeb rule
in 1915 nor in the passage of the Otis Law in 1917.

Named for board

member Jacob M. Loeb who sponsored the rule, it was designed to destroy
the power of the growing teacher unions especially the Chicago Teachers'
Federation.

The new regulation state that,

Menbership by teachers in labor unions or in organizations of
teachers affiliated with a trade union or a federation or
association of trade unions, as well as teacher' organizations which
have officers, business agents, or there representatives who are not
members of the teaching force, is inimical to proper discipline,
prejudicial to the efficiency of the teaching force, and detrimental
to the welfare of the public school system. Therefore, such
membership, affiliation, or representation is hereby prohibited
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It was officially adopted on 1 September 1915.

The resulting excitement

caused quite a stir as not only did the CTF have paid employees but so
did the Chicago Principals Club and the Illinois State Teachers
Association.

Loeb, with the support of fellow board member William

Rothmann, ''went out of his way to say publically that he did not mean to
include the Principals Club," said career Chicago educator Mary Herrick
and, "ignored the affiliation of the

two

high-school groups [affiliated]

with the Chicago Federation of labor ." Educator George S. C.ounts,
indicated in one of his books that the Loeb Rule,
was aimed in general at the Chicago Teachers' Federation, which
since 1902 had been affiliated with the Chicago Federation of labor,
and in particular at Miss Margaret Haley, who for years had been the
business agent of the Federation and a thorn in the flesh of the
board of education.
Pledge cards were sent by the board of education to all teachers
indicating they would not join any of the prohibited organizations and
superintendent Ella Flagg Young was directed to enforce the rule.
Margaret Haley said of the incident, "It was inmediately evident that in
order to hold their jobs in the Chicago schools, the teachers who were
members of the Chicago Teachers' Federation would have to resign fran
that body. II 42
Fourteen days after the new rule was adopted, a petition for an
injunction was filed in Cook C.ounty Superior C.ourt by Ida L. M. Fursman,
a teacher and member of one of the prohibited groups, and State's
Attorney Maclay Ihyne.

Nine days later, on 23 September Judge John M.

O'C.onnor issued a temporary writ and said, "the rule was arbitrary,
unreasonable, oppressive, illegal, contrary to public policy, and void."
Ch 29 September the board amended the Loeb rule to read, ''membership in
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sane teachers' organizations," but retained the right to detelllline which
groups were prohibited.

lbwever, Herrick believed that the board

"narrowed its rule specifically to [single out] the Federation," a
feeling which George S. C.ounts shared.

Judge Denis E. Sullivan made the

injunction permanent on 29 November saying, "Our Supreme C.ourt has held
many times that the right of labor to organize is a legal one, and that
membership in such organizations is not in violation of law." 'Ille
victory for the teachers was gratifying yet it would be short lived, as
a nllllber of factors would combine to attack the very soul of the teacher
union roovement. 43
Ella Flagg Young resigned from the superintendency on 11 December
and left town.
position.

As a result the teachers lost a friend in the top

Her successor, John Shoop had been a principal in the system

for a nllllber of years, but according to Clticago educator Chester C.
ll:x:lge, ''was extremely conscientious but found it difficult to make
decisions." Herrick indicated that he was completely ignored by the
Board plus he had to deal with the added responsibilities placed upon
the schools due to the country's involvement in the First W:>rld War.
Catherine Groggin was struck down by a truck as she crossed a street on

4 January 1916 and killed.

'Illis was a severe blow to the Federation

which resulted in the nornal confusion, grief, and lack of direction
suffered by any organization when a great leader is taken.

Regaining

from the shock of Groggin's death and ever mindful of the intentions of
the !.Deb-Rothmann forces on the board (who were supported by the
Illinois Manufacturing Association), the Federation joined with seven
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other teacher unions and formed the American Federation of Teachers in
the spring of 1916.

As the oldest and largest group affiliated with the

AF of L, the Cllicago chapter was named Local Number cne.

Cllarles

Stillman from the Federation for Men Teachers was designated president
of the new local, Margaret Haley the national organizer, and Ida Fursman
of the CTF became vice-president. 44

en

27 June 1916 the loeb-Rothmann forces on the board played their

next card against teachers.

Relying on the practice of making teaching

appointments from year to year, the board of education failed to reelect
sixty-eight teachers, principals, and district superintendents,
thirty-eight of whan were members of the CTF.

'Ille blatant political

action of the board signaled a virtual uprising in the Cllicago schools.
Protests and rallies were held throughout the city as the teachers
provided a united front for the protection of their jobs.
two other sources of power came to affect the teachers.

In addition
First, board

member Ralph Otis, who had supported the original loeb Rule but not the
firing of the sixty-eight educators, worked with school board attorney
Angus Shannon and drafted a bill for presentation to the state
legislature.

A group of Cllicagoans, including the Federation lawyer

Isaiah Greenacre, carefully developed the bill which embodied many of
the recommendations of the 1898 Harper Report originally supported by
the CTF.

'Ille proposed legislation, which came to be known as the Otis

Bill, had the backing of the Principals Club, State Superintendent
Blair, Senator Baldwin, and Representative Wilson.

With the aide of

Norman Flagg, chairman of the Education O:xmiittee of the lbuse, Chester
C. fudge, of the Cllicago Public Schools, and others the final draft went
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through the two houses of the assembly and was signed by Governor Lowden
on April 20, 1917.

Margaret Haley was deliberately quiet and

unobtrusive in Springfield during the debate on the legislation because
it was felt that the bill should represent a principle not a "defense of
any one group." Speaker of the House David E. Shanahan had declared
that "if Miss Haley had anything to do with it [the bill] I am against
it."

Instead she concentrated her efforts in the Olicago City Council's

C'.amlittee on Schools, Fire, Police, and Civil Service to support
legislation to reorganize the school system.

'Ille final piece of

legislation which reached the govenor's desk was a canpilation of three
separate bills designed to assist the teacher of Olicago as a result of
the board action the previous June. 45
Second, while the teachers were successful in their efforts with
legislation, they lost their battle in the courts.

While their friends

and supporters worked on preparing bills for the General Assembly, the
Federation took the Board of Fducation to court, (again) which resulted
in a ten-month struggle that went all the way to the Illinois Supreme
Court.

Che day before the Otis law was to be signed the Court rendered

its verdict.

The decision called by Ella Flagg Young as the "Dred Scott

Decision of Fducation" basically sustained the action of the board in
removing the sixty-eight teachers.

Its pronouncement that "'Ille board

had the absolute right to decline to employ or reemploy any applicant
for any reason whatever or for no reason at all," attracted wide
attention at the time.

It was left to conjecture the extent to which

the governor knew when and how the Court would decide the case brought
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by the Federation so he could nullify the decision by signing the new
legislation.46
Early in 1917 Herrick said, "there were rumors that Loeb (now board
president) had proposed peace with Miss Haley if she would leave her
labor affiliations," an accusation "Msggie" always denied.

Sane reports

indicated that such a deal was made to provide for the reinstatement of
the dropped teachers, others said that the difference of opinion among
union members with respect to the country's involvement in World War I
and other matters caused a rift that could not be mended.

Still others

stated that the financial difficulties in the Federation made it
impossible for it to pay its per capita costs and led to withdrawal of
the Chicago Teachers' Federation fran the .American Federation of
Teachers on 21 May 1917.

In any event, and IXxige said, "The Board

accordingly acted to reinstate these (sixty-eight) teachers.

~st

of

them were reinstated during the last week of the school year and the
rest in September, with the exception of a few whan the superintendent
and his staff declared incanpetent."47
When Mayor William Hale 1hompson appointed a new eleven member
board on 18 June 1917, to canply with the provisions of the Otis law, he
selected only two of the previous twenty-one members.

The old board,

declared a procedural error in their appointment, took the city to court
and won reinstatement on 20 June 1918 when the state Supreme C.ourt ruled
that "the eleven had not been legally approved by the city council."
The old board came back into power and served until 27 May 1919 when
Thanpson again made appointments.

However, he did not include Jacob

Loeb on the list even though he had been on the first list of approval
and was a carryover fran the twenty-one.

Loeb sued Thanpson indicating
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that since he had been declared legally appointed it was his place to
serve.

The court agreed with I.Deb and he was seated, along with the

other members, on 20 Q:tober 1919.

As

Counts so well stated, in the

city, "for more than two years , or f ran June 1917 to Q: tober 1919 ,
Chicago treated the world to the spectacle of two contending boards, the
one supported by the laws of the state and the other by the power of
Cl•ty

ha 11 . 1148

Charles Chadsey replaced Superintendent Shoop when he died in 1918,
being elected while the old board of twenty-one members had been
returned to their position by the court.

Because I.Deb had ignored

Thanpson in the selection process for a new superintendent, "Big Bill"
campaigned to have Chadsey removed during the 1919 mayoral election.
When Thanpson was reelected, he promptly had his new board of eleven
lock out the superintendent, as Counts said, "on the grounds that the
law of 1917 under which the superintendent was granted a term of four
years, was not in operation at the time." Thanpson also wanted the
board to demand his resignation and appoint Peter l-brtenson to the
position.

In N:>vember of that year the circuit court of Illinois ruled

in favor of Chadsey.

But the Thompson board promptly transferred to the

assistant superintendents the powers of the superintendent and thus
attempted to evade the court order.

Ch 29 November Chadsey presented

his letter of resignation because he said, "it was obvious that the
Board would spare no effort to prevent his rendering any service to the
schools of Chicago." The statement further indicated that since he had
"incurred the hostility of so powerful a political machine as that which
now governs the city," he was resigning with the hope that the citizens
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would seek fundamental changes in the observance and enforcement of
school laws.

It is of interest that neither the teachers who, were

suspicious of him because of his support by Loeb, nor the principals,
who were not pleased with sane of his appointments, did anything to help
Chadsey in his difficulty. 49
~rtenson

was reappointed in 1919 but was tainted by the Chadsey

court proceedings for his part in cooperating with the Thanpson "Solid
Six" board members.

In addition his term started with court imposed

fines and jail sentences on the six members for their conspiracy against
the former superintendent.

Upon returning to their positions after

serving their sentences, Counts said, "the way was clear for a raid upon
the schools that for boldness and unabashed cupidity has few parallels
in the written record of public education in the United States." As a
result the new superintendent was in no position to do anything to stop
the "Thanpson .Board in its wild career of looting the schools between

1919

and

1923." New schools were built not because they were needed,

but according to Haley, ''because their building was part of the
political system, benefitting builders, contractors, and others friends
of the machine." Supplies were purchased for buildings that did not
need new material.

Friends of the board were "informed" about proposed

school sites in order to buy the land at a low cost and sell it to the
board at a high price.

In addition, nonexistent canpanies received

large contracts fran the board and furniture was taken to board members
hanes fran the schools and replaced at inflated prices. 50
The entire situation finally came to light when several board
members informed State's Attorney Robert Crow about the scandalous
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activities that were happening.

Evidently their actions were not

accomplished out of civic duty but because they had been "shut out of
the arrangement" in which a number of people profited from the purchase
of the Forestville and Wendell Philips school sites.

With the backing

of the M.lnicipal Voters League, the W:xnen's City Club, and the
Daily News, a grand jury investigation into every phase of the school
operation was launched in May 1922.

Finally after continued pressure

from the civic organizations, indictments were handed down on the school
attorney, a foilller board president and vice-president, forty individuals
and fourteen employees involved in illegal deals. 51
An indignant Oiicago brought in the ''refoilll" mayor William Dever in

1923 who had pledged to free the schools from politics and as Counts
stated, "clear up the school situation by the appointment of several new
members to the board of education." 1he new board employed William·
M:Andrew as the superintendent in January 1924.

According to his own

statement, M:Andrew was ''brought to Oiicago to loose the hold that
certain outside agencies and the city hall had on the school system."
Counts had written that the outside influences, no doubt, meant the
Oiicago political organization.

He also felt that the inside influences

M:Andrew later conmented on centered around the CTF and Maggie Haley.
In any event he was a man of positive character who had a no-nonsense

approach to his work, M:Andrew clashed with anyone who did not agree
with his goals.

As a result, he excited violent opposition to his

efforts from a number of different sources.

Margaret Haley said "he had

everyone in the system by the ears," and that M:Andrew played the devil
in the schools.

He set about his work almost inmediately upon his
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arrival, after dodging reporters in Samuel Insull's Peoples Gas Light
and C.Oke building.

He believed in a line and staff system of

supervision for teachers, the elimination of the teachers' councils, the
establishment of the platoon system for elementary schools, and the
establishment of a junior high school system.

The two former ideas were

designed to weaken the strength of the teachers and gain power for the
superintendent, while the

two

latter proposals were intended to

industrialize the schools. 52
Che of the outcanes of M:Andrew's policies was the most "extensive
building program in the history of the school system," being carried out
during the period of 1923-36, in order to build and equip the score of
new junior high schools for use in his plan of education.

No matter

what educational value his proposals had, his high handed manner in
dealing with people in the school system, his alignment with the
anti-labor, anti-truces, business forces, and his non-diplanatic attitude
were rallying forces, especially labors' , against him.

Qi.

top of this,

M:Andrew refused to obey the board when it rejected his recamiendation
in Cktober of 1925 and faced the possibility of discharge, according to
one source.

He also stood against the board in the matter of the status

of the school clerks and their dismissal by the board with replacements
being provided through civil service lists fran the city.

With all of

these problems facing him, M:Andrew proposed a series of salary
schedules which required a tax increase for the already financially
strapped system.

Again he ran into opposition fran the federation

because of the monetary problems associated with his proposals. 53
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1herefore, by the end of the third year as superintendent, William
M=.Andrew, "had alienated almost every group of people with whan he came
into contact," said Haley.

He was doing quite well in gathering forces

of opposition, even hatred, against him, yet he had one more force to
contend with in the spring of 1927.

William Hale Thanpson was back as

the candidate for the Republicans for mayor, declaring he would fire
M=.Andrew if elected.

<bunts stated that Thanpsons' plan was a "shrewd

political maneuver with a double objective," designed to attract voters
who were off ended by M=.Andrew and to make him a whipping boy in his
appeal to the ethnic population based upon racial prejudice and
oppression.

After the election, it took Thompson until the end of the

sunmer to obtain a majority on the board.

Ch 29 August 1927 the

1hanpson board took the unprecedented action of suspending M=.Andrew and
placing him on trial as iliunts indicated, "on charges of insubordination
and conduct incompatible and inconsistent with, and indirect violation
of, his duties as superintendent of schools." For a school system with
an average daily attendance of over four hundred and eight thousand in

1925, the trial of its superintendent by the board of education was a
media event with worldwide attention centered on every charge. 54
The trial took on an irrelevant aspect as witnesses were brought in
to prove that the schools were "menaced by pro-British propaganda" of
which M=.Andrew was accused of fostering.

Ch advice of his attorney, the

suspended superintendent stopped attending the hearings.

O=spite his

withdrawal the board kept up the proceedings which served more for the
betterment of Thanpsonian propaganda than evidence of M=.Andrew's wrong
doings.

In January of 1928, his four year term expired, M=.Andrew left

his position in the city and went to work for a text book publishing
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company editing history books.

Finally in March 1928 the board voted to

dismiss him according to Mary Hen·ick, "two months after his four year
term was over, with only Mrs. Helen Hefferan and James M.illenbach
dissenting." Ch 27 June 1928 William Bogan who had been his assistant
superintendent and ''who acted as Superintendent during the stormy years
of 1924-27," according to Howatt, succeeded l-tAndrew.

Bogan, who had a

long career in the Oiicago Public Schools, assumed leadership of a
school organization which had grown from Eliza Oiappel's school on Clark
Street between lake and Randolph in 1834, to a multi-hundred facility
system with over thirteen thousand teachers and a budget approaching one
hundred million dollars in the late 1920s.

When the turmoil of the past

two generations finally seemed to be settling down with z.tAndrew's

departure, the financial crises in the city, which had been brewing for
a number of years burst dramatically to the surface. 55

FINANCIAL DIFFICULTIES
While the city and the public schools were embroiled in the
unbelievable series of clashes over control and power in the schools.
the financial position of the Oiicago schools kept sliding downward for
a number of years.

N;)t withstanding the questionable practices used by

the board of education throughout its history regarding the sale and
lease of school property provided it by "The Ordinance of 1787." several
factors were at work which caused a drain on the revenue for the
schools.

The large tax-dodging corporate structure in the city, the

political machinery which had been maintained through a patronage system
at public expense, the reassessment of real property and the subsequent
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taxpayers' strike were sane of the reasons, according to Smith, that
"the city's treasury had been going broke for years."

In addition, the

school population dramatically increased in the years between 1915 and
1925, due not only to the growth of the city, but because of the child
labor law, free text books, and the expansion of the high school added
to the costs for operating the school system.

With the push for the

junior high schools by Superintendent t-tAndrew, building construction
literally exploded and added to the student seating shortage. 56
Besides all of such factors the Chicago Schools were now operating
on a credit basis because since 1916 the "resources derived from taxes
had been insufficient to operate the schools on a cash basis." Since
the board was spending more money than it had taken in for almost
fifteen years, the school system had borrowed funds in anticipation of
the next year's taxes.

'Illis long term use of tax anticipation warrants

resulted in the board expending almost "eleven years of tax income in
ten years time." 'Illis was accomplished because the banks who purchased
the warrants at seventy-five percent of their real value, collected
interest on them unitl they were paid.
were collected.

'Illis happened when the taxes

Such a procedure was legal but was a questionable

practice for the board of education to take considering the fact that
sane of the banks were "sitting on school lands and paying little or no
rent." 'Ille Olicago Teachers' Federation, again pushed by Margaret
Haley, examined the school revenue situation and discovered, "that the
lack of revenue to run the schools of the city was due to the utter lack
of equity, uniformity, justice, and fairness, or even conmon sense and
conmon honesty, in the assessment of property." 'Ille federation thus
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began a campaign to have a more uniform reassessment made in 1927.

They

did not enter the arena with naive hopes because, "Year after year,"
said Haley, "the

tea~hers

of Chicago were being warned that the City,

and consequently the Board of Education, faced a deficit, which would
result in the lowering of salaries and the possible non-payment of
salaries." 57
In January of 1927 the federation convinced Cook County Board

President Anton Cermak to do scmething about the situation, and the
Joint Catmission of Real Estate Valuation was formed.

Herbert D.

Simpson indicated that the conmission, ''was ccmposed of members of the
Board of Asessors and Board of Review, other government officials, and
representatives of various business and civic organizations.

George D.

Fairweather, business manager of the University of Chicago, was chosen
as chairman." While the conmission was going about its job of
investigating the situation, William H. Thcmpson was reelected.

He

indicated that he was not a reformed candidate and encouraged the 1927
quadrennial assessment to be made without regard to the Joint
Catmission.

As could be expected, when the conmission issued its report

in July 1927, the fraudulent practices of the 1927 reassessment were
made public.

At this point, the first real split over proper action to

be taken developed among the teachers.

While the high school unions

wanted to use the traditional CTF tactic to challenge through court
action, Haley pushed for the reassessment process and the develoµnent of
new tax laws.

With the high school unions going after the procedure

through the courts, Haley worked with the Joint Catmission and civic
groups to secure legislative action.

They pushed Q)vernor Len Small to
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appoint a "Legislative Joint Revenue c.oomittee" in May 1928, and as a
result of its findings, persuaded the governor to call a special session
of the legislature for 18 June 1928. 58
After five days of work, two bills emerged. The first, authorized
the State Tax c.oomission to order a reassessment at any time in the
assessment process, while the second, required the publication of
quadrennial assessments to include the name and address to each owner of
property.

Ch 9 July 1928 the State Tax c.oomission issued the order for

reassessment of Cook O:runty, but as Silas Strawn, Chairman of M:>ntganery
Ward and Qxnpany said, "Then followed efforts by politicians to defeat
or to delay the execution of the order." The Board of Review said it
lacked the money to do the reassessment, injunctions to stop the
procedure were filed and as Simpson said, "Every obstacle, legal or
otherwise was put in the way of carrying out the order of· the State Tax
Ccmnission." Finally all barriers were sunnounted and the County Board
appropriated the funds and Harry S. Cutmore was employed to direct the
work of the revaluation. 59
While the reassessment had begun, the efforts to stall and delay
its beginning were not without negative consequences.

The assessment

for 1928, which should have been ccmpleted in the fall of the same year,
did not get finished until May 1930.

The taxes for 1928 were

collectable ''between February and May 1929," and became deliquent 1 May

1929.

However, no taxes could be paid until the assessment was

canpleted, which occurred after the stock market crash in the Fall of

1929.

The costs of the assessments and the subsequent legal battles

continued to add up.

In

1928 taxes collected on the assessment for 1927
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suffered heavy losses due to canplaints and the litigation.

Finally,

when the figures for the revaluation were released, Chicago had a
decrease in valuation of approximately 14 percent.

Since the board of

education and the other taxing bodies in the county were living on
"anticipated" revenue fran increased property value.

Because the

reassessment and the delay surrounding it took over two years, the Wall
Street crash had "an almost irrmediate effect on Chicago." The great
depression only excerbated the financial plight of the Chicago schools
and other governmental units.

The Insull utility empire faltered, the

boan in construction abruptly ended, and as Raymond indicted, "Almost

one hundred and fifty thousand families in Chicago were on relief rolls,
the weekly relief expenditures approaches a million and a half dollars,
and a great percentage of Chicago banks were closed." 60
Taxpayers, faced "for several years with a demand for a year's
taxes in less than twelvemonths time," when the stock market had
crashed, the value of securities fallen, and business nearly paralyzed
with many people out of a job, rebelled.

Led by C.Ornelius Teniga and

other business men, the Association of Real Estate Taxpayers of Illinois
organized a taxpayers strike.

As Herrick pointed out, "It was hard

enough to eat; taxes could wait." No other city in the U.S. was in a
greater financial difficulty as ''national attention was focused on
Chicago." Given the downward spiral of employment, the mess associated
with the reassessent, and the inability of families to meet mortgage and
loan deadlines, those banks which remained open were hesitant to provide
loans and tax warrants to the schools and other governmental bodies.

In

fact not one bank in Chicago held any 1929 warrants issued by the board
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of education because they were all in eastern banks.
the hostility between the board and the bankers.

This accentuated

Fran 1930 through the

next ten years, the financial condition of many of the taxpayers in the
city was such that the payment of their taxes was virtually impossible.
"As a consequence," Howatt said, "the deliquent or uncollected taxes in
Cook C.Ounty camienced to accumulate fr001 that date," until it reached a
staggering sum in the hundreds of millions of dollars. 61
As the board of education rushed frantically fr001 the banker for
additional warrants to the legislators in Springfield and the aldermen
in Chicago for higher tax rates, its "great spending orgy" continued
unabated.

Teacher pay checks were late beginning in 1929 and by Fall of

1930 there seemed to be the possibility of no funds for the operation of
the schools when the board had adopted a 1930 budget that for the first
time "passed the one hundred million dollar total." By the time Anton
Cermak was elected Mayor in the Spring of 1931, teachers had received
their pay for the school year on time on only three dates.

This was due

primarily to the Strawn C'.cnrnittee formed by the Joint Conmission on Real
Estate Valuation.

Organized in January 1930, under the leadership of

Silas H. Strawn, the "camiittee of fifty-eight, representing every
interest and point of view," worked to secure emergency loans and
reorganize the assessment administration in C.OOk County to prevent the
financial collapse of the local governments.
when Mayor Cermak assumed office.

Such were the conditions

His words were hardly exaggerated

when he said, "I knew that the city was in bad shape financially.
never dreamed that it was entirely broke, flat broke.
left. II 62

But I

Hardly a nickel
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CHAPTER III
MAYOR CERMAK IN 1931
INI'RODUCTION
'llle following three chapters provide a detailed description of the
accounts of the Cermak administration.

It is important to realize his

political savy while examining the record of A.J.'s two years as mayor
of Chicago.

His skill in the political arena was derived from his

ability to control the situations which developed so that he could gain
the most from the results.

Cermak had to utilize all of his talents

during his tenure as mayor given the financial conditions of the city
when he stepped into office.

In relations with the schools, one notices

how Cermak al:ways showed up as being the champion for all sides and the
one catalyst for achieving success.

Whether it is getting a pay day for

teachers, forcing reductions in the budget, placing blame on the school
board, or cajoling the bankers to loan money, the results always favor
Cermak the politician and invariably strengthen his image as a master
executive.

By remaining separate, publically, from all groups, Cermak

retained the advantage he desired.

He would chastize the bankers

disagree with the citizens' camiittee, hound the school trustees, and
support the needs of the teachers.

Yet he never became trapped in the

political corner of total alignment with a specific organization.

He

always seems to be the positive force for change but never the brunt of
criticism.

For example, he handled the board members and the teachers

while working with the business camiunity and bankers.

While the record

of his administration speaks for itself, it is important to keep in mind
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how Cennak walked the political tight wire with classic efficiency and
amazing effectiveness.
1his chapter considers how Cermak handled the school board
selection process, his attitude toward the trustees appointed by the
previous mayor, and the change of position he made toward the election
of Lewis Myers as president.

A.J. used the advisory carmittee for his

political advantage and he always was in the center of any attempt to
obtain tax refonn whether it was speaking to the legislature or
pressuring large taxpayers.

Finally Cermak worked his relationship with

the teachers so that he never loses their support.

What follows is the

record of the these events.
Candidate Cermak
1he image of Anton Cennak during the 1931 mayoral election campaign
emphasized his being a public service man.

He was portrayed as "1he

Master Executive," a ht111anitarian, and a defender of personal liberty.
Because he was not an individual with personal wannth or glamour, his
family was used to add such an element to his strategy.

Cennak's

granddaughter, Vivian Graham, who was twelve years old, campaigned for
her grandfather in speeches to groups and on the radio.

1he Cermak

election project was fashioned after the "Great Fngineer" campaign of
the J:bover presidential portrait in 1928.

Throughout the campaign he

responded to the personal attacks from Thompson in a manner which
stressed his personal dignity.

1

With the support of the leading bankers, industrialists,
physicians, social workers, and educators in the city, the backing of
the wanen's clubs and other similar organizations, and the benefit of
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the 'Iribune and Daily News,
the city.

the Cennak political machine swept through

Fed by the corruption in government and the criminal activity

which flourished under the Thanpson administration, Chicago rallied to
"Get rid of Thanpsonism." A group of nonpartisan business organizations
put out a pamphlet which stating that Cennak had, "repeatedly
demonstrated his ability to translate his knowledge into practical
plans," and that his "experience as businessman and as a public servant
had fitted him ••• to be Chicago's mayor. 112
The teachers in Chicago took an active role in the election of
Cermak.

The Chicago Teachers' Federation (CTF) endorsed Cennak as the

only hope and salvation for the public school system.

Mary Herrick said

that A.J. talked sense to teachers, and Margaret Haley indicated that
Cennak could see around a corner about as well as any man who ever sat
in the mayor's chair.

Haley also felt that Tony had a sense of

closeness to the people whan he represented.

The teacher had every

reason to believe the Democratic candidate when he promised them that
they would be treated like city employees and politics would be taken
out of the schools.

In a speech before a group of two thousand women at

a democratic organization luncheon just prior to the election Cermak
said:
I intend to stick to that promise and to appoint as members of the
board of education men and wanen who can be depended on to ignore
politics when it canes to the management of the public schools. The
teaching forces are overtaxed, and if the personality of children is
to be respected, the number of pupils to a teacher must be reduced.
Our present system of large schools leads to a sort of irresponsibility on the part of pupils and we cannot develop good citizens
when we do not develop a sense of responsibility in children.3
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Haley also stated that Cermak opened ''his doors to the
representatives of the teacher organizations and to the civic
organizations concerned with the deterioration of instruction in the
public schools." Dr. Graham Taylor, in a series of articles written
during the campaign said that:
Cermak is no less explicit as to the protection of the public
schools fran the outrageous exploitation they have suffered at the
rough hand of Mayor 'lllanpson himself and the unscrupulous dealing of
most of his trustees. By contrast, Cermak speaks for himself and
whoever he appoints: "I pledge myself to appoint to the Board of
Education men and wanen of high character and of demonstrated
devotion to civic welfare, to defend the public school system fran
political influence, to have the Board of Education and the
superintendent of schools free to conduct the schools solely for the
welfare of the children of 01.icago; to give all possible support to
measurers designed to secure adequate revenue for the schools; to
use my influence to secure the proper and efficient operation of the
Otis Laws in its application to the administration of the public
schools of 01.icago." 4
TI-le Daily News reported that Cermak would strive to raise the
schools "to a standard of other large cities in pupil class membership,
in teachers salaries, and in increased seating facilities." Cermak told
the City Club that the new Board of Education, would be canposed of men
and wanen of proven devotion to the schools and the pupil's welfare.

In

the latter part of March, Helen Hefferan, a member of the board of
education sent letters to her friends stated that Cermak was an able and
conscientious executive familiar with municipal and governmental
affairs, and that under his leadership politics would not find a way
into the schools.

Mrs. Hefferan also indicated that A.J. was known as

an energetic laborer for public good in public off ice and that the
schools needed to be safeguarded by a man of his type. 5
When the election results of 7 April 1931 were tallied, Anton
Cermak had received an overwhelming victory.

Elected with a plurality
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of over one hundred and ninety thousand, he became the first
foreign-born non-Celtic (or non-Anglo-Saxon) mayor of the city.

With

such a mandate Cennak held control of the political organization he
developed over the years.

Mauritz Hallgren, writing for The Nation said

of his victory, "the people of Chicago, by electing Tony Cennak; have
made him the most powerful political boss in the United States tcxiay."
He continued by stating that the political machine perfected by Cermak

would be difficult to dislcxige because it was "in operation in virtually
every ward in the city" and was "closely woven into the very fabric of
the municipal and county governments, into the life of the city itself."
Chicago political writer and educator Milton Rakove said, "Like no other
politician, Cermak began the reign of the Democratic machine and
fathered the ethnic coalitions that have held Chicago together." He was
the ultimate politician, according to Len O'Connor, "He made all the
rules, dealt all the cards," and destroyed undeserving organization ward
operators.6
Cennak, said one source, was a dictator who refused to tolerate the
ward feudalism which had characterized Chicago politics.

According to

Mathewson, A.J. "quickly established himself as the most powerful boss
the city had ever known." Cennak believed in a rigid organization
designed from the top of the party down to the lowest ranks, "with all
final authority vested in Tony Cermak." The New York Times told its
readers that Cennak ''had built up one of the most powerful political
machines." The F.ncyclopedia Britannica stated that the foundations of
the present-day "Organization" in Chicago were "laid during the brief
term (1931-33) of Anton Cennak." It was, as political analyst Len
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O'Connor said, "a firmly-founded brother hood able to work together for
its ca11110n good." As stated in Q.ir Fair City,

Cermak had gathered a

following and built up his political influence in his two previous posts
as head of the forest preserve district and president of the C.ook County
board.

Victory in the mayoral election gave the Democrats and Cermak

undisputed control over both the city and the county.

The canbination

of the Cermak machine, those who supported him but were not part of the
political organization, and the vote of the individuals who just wanted
to end Thanpsonism, placed A. J. on top of the political pile in Chicago.
With the results finalized he was no longer running for the job of
mayor, he had becane the head of the city.

His attitude and restrain on

election night indicated he was aware of what he faced.

As his

biographer said, "His words of thanks to the electorate and his entire
demeanor showed that he was cognizant of the heavy task he was about to
shoulder. 117
The Beginning
As Mayor Cermak prepared his inaugural address, he could hardly

have been aware of the factors that had developed over the past months
which would have direct bearing on his start as chief executive of the
city.

First of all, the schools had just survived the attempts of Mayor

Thanpson to use the school children to pranote a personal scheme in the
name of prosperity.

This had far reaching ramifications that

subsequently led Superintendent William J. Bogan to appoint an .Advisory
Council made up of lawyers, doctors, university professors, heads of
civic organizations, and business men.

This council gathered

information on the conditions in the school system and advised·the
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superintendent on various matters.

lhfortunately, the Board of

Education felt isolated and detached from the superintendent and as a
result a power separation developed in the system.

'll1erefore the board

began formulating roost of its plans without consulting Bogan, who was
powerless to influence the members.a
Second, the growing tax problems which faced the city and school
district continued to become worse.

Corporate magnate Silas Strawn

wrote an article in the February Nation's Business which described the
Cllicago situation.

He sumied up the problem by indicating it was time

to consolidate taxing units; to put the tax machinery on a

scientific-nonpolitical basis; to carefully prepare and observe budgets;
to incure only necessary obligations; and to initiate rigid measures of
econcmy.

Strawn felt that the solution to municipal finance could ''not

be left to the politician, the reformer, or the theorist," but demanded
the best constructive thought of experienced business leaders and wise
financiers." 9
In March lewis E. Myers, President of the Board of Fducation told

the members of the Superintendent's .Advisory Council that the school
treasury would be without funds after the first of April, and only a
miracle could provide a new source of rooney.

Meanwhile members of the

Strawn Camiittee pushed for tax reform for Cook County and appeared
before the state legislature.

Melvin A. Traylor, Chairman of the First

National Bank of Chicago, urged the members of the General Assembly to
approve changes in the tax machinery of the county.

"'ll1e Chicago

schools couldn't meet their payrolls today," he said and "Before people
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can be induced to buy more tax warrants they have got to know when
assessments are going to be ma.de and collected11 • 10

Cermak Takes Off ice
Upon his return from a short vacation in Florida after his
election, Mayor Cennak addressed the matters at hand.

He indicated that

his first priority was to curb expenses and his ultimate goal was to
reduce taxes.

Cennak also announced plans to appoint a fiscal

cornmission of ''representative citizens of experience and ability in
business and financial matters" to make an investigation of city
government.

'lhe first sign of difficulty between the mayor and the

board of education surf aced when Cennak announced he would seek to
replace those employees who received appointments because they were
supporters of the 'lhornpson administration.

Board President Myers stated

that he and the board refused to support Mayor Cennak in his campaign,
and would continue to oppose his efforts to rem::>ve such individuals.
lbwever, he said that in order to "prevent conflict between the board of
education and the mayor," he would set-up a special committee of three
trustees to supervise future appointments.

In addition, the board told

a senate committee that a bill which required seventy-five percent of
the education fund be guaranteed for teacher salaries attacked the

discretionary powers of the board and therefore should not be passed.
James Hemingway stated that the board resented any efforts on the part
of the teachers to curb its power, but school trustee Mrs. W.S. Hefferan
11
said that the bill was a just protective measure for the teachers.
In his inaugural message on 27 April 1931, the mayor said he wanted

the new "Advisory C.Ouncil" he proposed to make recornmendations for:
the consolidation of thirty-two departments in the city; (2) the

(1)
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revision of municipal contract specifications and central purchasing;
(3)

reclassification of civil service positions and restrictions on

temporary appointments; (4) installation of labor saving devices in
office work; (5) the simplification of reporting on city activities and
functions; and (6) the continuous supervision of appropriations and
expenditures including bond proposals.

Cermak started on the board of

education with a promise to investigate the purchasing department of the
schools.

He said:

The Board of Fducation went to the legislature and said it was going

to give every child a seat and have finer accomodations for them.
'lll.e legislators fell for it and let them increase their tax rate 50
cents. 'Ill.en they proceeded to make more unnecessary jobs for their
political henctmen.

Cennak further warned that school trustees sould go along with the
retrenchment program and said that in order to accomplish his goals, the
membership of the board might be increased or decreased. 12

Cennak and Trustees at Q:lds
'lll.e Mayor called board members Walter Brandenburg and H. Wallace
Caldwell to his off ice and told them of his intent to seek the removal
of the present trustees along with their business managers, agents, and
other spenders because the public wanted 'lll.ompsonism out of the schools.
While he indicated he would not meddle with the teaching end of the
schools, Cermak said he would adopt such a policy with regard to the
business affairs of the board.

'lll.e mayor told the two trustees that he

felt it was ''unfair to the electorate to allow officials of the defunct
administration to practice policies repudiated at the polls." When the
two board members told him they opposed his action because it was only a
political move to replace Republicans with Democrats, Cermak instructed
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c;orporation counsel Francis X. Busch to prepare legislation to oust the
board.13

Cennak School Board Appointments
In the first part of May, Cermak asked Uiarles E. Merriam, head of

the political science department of the University of Chicago, to serve
on the board of education.

Cermak said, "I want Professor Merriam as

head of the school board," and indicated he would wait for Merriam's
answer before making any further decisions on his plan to remove certain
members and begin an econanic survey of the school administration.

Also

during this time, he centered his efforts on finishing his cabinet ·
appointments and listened to suggestions on how to operate the city.
Because A.J. desired to have his finger on every pulse, believed that no
one was as trustworthy as himself, and demanded access to infonnation,
he kept his doors open to all callers.

In making appointments he often

recoomended individuals who had worked with him on previous coomittees
"so that effective laison could be maintained." Che source indicated
that no mayor ever surpassed Cermak in the detailed knowledge of the
intricacies of administration or being familiar with the jobs of the top
level officers and the lowest ministerial employees.

Cottfried said

Cennak made it his business to know people and demonstrated considerable
shrewdness in judging men and wanen.

He used his power of off ice and

"did not hesitate to use his prestige, his patronage, and his complete
control of the party to effect his desires." 14
Cermak the Politician
'Ille mayor continued his assault on the board of education in his
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first meeting with the members of his advisory camiission by asking them
to induce the school boa.rd to resign as he requested.

He told the

camiission he was charged with the responsibility for the actions of the
school board but had nothing to say about how it's affairs were run.
Indicating that in 1919, when he was in the city council, he had been
the alderman who made the motion to support the trustees of the city
administration.

At that time the council and Mayor Thanpson were at

odds over school board appointments and the aldermen held up
confirmation procedures because of the pending mayoral election.

When

Thanpson was returned to office, Cermak led the campaign for the
approval of the mayor' s appointments.

A. J. said that the present

situation was similar in that once more the voters had spoken.
Therefore, since he was elected the 'Illompson trustees should resign fran
office.

In addition he stated that even though he was personally

acquainted with sane of the trustees, he should be allowed to appoint
trustees for the school board. 15
Cermak suffered a set back when Professor M:?rriam declined the
school trustee appointment because of pressure fran other obligations.
Merriam said he would be of roost service to the mayor by working on the
advisory camiittee.

A.J. also could not have been pleased when the

school board ignored his demands to resign even though they did discuss
school construction econanies.

Cermak responded by turning to his

advisory camiittee for suggestions on effective methods for cutting
school expenditures.

His first school board appointments finally came

in May when he selected Robert Carr, former University of Illinois
trustee and president of the Dearborn Chemical Canpany, to fill a
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vacancy.

A.J. also reappointed Mrs. Helen Hefferan, former organizer of

the Illinois Congress of Parents and Teachers.

Carr's political

affiliation was not listed but Mrs. Hefferan, who had originally been
placed on the board by Mayor Dever in 1923, had been active in the
Democratic party. 16
The Mayor asked the board to postpone its election of officers
until the relationship between the city administration and the trustees
of the board of education was clarified.

In a statement made prior to a

meeting with Cermak, Board President Myers told reporters he would
resign his position if the mayor asked for it.

However, when other

members were asked about resigning, their answers were less compliant,
as H. Wallace Caldwell said he would not quit even if ''Mayor Cermak
asked for it on bended knees." All the while, Cermak kept after the
members saying that if they decided to "go along by themselves without
consideration for the aims of the administration," they would be met
with stiff opposition, i.e, the board would not get any money to operate
and the legislature would not grant them any more funds.

A.J. continued

that he did not care who made up the board of education, only that the
individuals were capable and in ha.nnony with his policy of economy but
there had been no real proof of that kind of harmony up to the present
time.

However, three weeks later, the mayor supported Myers in his

reelection as president saying that he was more interested in bringing
about economy in the operation of the schools than in obtaining control
of the board.

Cermak, aware that he did not have the votes to keep

Myers from the post, held several meetings with power company official
where agreement was reached on several important issues.

As a result,
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Myers retained his post and Cennak had a big businessman elected to the
presidency while he obtained good political advantage with the action.
President Myers indicated after his reelection that he would '"cooperate
with Mayor Cermak in every way for the good of the school children."
Myers, who was active in public utilities, also indicated that the board
would consider examining ways to reduce school costs. 17
While this jockeying for position was developing between the mayor
and the school board, the President of the National Education
Association called the Chicago public schools "the nucleus around which
the .American system of education" was being built.

In addition

Superintendent William 13ogan wrote about "Progressive Education in
Chicago" in a national magazine.

As such virtues of the school system

were being told to the world, the Herald and Examiner carried an
editorial stating that Chicago had fallen behind in its public school
program and encouraged additional school buildings plus more and better
paid teachers. 18
Because the Chicago banks refused to purchase any tax warrants
until the assessment situation was improved, the city went looking for
fiscal assistance.

Ch 5 June 1931 it was announced that New York

financial houses would loan the city up to ten million dollars after
they had conferred with Mayor Cermak.

At the same time, Cermak

continued his efforts to get legislation passed to place the city on a
more substantial financial basis.

He appeared before the house revenue

conmittee, held meetings with civic organizations, and denounced
tax-dodgers, who payed "$20,000 for an imported car but only $50
personal property tax."

In addition, the paychecks due the school
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employees were held up because of a lack of funds.

H. Wallace Caldwell,

fonner president of the school board, indicated the board was
considering a scrip plan to pay teachers.
two

The program which was used

years before, centered around issuance of a certificate of

indebtedness bearing a six percent interest.

'lllis would be turned over

to a loop bank which served as a trustee of the fund.

Then

participation shares, or scrip, would be issued in small denominations
to employees and creditors.

CTF leader, Margaret Haley said, the

teachers had "to hawk the warrants to find a purchaser" and take the
price the purchaser would pay.

'llie bank was to collect the interest on

the warrants until the 1931 taxes were paid.

School employees who

accepted the scrip could not assune that the certificate would bring its
face value and had to bargain with whomever would agree to purchase the
certificate. 'hhen the idea of scrip was attempted in 1929, under
Caldwell's presidency, the employees in general and the Chicago
Teachers' Federation in particular raised such objections that the board
stopped the plan and paid cash for their obligations.19

As the teachers and other sch<X>l employees faced payless paydays
and the possibility of scrip, the board discussed money.

First they

weighed the need for a fifty million dollar bond issue for the election
of public school buildings.

Ibn C. Rogers, director of Research and

Building Survey for the board of education, told the City Club's
Education Conmittee that it was difficult to get proper school
construction during times of economic depression and any economies made
now which would interfere with the proper function of the school
curriculllTI would be later regretted.

Next, they examined the results of
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the audit done by the Cleveland Audit Canpany on its investigation of
school finances.

The company, which was regarded as "a finn less than

distinguished in its field," reconmended saving over 1,400,000 dollars
outright plus an addiional 650,000 dollars provisionally by increasing
the number of students in the classrooms and shortening the school year.
The report stated that the salaries for teachers were higher than the
average for cities with a population over one hundred thousand.
However, it said, Chicago's cost per pupil was at the top of the list.

In addition operating expenses had the highest percentage of total cost
while the average number of pupils in a class was greater than the
national average.

The board was favorable to the report, but Cermak

criticized it for not reconmending greater savings and called it a
whitewash which only scratched the surface.
auditors with unfairness and discrimination.

The teachers charged the
James A. Meade, President

of the Men Teachers Federation, told the board to get the money for the
unpaid teachers or to resign.

Meade continued that the mayor had no

jurisdiction over the school board and could do nothing to help the
teachers with their pay.

lbwever, he said, if the trustee resigned,

then perhaps sanething might be accanplished. 20
Mrs. W.S. Hefferan introduced a resolution which called for a
survey of school finance by the mayor's advisory conmission along the
lines indicated in Cermak' s inaugural address, but the measure was
defeated when only Hefferan, Carr, and President Myers voted for its
passage.

'Illus, the board of education became the only public body to

refuse to cooperate with Cennak's plan for fiscal examination.

'Ille

board went ahead with the scrip proposal as part of a plan for financial
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relief.
Chicago.

However, the General Assembly killed the building bond bill for
During the last week of the ioonth both Superintendent Bogan

and school contractors refused to accept scrip.

'llle Tribune took issue

with the trustees in an editorial when it told its readers that the
mayor had ma.de a start at saving iooney in city government but it was
significant that the board of education refused to let the mayor's
advisory ccmnittee study the school budget.

'llle article supported the

advisory ccmnittee appointed by the mayor in its study of financial
efficiency in government and said that until school costs came down
there would be no tax relief in Chicago.

Mayor Cennak was a guest at

the lhion League Club where he was introduced by Fred W. Sargent,
President of the Northwestern Railroad and prOOJinent member of a group
of business leaders who supported the mayor in his election.

Cermak

told the members he did not believe the businessmen of the city realized
the serious condition of the conmunity government. 21
When Governor Ehmerson's Tax Conference came to Chicago in July,
over five thousand teachers marched to demand payment for their services
and Mayor Cennak outlined a plan for tax relief.

At the same time, in a

meeting of the .American Federation of Teachers, James

~ade

told the

audience that Chicago teachers had "absolute confidence in the Mayor and
the board of education," and that teachers would continue to work.
Mayor Cermak stated that the trouble was the board's own making and
suggested that it lay off the engineers in the summer to save sOOJe
money for teacher salaries.

'llle teachers suggested that the Governor

sell enough state tax anticipated warrants to provide the board of
education with funds owe<:i to it by the state.

fuwever, the state was
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stopped when the bond firm of Chaµnan and Cutler issued an opinion that
it was not legal for "the state to issue tax anticipation warrants
against the school distribution fund".

Che educational journal told the

nation that Chicago teachers had "received no salaries since April 2,
and "that there was no prospect for money insight.

The Chicago Tribune

said the teacher organizations were partially responsible for the crisis
because they became associated with a radical wing of labor and were
victims of sane of the worst scallawag politicans ever known in the
city.

The next day, the same paper lauded Mayor Cermak's progress in

reducing the expenditures of fire and police departments. 22
Sunmer and Seri p
In early July, two important actions which affected the schools

were announced on the same day.

First, corporation counsel William H.

Sexton ruled that Cermak and City Canptroller Szymczak could legally
sign over five million dollars in tax anticipation warrants for use as a
trust for scrip.

Sexton said that the board could issue tax

anticipation warrants but had no authority to issue certificates of
indebtedness.
courts.

They, he said, could be repudiated if held illegal by the

Both Cermak and Szymczak indicated they would not sign the

warrants but would ref er the subject to the advisory coomission.

On the

other hand, President Myers said he would explain the procedure to the
coomission and hoped that it would permit the board to proceed.

Second,

the board of education announced that it intended to cut over two
million dollars in operating expenses by following the lines of econany
recoomended in the survey conducted by the Cleveland Audit O::impany.
previously indicated, the majority of the cuts were involving in the

As
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educational depar1Jnent with little or no reductions in the building and
maintenance funds. 23
1he resulting activity brought about a flood of protests against
the board of education.

1he Mayor's advisory carmittee blasted the

scrip plan as unwise because it was certain to cause financial losses to
the teachers and ''would be a menace to the credit of the city".

In a

letter to the mayor, the chairman of the carmittee, Sewell Avery, said
while Cermak was technically obligated to sign tax anticipation
warrants, it was publically known that the warrants were not to be sold,
but to be used as a basis for scrip.

Also, teachers and civic leaders

attacked the economy plan of the board and said the cuts in the
educational program hurt educators and school children. 24
1he teacher unions adopted a similar resolution at a mass meeting
called to discuss the board reductions protesting the school board's
proposed economy program.

As the teachers worked to change the plan for

reduced costs, Mayor Cermak and the school trustees continued on
separate paths on the issue of scrip.

In a letter to board secretary

Charles Gilbert, Cermak said the city was aware of the board's
consideration of the scrip plan and warned the members to take such
action only after the most exhaustive investigation of all legal
questions was taken.

He told Gilbert that the tax warrants were signed

only in a ''ministerial capacity," and he did not accept any further
responsibility for them after they were delivered to the board of
education.
effect. 25

Ebwever, on 14 July, the board put the scrip plan into
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the month progressed, more objections to the school board

reduction program surfaced.

The Trib\llle noted that ''rather than

injure a discredited political faction," by reducing costs and positions
in the patronage rich custodial services, the board chose to injure the
children with cuts in the educational program.

Cemak co\llltered when he

said the majority of the holdover board was chiefly concerned with
saving itself and its friends.

James Meade lamented that "the board

had not made any substantial progress" in finding a solution to the
financial difficulties.26
Meanwhile, the revenue conmission appointed by Q)vernor Ehmerson
held a series of meetings with the board of education and concluded that
the schools were wasting millions of dollars.

Chaiman Joseph K.

Brittain told those in attendance that the conmittee considered itself
to be the representative of the aroused and revolting taxpayers who had
lost confidence in governments because of enormous expenditures.

In

response to a question from tax conmittee member Fred Sargent, board
President Myers said there was "a strained relationship between the city
administration and the board of education," but Myers told the
conmission members that he would work to develop a proposal to reduce
expenditures in the schools.

As

the board struggled with attempts to

bring about the cuts, individual members argued with one another about
the merits of the investigation.

Trustee James Henmingway blasted the

conmission and said it was trying to "confuse the taxpayers and let the
mayor gain control of the school board." Finally, on a motion by Robert
Carr, the board adopted a resolution to order "estimated savings" of
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over two million dollars by providing the donation of one week's service
by teachers, the extension of custodial vacations, and the discharge of
a nunber of assistant engineers.27
All the while, the teachers, led by Margaret Haley, continued a
campaign against scrip in the schools, the city, and in the courts.

The

CTF canvassed banks and businesses and found few of them interested in
accepting the scrip.

It also urged the board to drop the plan and to

pay employees in tax anticipation warrants.

But a problem developed

with the concept when several of the other teacher organization opposed
the Federation's efforts to keep merchants fran accepting scrip.

Some

of the teachers in the most dire of circunstances collected the scrip.
But only about 3 percent of those employees accepted the certificates.
The situation continued throughout the sUlDler.

When the schools opened

in September, the employees still had not been paid for work done in May
and June.

The board had no money on hand to meet the September payrolls

nor did the prospect for finances for paychecks look. pranising.

The

Chicago Teachers' Federation filed suit in the circuit court to enjoin
the board of education fran issuing further participation certificates.
In discussing school expenditures Philip Kinsley, a writer for the

Tribune, said there had been few econanies voted by the school board and
their tendency had been for more revenue to meet the needs of the school
system not for retrenchment.

The Tribune editorialized that substantial

retrenchments were unavoidable and the trustees failed to put its
affairs in order because of ignorance and a desire to use the schools
for political advantage. 28
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When the board presented its plan for financial relief to the
Governor's Ccmnission, it proposed a 125,000,000 dollar bond issue.
Fifty million dollars would be for school construction and the remainder
would be used to "replenish the board's working cash fund to pay overdue
salaries and bills." 'llle board requested that the various teacher
groups support both issues but provided an ominous warning in a
statement by trustee Savage.

He told the teachers if they did not let

the building bond issue go through he would not be interested in the
passage of the seventy-five million dollar bond issue for salaries.
Speaking before the Governor's Ccmnission, Aaron Kline, Chairman of the
Chicago Principals' Club Finance Ccmnittee, said in order to find a
solution to the Chicago school problem there had to be: 1) A
reorganization of the tax assessing and tax collecting machinery; 2) kt
equitable spread of the tax burden over intangible wealth to secure
additional revenue and to lighten the burden now unfairly placed on real
property; 3) New sources of revenue to accomplish the objectives in (2)
above; and 4) Increased state support for public education.29
'llle C.ourt Steps In
In <X:.tober Judge Philip Finnegan issued a temporary restraining
order barring the use of participation certifications and said that tax
anticipation warrants should not be issued and delivered except for
cash.

Eventually Judge Finnegan had to call in President Myers before

the board stopped issuing the scrip.
scrip idea reluctently.

Haley said that Myers gave up the

It was also reported that the utility

companies, the railroads, and the large department stores were taking
scrip.

Chee again, the Tribune assailed the school trustees for the

stupidity they attempted to cultivate on the public.

'llle Chicago
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Principals' Club began a drive to petition the governor to call a
special session of the legislature to obtain funds for school relief.
With the help of the teachers over 927,000 signatures were obtained.
As

mayor Cermak continued his assault on the Thompson board members by

saying that the Board of Education refused to cooperate with him in his
request for a survey of school finances, he again suggested that the
holdover members work with him or resign so he could appoint others to
carry on a harmonious relationship with city officials.30
A.J. said if the board did not econanize, the public would ''have no
confidence in the effort of .the mayor to bring about a reduction in the
cost of government." Cennak described Lewis Myers as ''honest but
without any backlxme," because he did not keep his pranises made at the
time of his reelection as president.

Cennak continued that in his

opinion the board of education was discredited in the eyes of the public
and felt the board had the teachers in a mood similar to that of the
unfed children.

Finally, he said that if the board had taken steps six

months ago to reduce expenditures, the "financial interests of the city
would be in a much better frame of mind toward the purchase of
securities." The Tribune agreed with the mayor and announced on its
editorial page that while the majority of the board refused to resign,
as far as their usefulness was concerned they had resigned.

While

Cennak, ever the politician, pressed the school board, he worked to

obtain money to pay the teachers and board employees.

Toward the end of

the month, the local newspapers talked about a plan to provide funds for
school personnel.

The mayor appointed a special cc:XImittee to meet with

the heads of the four largest loop banks to develop a workable proposal.
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Cermak told the city council, as it discussed the problems of obtaining
adequate financing, that sane of the criticism of the bankers was
!'unjust," because they had already purchased $228,000,000 dollars of
warrants and had no new custaners to buy the anticipation votes.

A.J.

scolded the council and said, "Ibn't do things to antagonize those whan
we want ed to help us." As a result, a plan for the city to purchase
board of education tax anticipation warrants was hanmered out.

By the

end of Q:tober school employees received their pay for the month of
September. 31
'Ille board of education announced that a canplete survey of the
school system would be accanplished under the direction of Dr. George D.
Strayer.

'Ille Division of Field Studies of the Institute of Educational

Research, C.Olumbia University, was authorized to canplete an exhaustive
study of the business and educational departments.
the board,

Myer~:

In his statement to

said while the mayor canplained that the board did not

cooperate with him, it should be pointed out that under the law the only
relationship between the City of Chicago and the Board of Education was
for the city treasurer to serve as the ex-officio treasurer and the
mayor to sign tax warrants.

Myers also said there was no mention of

"any authority over or control of the Board of Education by the city."
'Ille Chicago teacher organizations were busy informing people of the
financial situation and the Chicago Principals' Club printed in full the
recanmended reductions presented by trustee Robert Carr.

Ibrothy Weil,

President of the Federation.of tbnen High School Teachers, wrote an
article in the knerican Teacher in which she discussed the ''raids on the
Education Fund" during the past summer.

'Ille Joint C.Onf erence of
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Principals and Teachers released a platform for financial relief which
called for a special session of the state legislature.
Attorney

Hennan

Finally,

Reiling, in an article in the Illinois Teacher,

discussed the present tax situation in Illinois and emphasized the point
that education was a state duty and responsibility.

He stated that the

tax burden could be made more equitable if school reorganization was

included in the adoption "of a new tax system 11 .32
In November, after receiving the recoomendations fran his Tax

c.onmission, Governor Ehmerson called a special session of the
legislature.

In a WCFL radio speech, Mary Herrick outlined the

provisions of the caI111ission which concerned the schools:

(1) restore

public credit to allow for the sale of government securities; (2) lift
the tax burden fran real estate through a graduated incane tax, a
tabacco tax, and license fees; and (3) equalize property assessment by
the use of a multiplier.

In an attempt to demonstrate sane unity, both

the city council and the school board approved resolutions which

requested that four ''public-spirited citizens and taxpayers," form a
group to induce large taxpayers to purchase school tax warrants so that
teachers and board of education employees could be paid.

Samuel Insull,

D.F. Kelly, Melvin A. Traylor, and Henry A. Scandrett (President of the
Milwaukee Railroad Co.) were asked by Mayor Cermak to head to financial
rescue project.

Yet, the city council attacked the school trustees for

not solving their financial problems.

Alderman Jacob M. Arvey stated

that the board of education had not done anything ''to help the teachers
except to formulate a scheme [the scrip plan] which everyone told them
was illegal." The board responded defensively to the charges.

The
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members noted that it was the popular thing to attack the school board.
They said there had been "too much loose criticism" of the trustees for
their efforts. 33
Soon after the announcement of the request for the financial relief

group of four citizens to organize, the Chicago Surface Lines bought
al.nx:>st two million dollars of tax warrants.

In a letter to all

department heads of the city, Mayor Cermak told them that the financial
crisis made it manditory for appropriations and expenditures to be
greatly reduced fran those provided during the last several years.
Superintendent Bogan made a strong appeal to the business leaders "to
save the fair name" of the city with a loan for the schools.

Helen

Taggert told teachers across the country that their Chicago counterparts
awaited (rather grimly) the final deliberation of the Governors'
Ciannission and the special session of the legislature.

Finally, Dr.

Strayer's survey of the schools began on the 16th with a team of
twenty-six experts divided into four different groups. 34
lbliday Appeals For School Funds
AS the Olristmas season neared, a nunber of prominent Chicago

individuals went to Springfield to address the special legislative
session on financial relief.

There was much discussion about the

proposals recorimended by the Tax Ciannittee, especially the income tax
and C.ook County tax machinery considerations.

Such people as lbnald

Sutherland of Civic Federation and l1!lvin A. Traylor, President of the
First National Bank of Chicago urged the adoption of a graduated income
tax.

Others including Mayor Cermak recommended a change in the tax

system for Chicagoland to streamline and improve the assessment process.
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'Ille fight for reform and the desire to retain control of what was
already in place caused the General Assembly to stall and lengthened the
session.

However no decision was obtained on legislation.

In Chicago

the Mayor had more success as several large taxpayers, such as
Q:mnonwealth Edison, Armour and O:xnpany, and others, purchased tax
warrants.

Cermak proclaimed a "Liberty loan Drive" and asked taxpayers

to buy the 1930 tax anticipation warrants so that public employees would
receive their salaries.

He said such was in order to release the city

"from its temporarily embarrassed position." The Tribune lamented the
city's position when it said that instead of the taxpayers providing
funds to operate government, what was actually happening was "the banks
[were paying] the city and the taxpayers [were repaying] the banks 11 .35
As the pledges continued to mount, D.F. Kelly, chairman of the
mayor's caunission of businessmen anno\.U'lced he was glad to see the
business people of the city were responding to the call for support.

As

a result, just prior to Christmas, City Controller Szymczak indicated
the city had obtained enough money to cover a two week payroll for
teachers and other school employees.

Near the end of December, after a

conference between Cermak, Ehmerson, key legislators, and Chicago
businessmen, the proposal, known as "the Kelly plan," was announced.
Named for the chairman of the mayor's tax warrant selling caunittee who
called the meeting, it provided for the replacement of the two tax
boards with one appointed assessor named jointly by the governor and the
president of the CO\.U'lty board, and two appointed reviewers, one
appointed by the governor and the other by the co\.U'lty board president.
Then in 1934 all three positions would become elected.

But leaders of
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both political parties in Springfield, such as Michael Igoe and Elmer J.
Schnackenberg, were split on the plan. ·Their divisions signaled that
the proposal would face opposition in the state assembly.36
With the political processes being used to seek new laws and
financial relief for the schools, the board of education discussed a
number of ways to save money.

Suggestions included the closing of the

Nonnal College and Crane Junior College for one year as President Myers
said extreme economy was necessary and all nonessentials had to be cut.
The trustees considered eliminating "fads and frills" with each member
providing reconmendations for cuts.

A plan to increase class size and

drop over one thousand teachers was brought forth as was a proposal to
reduce the appropriation for repairs and replacements.

The teacher

groups debated the idea of closing the schools and hosting a "school
relief day" in January.

In addition, other educators in the city had

different thoughts on the best course for the schools.

Professor

Charles Judd supported Superintendent Bogan's recamiendation for closing
the schools one month early, while Dr. Henry C. t-brrison told the board
to keep the schools open by "trinming out the less essential functions"
in the school system.

J.E. Armstrong wrote an article which responded

to a Tribune story blaming the teachers for part of the financial
difficulties. 37
In the December issue of. the School !bard Journal Lewis Myers was

highlighted for his knowledge of finance, conmerce, and industry, in
addition to his widespread acquaintance among the financiers of Chicago.
Myers was lauded for providing ''his personal note for four million
dollars for the December payroll for the teachers."

In the same issue,
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the journal stated that "probably no chapter in the history of city
school administration [was] more singular and at the same time more
distressing" than what had been written about Chicago.

It continued by

saying part of the problem in Chicago was attributable to the defective
method of administrative machinery which created the board "on a basis
of political expendiency subservient to the whims and caprices" of the
poliical party leaders.

Joseph K. Brittain, chair of the Governor's Tax

c.onverence told the members of the lhion League Club about the work of
the conmission.

Brittain expressed the need for the legislature to

adopt its proposal for tax reform so that the storm and stress through
which all citizens and governments had suffered would disappear.

In an

article for the Illinois Journal of c.amierce, Professor Simpson of
Northwestern University said that the essential elements for tax relief
included the honest administration of taxes and econany and honesty in
revenue expenditures.

Simpson said while Mayor Cermak's attempt to

reduce expenditures would earn the gratitude of the taxpayers, the
program was based on an assunption of the continuance of the present
general governmental and political set-up.

Dr. Fred Engelhardt, from

the lhiversity of Minnesota, indicated that during an economic
depression, schools had to remain open.

Dr. Engelhardt said schools

supplied a service that must be continued and that they helped keep
children in school.

He also stated that it was not an easy task to

reduce taxes through economies in the educational program.

He also said

that it was necessary "to acquaint the public with the burdens" carried
by the schools. 38
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In what was a unique bit of timing, considering the statements of

the Minnesota educator, the Journal of Education ran a feature section
in its issue of 7 December 1931 on over sixty ''high spots" in the
Chicago schools.

Also the University of Chicago's Education Department

publications supported the Columbia lhiversity survey of the city school
system, saying Mayor Cennak's lack of confidence in the school board was
probably ''nothing more than politics." Ii:>wever, any possible hope for a
better new year (in many of the minds of the teachers and others) was
dashed when Judge John Jarecki ruled, on 31 December 1931, that the
entire 1928 and 1929 assessment of property was illegal.

As a result,

tax collection, what little there was, came to a grinding half because
the decision encouraged ''non-payment" of taxes for those years.39
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CHAPTER IV
POLITICIAN CERMAK IN 1932
INTRODl'CTION

Mayor Cermak, having been in office almost nine months, passed the
honeymoon period and now faced his greatest dilenma.

While keeping in

mind his ability to juggle situations to his benefit, one can see the
way he acted and reacted with the Citizens' Camlittee on Public
Expenditures.

It was his political astuteness which allowed him to

control the governance of the conmittee yet never be publicly attacked
by the teachers and other pro education groups.

Once more he headlined

a rally for teachers and pushed for all his proposals in Springfield and
in Washington, D.C.

Yet he supported the bankers and the business

camrunity in their stance on goverrunental expenditures.

Then too, he

made the best of a potentially damaging situation when after working
against the nomination of Franklin D. Roosevelt at the Democratic
Convention, he carried the state for Roosevelt in the November election
and insured a complete Democratic victory.

The year 1932 provided the

opportunity to watch the amazing political skills of Cermak in action.
Unhappy New Year

As the city goverrunents faced the dilenma of no tax collections due
to the Jarecki decision, the teachers, at least, had the work to prepare
for the mass meeting scheduled for 4 January 1932 to occupy their
thoughts.

With the help of the Daily News, the teacher organizations

rented the Chicago StadilUII and gathered an impressive list of speakers,
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including Mayor Cermak, Superintendent Bogan, James Mullenbach (a member
of the Dever board), and others.

Cn the day of the rally, Bogan

announced a number of recoomendations which would provide savings of
over five million dollars in the education department.

All of his

measures would result in salary cuts and other reductions in teacher
incane.

Th.at evening over 26,000 people crowded into the stadium.

They

were first told that Governor E:rmerson would not attend and they booed
the announcement.

Superintendent Bogan called the meeting, "the first

united effort made by the teaching organizations in years".

Irvin

Wilson, President of the Principals' Club presented a resolution for the
General Assembly to take inmediate action to keep the schools open. 1
Mayor Cermak received prolonged applause when he told the audience
he would go to Springfield the next day to fight for a tax machinery
reform program.

He also told those assembled that he had no control

over the schools as a result of the Otis law and that he could only
appoint board members.

If he had the power to remove trustees, A.J.

continued, he felt the board ''might have followed the example of the
city" in saving money.

Cermak also stated that the plight of the

teachers was a humiliation and the most serious problem which ever faced
the people of the city.

Near the end of the meeting it was announced

that over 927,000 signatures had been collected in support of the need
to

keep the Chicago schools open through emergency relief.

In January,

representatives of the teachers presented the petitions, delivered in
fourteen trucks, to the General Assembly. 2
The Kelly plan (as it was called) for the revision of the Cook
County tax machinery passed the Senate but became stalled in the House.
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A deadlock developed between the city legislators and the downstate
representatives concerning the incane tax and the Cook County revision.
While the legislature struggled with the passage of measures to assist
the city's schools, the board of education pounded away at cutting its
expenses.

Using Bogan's recamiendations as a base, the board tried a

number of ways to further reduce the costs in the operation of the
school system.

The seriousness of the school revenue situation was

brought to light when the district's auditor, H.H. Brackett, showed the
trustees that at the start of 1932 the educational fund had a debt of
over 90 million dollars.

It was reported that many property owners had

not paid their 1928 and 1929 taxes nor had the 1930 taxes been placed in
collection.

In addition, the debt was directly traceable, according to

the Tribune, to the board's assunption that property values would be
greater in 1931 than they were in 1928. 3
The Citizens' Tax Caimission Chairman, D.F. Kelly, told the board
of education later in the month of January, that it had to "either
reduce expenditures or obtain no cash" to pay overdue employee salaries.
It was reported by one source that the bankers in the city supported
Kelly's recamiendations for the reduction of several million dollars
fran the 1932 school budget.

However, he said trustees responded to his·

suggestions.by indicating to Kelly that they had made a proper effort in
trimming their costs.

While the board delayed the adopting of a budget

for 1932, it heard protests on the proposed budget fran the teachers.
Charles Stillman told the members the waste in schools was "not in the
amount spent for instructional salaries," while the W:xnen's High School
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Federation presented a list of eight "objections" to the reccmnended
budget. 4
'llle Mayor Gets Another Pay For Schools
'llle Principals' Club protested that the provision for the three
co-equal heads of the superintendent, business managers, and attorney,
established by the Otis Law of 1917, was a factor in the school
difficulty.

The organization suggested that the business and education

departments be placed in the hands of one person.

The School Review

editorialized that the Crane Junior College should not be closed because
the city, which was one of the wealthiest in the world, "should not balk
at providing any part of the full gamut of basic education f ran
kindergarten through the extended secondary schools." Just before the
end of the month, Mayor Cermak announced that the city had purchased

$2,500,000 worth of board tax warrants fran the city's aggregate of
funds so that school employees would receive another payday. 5
The Banks and the Board
In February, George S. Counts told the educational conmunity of the

United States that the schools had to develop a new social order based
upon the American democratic tradition and the emergence of the
industrial civilization.

Meanwhile, the situation in Chicago stagnated

through continued argunents between the board of education and the
business/banking views for the reduction of costs for public education.
'Ille school trustees indicated they were ready to authorize a 1932 budget
of $83,320,140, but D.F. Kelly, head of the Fair-Store and the Public
Affairs C.cmnittee of the Union League Club, led by Francis X. Busch,
reccmnended that any action be delayed to allow for further examination
and cuts.

The board members fought any suggestions of reduction by
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saying further considerations of econany were not factual. 6
Businessmen said that since the businesses in the city were
operating on 1924 levels, the board should develop a budget that was
''based on 1922 and 1924 expenditures rather than upon 1929 taxes."
[{elly, head of the mayor's tax warrant sales ccmnittee, was backed by

the businessmen and the Tribune.

Also fifty-eight firms informed the

board of education that they would not honor any further orders until
past bills were paid.

The Tribune slapped both the board and teachers

when it said that the trustees had not heard of Chicago' s tax
difficulties.

'Ille paper indicated the employees encouraged folly by

board members when they opposed every suggestion that was proposed to
eliminate expensive and unnecessary itens fran the budget.

l:bwever,

anned wi. th the approval of the superintendent and with the increased
enrollment figures, the trustees said the Kelly cuts were impractical.
As the month came to a close, the board menbers debated the

possibility of following trustee Robert Carr's idea to operate a decent
systen as long as possible, then close the schools.

Such a notion was

echoed by Mayor Cermak and a nlI1lber of teacher leaders after a meeting
in city hall informed the educators that no pay would be available until

taxes were collected.

'Ille issue was further canplicated when the board

received conflicting estimates for the tax base for 1932 fran George
Fairweather, Judge Jarecki, and Charles Fox, the chief assessor.
Teachers continued to attend City C.Ouncil and board of education
~etings

··,'·.-:_:;:

to press for salary payments, but they were divided on the

~ssue of: accepting tax warrants.

'Ihe Chicago Teachers' Federation was

[ <>l>lx:>sed to their issuance, but the AFT locals indicated they preferred

F

l~:

7
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them over anything else except money.

Cermak recoomended that when

school employees were paid, they should only deal with those businesses
who were "even with their tax bills." In response to the demands for
school cuts in expenditures, the Chicago Principals' Club issued a
coniprehensive report of the support of public education in twenty-five
cities in 1924, 1927, and 1929.

It concluded that while econanies

should be practiced, drastic retrenchments would certainly bring the
schools far below other large cities in educational prograrns. 8
A Citizens' Coomittee Challenges the School Board
March began with the teachers and school employees being paid for
their work in December by anticipation warrants and with the 1930 tax
bills mailed to the citizens of the city.

Also a showdown between the

board of education and the Kelly-Sargent-Union League Club coomittee
came to a head when the trustees adopted the 1932 budget at
approximately $90 million as opposed to the businessmens' recoomended
$60 million.

In a series of statements made prior to the adoption, most

of the trustees indicated their reasons for voting on the budget.

The

disagreements between the board members and the Kelly coomittee did
little to help the situation and, in fact, contributed to the hostility
surrounding the approval for the document.

Kelly wanted the board to

hold off on adoption so that the budget could be examined further for
reductions.

The school trustees indicated that the schools could not

further reduce expenditures. 9
When the vote on the budget was taken, only President Myers and
trustees r-tJunkin and Carr voted against it.

The action caused the

'Itibune, the mayor, and the business coomunity to denounce the decision.
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As

the newspaper printed a series of negative editorials aimed at the

board, Cennak called the action a detriment to his attempt to find funds
for the employees of the board.

The mayor said that since the board

adopted the $90 million budget, the city banks had refused to advance
money for teachers' payrolls, although they agreed to do so for city
employees.

He continued that the banks did not want the school warrants

because they did not want to work with those trucing bodies who would not
live within their means.

Yet, Cennak said he would not accept help for

city employees unless the school teachers were included.

By the end of

the month it was reported that the mayor had made progress in finding
purchasers for 1930 true warrants so that employees would receive another
payday.

Also, Cennak had requested that the CTF parade scheduled for 9

April 1932 not be held because it interfered with "plans for getting
money fran the banks.'' lO
D.lring the month, the Principals' Club printed the names,
addresses, and occupations of the members of the Mayor's .Advisory
Catmission hoping to reveal the heavy influence of businessmen on the
conmittee.

The .American School Board Journal carried a story about the

concept of "school versus war costs" and discussed how educators had to
get the facts to the citizens concerning the expenses of schooling.

The

New Republic, in an editorial, proclaimed that it was up to Anton J.
Cennak to shore up the finances of Chicago fran a heap of smoldering
ruins.

In addition, Nelson Henry discussed two major aspects of Chicago

school financing.

Dr. Henry said that it was important to provide the

necessary funds for the educational needs of the young people and for
administrative organization and practices related to the management of
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funds in schools.

The Herald and Examiner offered the conment that

Mayor Cermak was doing the "things he was elected to do," and the city
should be more vocal in its support for his efforts. 11
'Ihe Sargent c.amiittee
However, the most significant develoµnent of the month was marked
by the establishment of a ''new conmittee on public expenditures." D.F.
Kelly set the stage for change when he wrote to L. E. Myers and said the
tax conmittee canposed of citizens recruited by the local governments,
had diligently worked to obtain funds for the operation of the schools
over the past four months.

During that time, Kelly continued, the board

was faced with great apathy on the part of investors and was told that
in order for the banks and large taxpayers to consider the purchase of
school tax anticipation warrants, the school budget had to be reduced to
the 1929 level of cash receipts.

However, he said, the trustees passed

a budget of $90,000,000 for 1932 and, as a result, assuimed the full
responsibility for securing the funds it needed to meet its budget
demands.

Furthermore, Kelly continued, the citizens group headed by him

considered it useless to help the school board finance its obligations.
The next week, at a meeting of 100 business and professional leaders at
the lhion League Club, the conmittee "for the expression of public
sentiment" was organized.

Northwestern Railroad President, Fred W.

Sargent was elected chairman of the group.

Eventually it which became

known as "The Sargent Coomittee." A number of the members of previous
advisory and real estate conmittees were included on the conmittee as
was D.F. Kelly.

'Ihe Tribune said that all of the information on

"budgets, expenditures, and debts" of local governments, which had been
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collected by the Kelly conmittee, had been turned over to the new group.
Sargent announced that businessmen had to be ''united and coordinated in
a militant drive" to reduce governmental expenditures and to balance
budgets.

Although the board of education's 1932 budget included a

school year shortened by two weeks, increased class size, salary cuts or
teachers, plus the reduction or elimination of many benefits and
programs, Sargent denounced the school budget as an example of what was
the "canplete failure of some administrative bodies to realize the full
extent of the econanic depression." The Herald and Examiner indicated
that the new conmittee wanted the reduction of public service salary
scales fran 10 to 20 percent.

The Hearst publication said the group had

received promises of cooperation fran every major local government
except the board of education.

The conmittee's chairman also criticized

the disparity of salaries for school engineers and other workers saying
engineers received more money than did principals or railroad engineers.
It was reported by one source that the Sargent CaTmittee was a citizens
movement to restore-business principles to political government. 12
In early April, the mayor announced the anniversary of his first

year in off ice with a press conference.

At the meeting Cermack showed

that he had saved over eleven million dollars fran the previous year as
a result of reduced payrolls and savings on supplies and in various
funds.

Cermak also stated that, he had provided the board ''with a total

of $25 million" for salaries to the teachers and other employees of the
schools.

A positive developnent happened when the Illinois Supreme

Court ruled that 1928 and 1929 were valid and reversed Judge Jarecki's
decision.

Mayor Cermak declared that the "back of the taxpayers' strike
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was broken," as those who had not paid their 1930 truces pending the
decision of the court had until 1 May to pay without.penalty. 13
1he teachers, as well as the Public Affairs Camlittee of the Union
League Club, (also called the Sargent c.onmittee) were still fighting the
decision of the board not to cut expenses in the plant and maintenance
departments and both groups pushed the trustees for such economies.

1he

mayor, after receiving letters from teachers protesting his failure to
keep promises regarding their pay, invited sixty-eight of the educators
to his office to hear the facts regarding the city's financial
condition.

He said they did not understand the situation and had based

their complaints upon misinformation.

Cermak continued that he had not

promised to have them paid, but said school employees "would be paid
every time city employees" received a payroll.

At the meeting, Mayor

Cermak outlined the reasons for the difficulty saying the board refused
the retrenchments demanded by the bankers.

Cennak said the trustees

failed to resign and would not allow his advisory caunittee to make a
study for saving expenditures as he did in city hall.

He also

criticized the teachers for the tone of the letter they sent to him
stating that it was an insulting docunent considering he had helped to
get them all of he money they received in recent months.

When they left

his office, one teacher ccmnented that the meeting was not a war.
Instead she said, "It was a picnic," since they came to the gathering in
an angry mood expecting the worst, but were warmly greeted by the mayor
who discussed all of the aspects of the school situation and listened to
the concerns of the teachers.14
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As a' result of money received fran the state distribution fund,

teachers obtained three paydays in cash during the month.

Yet their

plight was depicted in 'llle .American Teacher as the result of four
related causes:

(1) 'llle tax muddle; (2) 'llle depression; (3) 'llle

taxPByers' strike; and (4) 'llle attempt of wealth interests to force a
retrenchment in all governmental expenditures and a real effort on the
part of (those) interests to destroy the American public school system,
using the above (1, 2, and 3) situations and excuses.
School and Society told of the plan of the New York teachers to provide
Cllicago educators with a loan fund to help them during their financial
difficulties.

'Il1e Christian Science t-bnitor indicated that the tax

tangle in Chicago ranked with the worst problems of municipal planning
and government.

'llle Chicago Principals' Club listed the occupations,

addresses, and names of the main advisors on the Camlittee on Public
Expenditures, headed by Fred Sargent and also showed which members also
served on the Mayor's hivisory Camlission appointed in 1931.

'llle Club

stated that the Camlittee was taking advantage of the depression to
"force ruthless and unwarranted reductions in public school costs."

In

a separate article, the Principals' organization released the results of
a questionnaire to Chicago teachers concerning their fiscal situation.
It showed, among other things, the "startling figures on suspension of
payment of premiuns on life insurance policies" by the educators.15
It was announced that salaries for May and June would be paid in
tax warrants to those who desired them and that scrip was being
exchanged for warrants during the last half of the month.

In addition, .

Dr. Robert M. Haig from Columbia University wrote an article based upon
the question of financing schools which would operate satisfactorily
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even under conditions which existed in iliicago.

He continued. that a

canbination of circunstances had brought about a "situation in which the
ultimate control of the city's finances" had been withdrawn fran the
political authorities and vested in a group of bankers.

Haig called

such action political bankruptcy.16
May began with the announcement that Mayor Cermak had appointed two
new people to the board of education to replace trustees Walter
Brandenburg and Oscar IAJ.rante when their terms expired on 30 April 1932.
Cermak named

two

attorneys, Orville J. Taylor and Ernest Buehler to the

positions, thus giving him "technically" four of the eleven members as a
result of his appointments.

The newspapers speculated that with

trustees Carr and Hefferan, and with sane of the holdover members who
favored a cut in expenses, the mayor would obtain sufficient votes to
make substantial reductions in the school expenditures.

After the city

council approved the two new school trustees, the mayor said he had
"appointed the two best men available." Cermak said he was also certain
they were in harmony with his desire to cut the cost of government. 17
Next the mayor played another card when he was able to stop the
approval of the school tax levy for 1932 in the city council.

Thus the

board was unable to sell its warrants because the banks refused to
purchase them until the budget was lowered.

With the bankers supporting

his position on the need for further school board reductions, Cermak had
the trustees against a financial brick wall.

With such a maneuver

blocking their efforts, the board requested information fran Dr. George
Strayer regarding a budget of $60, $70, $80, and $90 million.

However,

several days later when Strayer released a report that $15 million could
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be cut from the 1932 budget and that the trustees should close the
schools to force property owners to pay taxes, a new round of conflict
surfaced between the mayor and school officials and teachers.

Cermak

blasted the concept of closing the schools and said he was "unalterably
opposed" to the idea.

Several board members agreed with his position

and the debate raged on with other trustees and teacher representatives
supporting the shut down.

The mayor did indicate agreement with the

reductions in the budget saying the cut in the budget would have a
''further beneficial effect on the board's outstanding warrants. 1118

As the debate over the school situation continued, the
Herald and Examiner, mounted a campaign, through a series of articles
and interviews, which demanded the schools remain open.

Trustees

discussed measures to reduce the budget and concluded that the best way
to achieve the reductions would be to cut teacher salaries.

However,

school attorney Sullivan, infonned the board that they would be liable
for teachers' salaries even if the schools were closed or the tenn was
shortened.

Throughout the entire process, President Myers and trustee

Joseph Savage, usually took the same side that Cermak supported when it
came to reductions in the budget.

l\hile Myers invited the mayor's

citizens' committee to sit with the board as it considered the Strayer
report, Cennak continued his attack on the high cost of the school
budget.

He told the Association of Caunerce, that "If the city of

Chicago had not come to the rescue, the schools would have been closed. 1119
While the city council continuing to def er the approval of the 1932
board of education tax levy until drastic economies were provided, the
trustees examined possible cuts in the "maintenance of plant
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department." The Herald and Examiner announced that the department was
long known as a ''plotting ground of politics," and it had been branded
as a cen'l;er of much extravagance.

Aldennan John Clark charged the board

bad management and suggested that since Dr. Strayer had reca1111ended a
decrease in expenditures the board ought to cut expenses by $15,000,000
before the passage of the levy.

The board members fought back saying

those individuals who attacked the board and praised the city were
speaking for the interests opposed to the payment of personal property
taxes.

Trustee Savage said, the mayor had done nothing to keep the

schools open, but had done ''a great deal to wreck the morale of the
system." As the board members argued back and forth, trustee Taylor
stated that, "The citizens' ca1111ittee [had] estimated $68,000,000" for
school expenditures as compared to the board's budget of $90 million,
and reca1111ended an examination of a 25 percent reduction in costs.
Taylor also announced that the schools would not be closed, building
construction costs would be curtailed, and Chicago taxpayers would get

"$1 in value for every $1 expended."20
With the battle for reduced school costs being carried on in the
city council, the board of education office, and in the local press, the
teachers and other school personnel struggled with the salary needs.
Che significant problem developed when the bond firm of Chapman and
Cutler rendered an opinion about the effect of the passage of Senate
Bill 152.

The legislation, which was signed by GJvemor Ehmerson,

provided that taxes for the educational funds of the Chicago School
Board and other school districts [could] be paid with checks marked ''not
sufficient funds." Chaµnan and Cutler said it could not, therefore,
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educational financing of schools would have to be carried out by the
"issuance·of teachers' orders." The opinion caught teacher unions by
surprise because they thought the bill applied only to downstate
districts, and caused a further canplication in the payroll situation
for <llicago.21
Mayor Cermak seized upon this opportunity to demonstrate that the
excessive school costs were not the result of teacher salaries.

He told

teachers that he was "opposed to any reductions in the salaries of
school teachers." Cermak used the figures of the Principals' Club and
the Cleveland Audit C.anpany to indicate that the high cost of the
schools was not caused by "the increase in the m.mber of teachers nor
their salaries." The mayor used tables and charts to demonstrate that
the operational cost of the system had risen two to three times as fast
as that of instruction.

He also said the teachers need not be ''molested

if the school trustees [would] get back to normal" in the operation of

the schools.

The Herald and Examiner helped the mayor in his efforts by

continued daily articles demanding that the teachers be paid and the
schools kept open.

Superintendent Bogan provided a plan to reduce costs

in the educational department by reorganizing classes and pupil
assignments.

The review of the expenditures for textbooks revealed the

needless over purchase of books fran 1923 through 1931.22
Another Conflict Over The Election of School Board Officers
Later in the month, when Lewis Myers was reelected as president,
Cermak charged the six holdover trustees, who voted for Myers, did so

only protect themselves.

He further said, "the same old Thanpson gang"
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was trying to control the school system.

The mayor also stated that the

board had allowed "waste, excessive profits, and extravagance" in the
construction of two junior high schools.

Cermak said the problem had

been discovered as a result of an investigation of school costs
conducted by his advisory ca11T1ittee.

The mayor continued his attack

against the board by saying that the excess prof it in the construction
of the junior high schools resulted in a large number of vacant roans in
elementary schools near those junior high schools while tens of
thousands of pupils were in half-day sessions in rented and portable
facilities.

True to the history of the Cermak-trustees' battles, the

board hurled charges of graft and payroll padding back at the mayor.
'Ille members said he had tried to use the board of education for
political purposes and that Myers was elected president to prevent "a
Tanmany Hall in Chicago." Myers said the charges by Cermak did not
apply to him and he would to "dignify Mr. Cermak" by getting into a
controversy with the mayor.

l:bwever, there was no formal reaction by

the trustees to the charge of high expense in the construction of the
junior high schools. 2 3
The board of education did react to the pressure fran the
Herald and Examiner, the mayor, and canmuni ty feeling when it approved a
resolution not to shorten the school term.

They agreed also not to cut

teacher salaries further, and to seek funds to provide back pay for
employees.

Teacher leaders were pleased with the decision.

As Agnes

Clohesy, President of the Elementary Teachers' Union eaid, teachers
wauld not be forgotten in the drive for econany because their interests
would be protected.

Similar opinions were expressed by James Meade of
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the Mens' Union, Margaret Haley cf the CTF, Irvin Wilson fran the
Principals' Club, and Superintendent William .Bogan. 24
The Hearst newspapers announced that the stand for open schools and
teacher pay by Mayor Cermak reflected great credit upon the integrity of
his service to the city.

They also asked for a moratorium on teacher

taxes until the school personnel received their pay.

The mayor

inmediately responded to the request and asked Judge Jarecki to grant
such a moratorium because it was "neither just nor equitable" for the
teachers to forfeit holdings when deprived of incane.

The

Herald and Examiner continued its series of stories on the difficulties
in the school system with information on teacher salaries, theft of
equipnent, debt service, and other matters. 25
The plight of the educational camrunity in Chicago was also kept
before the public by the teachers through a series of radio addresses
and publications.

The teacher organizations used an effective method to

keep the conscience of Chicago focused on the very grave and dangerous
situation involved with the public schools and distributed school facts
bulletins to the citizens.

In addition,

Dr. Robert Hutchins, President

of the University of Chicago, told the City Club that frills in the
schools could not be determined through the press.

Dr. Hutchins said,

the board should place the entire responsibility of adminstration for
the schools on the superintendent.

With the Strayer report scheduled to

be presented to the school board in early June, the School Review
applauded the inclusion of a study of the methods used to reduce school
budgets in the Department of Interior's National Survey of School
Finance, directed by Dr. Paul R. M:>rt.

Also the Chicago papers
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speculated on the findings of Dr. Stayer's group and they wondered if
the results would support the mayor's charges. 26
The two main issues which utilized the city and the school system
during Jtll'le were the results of the Strayer Report and the attempt by
Chicago officials to obtain a loan fran the Reconstruction Finance
Corporation in Washington D.C.

Ch the first of June Dr. Strayer

provided the school board with the official report on the survey of the
Chicago schools.

It was embodied in a twelve-volume document which

consisted of 1,900 pages and involved over eighty staff people.
general recamiendations included:

The

(1) the elimination of the standing

conmittees of the board and the centralization of the administration of
the schools to the authority of the superintendent; (2) subordinate to
the chief executive officer would be a deputy superintendent, five
assistant superintendents, and fourteen district superintendents, in
which the business manager and attorney would be classified; (3) the
establishment of definite business policy; (4) the reduction of the 1932
budget by approximately fifteen million dollars; (5) specific changes in
the curriculum to provide more supervision in the elementary schools and
expansion of the Nonnal College and Crane Junior College.

The final

report was so massive that it took several months for the infonnation
included in the volumes to be canprehended.
mixed with camientary falling into
recamiendations.

two

The reaction was quite

groups, for and against its

The Herald and Examiner called the survey a profitable

investment which showed that Chicago had a high standard of education,
plus devoted and invincible teachers.

But the Tribune indicated the

most important aspect of the Strayer study was its $100,000 cost and
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that it was not worth the money.

With respect to the teachers, Strayer

told the board members that the people of Chicago owed a debt to the
teachers that could never be repaid.

Dr. Strayer said he had known of

no more heroic sacrifice that had ever been made by any group in public
.

service.

27

Events in South Carolina, however, brought to the attention of the
city by the Herald and Examiner, caused the teachers and city officials
to look to Washington, D.C. for the possible solution to the financial
crisis in Chicago.

It was reported by the president of the Charleston,

South Carolina State Bank that he obtained funds fran the Reconstruction
Finance Corporation (RFC) to pay teachers' salaries.

As a result,

Cermak made direct application, both locally and in Washington for
federal aid to help the city out of its fiscal emergency.

He also

pressed the local bankers to investigate the South Carolina plan.

In a

telegram to the editor of the Herald and Examiner, Julian Mitchell told
that on appeal fran the South Carolina state treasurer, the RFC loaned
$3,400,000 to the South Carolina State Bank for the purpose of providing
loans to teachers.

t-ba.t shocked the teachers so much about this plan

was that they had spend considerable time in Washington trying to get
Congress to change the RFC regulations so that states could receive
loans fran the federal agency.

When the Herald and Examiner provided

transportation, a group of .teachers went to the nation's capital and
sought a change in the legislation to allow municipalities the legal
authority to receive federal loans. 28

Cermak led the effort in Chicago to obtain a loan.from the RFC but
did not miss an opportunity to harrmer, one more, at the six 1hompson
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board members about resigning frcm office.

He said he felt if the Solid

Six would resign, the bankers would step in and pay the teachers.

D.F.

Kelly, of the citizens' caunittee, made an application for $10,305,000
to pay employees of the city, county, and the school board to the
Chicago bankers under a plan made by Mayor Cermak in conjunction with
the appeal to the Reconstruction Finance Corporation.

In an attempt to

get the provisions of the Wagner bill amended, a group of
representatives frcm Chicago prepared to leave for Washington.

Included

in the assembly were Mayor Cermak, Fred Sargent, Lewis Myers, D.F.
Kelly, Ernest Graham, and representatives frcm the teachers'
organizations, the state legislature, the city council, and the board of
education. 29
Ch 18 June 1932, a mass meeting of over 2,000 teachers gathered in
Grant Park to dramatize their financial situation.

Later in the day

several hundred began a march to city hall to demand their salary.

When

the teachers arrived at the mayor's office, Cermak met with them and
listened to their concerns.

He then told them they were "in the wrong

church," as they should be at the school board offices.

He further

explained, he had only a minority on the board of education and was told
by the board to mind his own business.

Yet, he continued, when the

bankers told him they would not give the school board any more funds
until it reduced its budget, he said it had to be for all organizations.
The mayor further stated that the city had loaned the school board $28
million, obtained on city credit, for school salaries and he had
camrunicated with Congress, the president, his secretaries, and with
anyone else which.might help the city obtain assistance.

The Tribune
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reported that at the conclusion of the meeting the teachers cheered the
mayor and left in a happier state after Cermak told them of his plan to
seek RFC loans. 30
A Trip to Washington, D.C.
Leaving for the East ahead of the Chicago delegation, Cermak
appealed to President Hoover for funds to pay the teachers and to keep
the schools and local government in operation.

He also announced that

the presentation to C.ongress would consist of a ''united front" canprised
of five parts.

1he first would be the Chicago camiittee of Cermak,

Lewis Myers, D. F. Kelly, Ernest R. Graham, Fred Sargent, Alderman John
Clark, M. S. Szymczak, and treasurer James Kearns.

Next would be the

representatives of the teachers unions including Charles Stillman, Agnes
Clohesy, Kate Kraule of the playground union, Irvin Wilson, and C.L.
Vestal.

1he third.group included the board of education representatives

besides President Myers.

1hen Senators James Hamilton Lewis and Otis H.

Glenn would speak along with Representative Fred Britten and other
members of the Illinois delegation in Washington.

Finally members of

the C.ongress who had been apprised of the Chicago situation at the
recent presentation of teachers funded by the Hearst newspapers would
make their appeals.

1he mayor indicated that the delegation of the

citizens' camiittee, bankers, heads of local governments, and
representatives of employees would determine how much of a loan would be
requested.
decided. 31

He also said he would advocate the program that had been

A.J. then left for New York to meet with Democratic officials prior
to a national convention set for Chicago during the sunmer.

1he major
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thrust of the appeal to C.Ongress centered on obtaining
the Wagner Bill.

two

amendments to

The first amendment would allow federal loans directly

to cities and municipalities.

The second revision would provide for

relief based upon unemployment instead of population.

With those two

goals in mind, the Oiicago group addressed the House Banking and
Currency camiittee in the morning and the finance corporation in the
afternoon.

The Oiicago speakers presented testimony which favored their

requests and was based upon the fact that in exchange for a federal loan
the city offered sound securities.

They also said that the city had

reduced its budget and was operating within its means.

The delegation

said the small taxpayers could not meet their obligations but the main
tax deliquents were those paying over $5,000.

In addition, they

informed the members that the situation was so desparate that only as a
last recourse was it necessary to save the financial collapse of the
nation's second city. 32

As speak.er after speak.er made his or her presentation about the
situation in Oiicago, it was evident that their proposals were not
accepted with enthusiasm by the RFC board or the legislators.

In the

hearing before the Reconstruction Finance C.Orporation, Cermak and his
delegation was informed that it had ''never refused to advance funds to
Oiicago banks on good collateral." But the board indicated it was
resentful that Oiicago bankers had not appeared with the delegation.
However, the members said they would be willing to make loans to Oiicago
banks if the bankers put up their own security and accepted tax
anticipation warrants fran the city.

Before the House camiittee, the

mayor and the other speakers faced the hostility of many of the
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c,ongressional members who asked questions about the history of the
city's fiscal problems.

'Illey also wondered why the bankers were not

helping the city as they should and if the local government would get
after the tax dodgers.

In addition, it was learned that the President

was not in favor of a direct loan to the city, because he was concerned
that the money ''would never reach the school teachers and the police,"
given Chicago's history of gangland activity.

Representative James

Strong told the group fran Chicago that the trouble in the city was fran
the hoarding of eligible paper by the Chicago banks and suggested that
the banks loan the money to Chicago with tax warrants as collateral.

In

reply both Cermak and Fred Sargent said that the bankers had done all
they could do because the banks had to protect themselves by not tying
up their assets in too many tax warrants.

Several speakers echoed

Representative Britten's statement that it would be "cheaper for the
federal government to make a loan to Chicago," than to be forced to send
troops into the city in August when all relief funds would be depleted.
Even though the representatives received less than favorable treatment,
by the end of the day the members of the delegation expressed optimism
for the chances of obtaining the goals for the trip. 33
Cermak's local Effort
Upon his return to Chicago fran Washington, Cermak began an effort
to obtain cash f ran local banks in order to pay sane to the overdue
salaries for city and school employees.

He said he wanted to know why

the banks would not take more city tax warrants.

A.J. said he believed

the banks could afford to invest in more of the warrants since their
stock of them was much lower than it had been in previous years.
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Marcella Neil of the Federation of Vkxnen High School Teachers conmented
that many of the teachers felt that the banks were "on strike like many
taxpayers." But, she said, the recent bank failures had changed sane of
the teachers' attitude toward the financial institutions.

While the

bank presidents indicated their support to help the city obtain money,
Cermak announced a two-week salary payday made possible by the payment

of back taxes by large property owners for 1928, 1929, and 1930.

The

mayor stated that if further payrolls were to be released, a "united and
concerted effort" had to be made by school teachers and other municipal
employees to help get back taxes paid.

Cermak said the only solution to

the salary problem was the payment of taxes because the city "had no
hope of getting money fran Qmgress."

He continued that while everyone

in Washington was playing the good old game of politics, the C.Ongress
was fiddling as Rane burned.

A.J. also said the representatives were

more interested in party success than in relief for the public.
Although Cermak said he was expecting no help fran Washington or the
RFC, the willingness of large taxpayers to pay their back taxes and the
favorable replies fran the bankers made for a more optimistic situation.
Ch the eve of the Democratic Chnvention in Chicago the Herald and
Examiner published an "open letter" to the delegates which outlined the
difficulties surrounding the fiscal shortfall in the city.

The

editorial said that Chicago was justified in its application to the
Reconstruction Finance C.Orporation just as the farmer was justified in
borrowing until the crops were harvested.

The paper also asked the

visitors to inform the c.ongress of Chicago's need. 34
William Bogan was reelected to the superintendency on 29 June,
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providing sane stability to the system during the crisis.

Bogan was

cited by the board for having taken the utmost pains to maintain
intimate acquaintances with public opinion, to have met with groups of
parents and other citizens, and to have provided open access and
approach for employees and camrunity members.

'Ille American School

Board Journal, cClllTlenting on the Chicago school situation, said the
outstanding lesson for school operation contributed by Chicago was that
a ''board of education must serve the schools rather than the political
fortunes" of politicians.

It further indicated support of the actions

of Mayor Cermak to keep the schools open and in the appointment of board
members who had high character and standing and who enjoyed the
confidence of the public.

L. Leland Dudley, fran the Graduate School of

Education at Harvard University, discussed the adjustments needed in
school budgets.

He pointed out that there were

expenditures during difficult economic times.

two

methods for lowering

'Ille first Dr. Dudley

said, was to eliminate" certain elements of the school offering" which
had recently been introduced or were not required, and the second was to
keep the established program and "spend the necessary econanies over the
entire set-up." Dudley said that while efforts toward governmental
econany were currently the vogue, the continuous education of children,
unlike roads, public buildings, and public improvements, was an activity
''upon which the existence of the democratic society depends. 1135
'Ille Sargent c.atmittee with the Board
After the 4th of July, the board of education announced it would
meet nightly for approximately ten days in an effort to reopen the
schools in September and to reestablish the credit of the schools.

'Ille
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board invited members of the ca1J11ittee on public expenditures, plus
representatives from the bank and employee organizations to attend the
sessions.

Qi.

the eve of the meetings it was reported that the bankers

indicated they would not lend money to the schools until the ''not
sufficient funds" pay legislation was corrected.

They also said they

could do nothing with the Reconstruction Finance Corporation about loans
until a larger proportion of taxes were paid.

While the teachers held a

mass meeting in Grant Park to plan a campaign for obtaining the
collection of deliquent taxes, the school board discussed the
$15,000,000 possibility of reducing its tax levy.

Fred Sargent and

architect &nest Graham informed the school trustees that they would
find it impossible to finance the operation of the board unless the
reduction in the levy was made.

They said if the trustees reduced the

levy, the Cc.nmittee on Public Expenditures would use "its best efforts"
to secure money for the board but could not guarantee the adequate
availability of funds to allow the schools to operate.36
Mayor Cermak was not actively involved in the sch0ol situation
during most of July for two reasons:

First he was busy with the

Democratic convention, and Second, he became ill shortly after the close
of the national meeting.

During his illness, Cermak appointed a group

of city officials to run the affairs of the city.

The mayor's sU1111er

cabinet consisted of Calmissioner of Public Vbrks A.A. Sprague,
Ccmptroller M.S. Szymczak, Corporation Counsel William Sexton, and
Alderman Henry Sonneschein.

As the mayor recuperated at his home in

Antioch, the city leaders announced that Chicago employees would receive
a payday but not board of education personnel.

The Chicago officials
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said that because the bankers would not lend money to the school board
in its present financial condition, the city could not borrow enough
money to meet the corporate and school needs.

Vllen lawyers for the

teachers pleaded with O:>lonel Sprague to get the board's tax levy
approved so school warrants could be sold, the cabinet recarmended its
passage. 37
'Ille Tribune, in an editorial of 22 July 1932 continued its attack
on the schools.

It said that the city had made its anticipation

warrants acceptable at the banks, but, said the board had not.

'Ille

paper blamed the school employees for being influenced by a school board
notorious for mischief and by radical elements in school leadership
which believed that citizens had shirked their duties to the school
system.

'Ille Herald Examiner carmented that while the teachers still had

not received their back pay and would not get a federal loan, a Oi.icago
bank had recently obtained $80 million from the RFC to meet its
obligations.

'Ille next day Mayor Cermak, announced he would meet with

the bankers to persuade them to supply two weeks pay pending the
adjustment of the school budget and a decision of the Supreme O:>urt on
the not sufficient funds law suit for school checks.

'IWo days later, on

the 26th, it was reported that Cermak had accomplished his goal.

Ch the

same day as he was scheduled to leave for a European vacation, Cermak
said he had arranged for $2 million for school employees upon assurances
that the school board would reduce its budget for a total of $15 million
as recommended by the Sargent citizen's committee.

He also urged the

City O:>uncil to pass the school tax levy and instructed his Sunmer
Cabinet to seek funds to pay all city employees. 38
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While the school board debated the reduction of the levy, the
Illinois Supreme C:Ourt, saying the Not Sufficient Funds checks were a
proper method of paying employees, upheld the validity of the NSF checks
lawsuit, filed by the Chicago Teachers' Federation.

Ruling on the

Mathews' case, the court said the NSF checks should have no interference
with the issuance of tax anticipation warrants and ordered the board to
offer them to school employees.
ruling.

The teacher groups were divided on the

The CTF indicated it was pleased with the decision while the

Elementary Teachers' lhion said the ruling only complicated the school
financial situation.39
The Board Backs I:bwn
Toward the end of the month the board of education reduced its 1932
tax levies by an even $15 million, bringing the total amount down fran

$76,163,364 to $61,163,364.

In a seven to three vote, the trustees cut

thirteen million dollars fran the building fund levy and two million
dollars fran the various other funds.

With the mayor on his way to

Europe, and c:ontroller Szymczak in New Yok attempting to find a market
for school tax warrants, the City C:Ouncil passed the reduced school tax
levy for 1932.

The third part to the agreement Mayor Cermak worked out

prior to his departure was stalled as the payday for school employees
was held up.

Deputy c:ontroller Victor Petterson said the Not Sufficient

Funds decision by the court had not been adequately analyzed by the law
department to determine if the city's tax warrants would be placed in
jeopardy.

Harry E. Cutler, of Chaµnan and Cutler, indicated that the

decision to uphold the payment of school employees with "NSF" checks
created a hazard for tax anticipation warrants of the school board's
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education fund.
teachers.

July passed into August with little prospect of pay for

It was reported that the only hope for a payday soon would be

for the trustees to borrow enough money fran the city's aggregate of
funds because the thought of a special session of the legislature for
school salaries did not appear pranising.

The Herald and Examiner

lamented the plight of the teachers and asked why the banks could not
''under all circumstances accept the NSF checks. 11 40
Chicago's mayor told Nation's Business that the city faced "its
most serious crisis since the fire of 1871," and the teachers felt the
full thrust of the difficulty while they waited for sane indication of a
salary payment.

The trustees discussed the possibility of issuing a tax

warrant payday and the teachers said they would accept "the board's
paper." But the educators disagreed on the appropriate action to be
taken with respect to the "Ma.thews" case decision.

The joint board of

teachers' unions suggested that all parties meet and "ascertain the
attitude of the banks toward the Not Sufficient Funds check law" before
taking any action on a request for a special legislative session. 41
Finally on 3 August 1932 it was announced that Mayor Cermak' s
pledge would be fulfilled because the loop banks agreed to purchase $2
million of "school board educational fund 1932 tax anticipation warrants
held in the city's aggregate of funds." The four large loop banks,
headed by Melvin A. Traylor of the First National Bank, said they had
established a limit of $50 million worth of tax anticipation warrants
that they would purchase.

Since they had obtained more than $40 million

already, the banks would purchase "ten or twelve million dollars worth
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of tax anticipation warrants and no more." However, the bankers told
the school trustees that their "deal wouid not go through until the
petition" filed by the board of a hearing on the "NSF" checks ruling was
withdrawn.

The rationale behind the bankers position was based upon the

appeal of the NSF ruling by the Supreme O:mrt of Illinois.

Chapman and

Cutler, bond experts said that in their opinion the Mathews case was
limited to the payment of 1932 taxes.

They stated that if a rehearing

was granted the court could extend the decision to 1931 taxes thereby
42
imparing the payments of the 1931 warrants to the banks.
Sane Hope But Little Progress
Ch 9 August 1932, the City C.Ontroller, M.S. Szymczak, announced he
had "succeeded in selling a block of warrants to a group of bankers" in

the East at a discount of approximately 18 percent below par.

Such was

the school employees' only glinmer of hope for future paydays after they
received a paycheck on the sixth of the month.

When Samuel Insull's

Middle West Utilities "publicly collapsed" on 11 August, the banks fell
into a desparate state as they had invested heavily in Insull stock.
The school trustees issued over one million dollars in 1931 tax
anticipation warrants "in lieu of cash" to teachers and school
employees.

Such a large issuance of tax warrants at a time when there

were very few buyers of anticipation notes produced a decline in the
value of the warrants fran par to approximately 10 percent below par.
Mayor Cermak authorized, by proxy, the issuance of $6,750,000 in tax
warrants held in the scrip trust which was being dissolved according to
the court order. 43
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the thirtieth of the month, Cemiak talked for sane time with

Samuel Insull in Paris.

Insull was traveling in Europe avoiding

extradition back to the United States for his part in the alleged
watering of stock in the Insull utilities corporations.

At the time

Cemiak was still in western Europe building up the W:>rld's Fair in
Chicago.

In a speech the next day at the American club, Cemiak told the

audience that Chicago school teachers were not a "different and separate
body fran the city." He said that in April he hope to take control of
the school board.

He also stated that because the city had loaned the

school board forty million dollars to pay the teachers and other board
employees, Chicago had sacrificed sane of its own financial security. 44
1he Schools Open With No Pay
In September a new proposal to obtain cash for back salaries was
presented by Senator James Hamilton Lewis.

In his plan was a provision

for the school board to mortgage sane of its school fund property so
that it would be able to qualify under the Recor.struction Finance
Corporation's self-liquidating projects loan act.

Of all of the land

owned by the board of education, the most praninent parcel was the land
''bounded by Madison, State, fun.roe, and Dearborn Streets." However,
school attorneys said such a concept was highly questionable, thereby
dashing the hopes for a payday.

'When the schools reopened on 12

September 1932, the board of education was five months behind in paying
its personnel.

1he excessive expenditures of the board was stated as

the chief reason for the nonpayment to teachers.

1he banks indicated

that the board had little credit because it had been spending more money
than it could collect in taxes.

In order to remove another obstacle

blocking payment for employees, the law department of the board of
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education recamiended that the school trustees request, in the special
session of the legislature, for the repeal of provision for the payment
of teachers by Not Sufficient Funds checks in order to satisfy the
demands of the bankers.

After the mayor returned fran his vacation he

met with the bankers and lobbied the RFC in Washington.

Yet nothing

developed which provided a payday for the school teachers and the
educational employees. 45
Cennak announced that a special grand jury should investigate the

actitivies of persons who had advised citizens not to pay their taxes.
Always aware of the political situation, he said that there would be a
reduction tax bills for those who had not yet paid over his "dead body"
because it was necessary to protect those who had already paid.
teachers continued to work for sane relief during the month.

The

The High

School Association sent a canmunication to all bankers, city officials,
and legislators asking why cash could not be provided instantly to meet
the needs of the teachers and other school employees.

In addition, the

Federation of t-bnen High School Teachers stated, in a proposal, that if
the 1931 tax warrants in the city's aggregate of funds and the first
third of the 1932 warrants were sold, there would be enough pay for all
of 1932.

Finally, the Principals' Club, in a radio address discussed

the tax levy reductions in Oi.icago.

Speaking for the club, Aaron Kline

said that in a time of greatly increased enrollment in the schools, the

board of education was forced to make reductions in its levies which
were one and one half times as much as the levies of the city.

Kline

also questioned the demand of te Citizens' Canmittee for the schools to
bear an unnecessary share of the retrenchment in Chicago expenditures. 46
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In October of 1932 the situation remained the same.

The banks

insisted that while they would not buy board of education tax
anticipation warrants they would purchase city warrants.

When Mayor

Cermak was informed that no further purchases of city warrants would be
made until the 1931 tax levy was reduced, he angrily called a conference
of the coomittee on public expenditures and the loop bankers.

While the

meeting was being held, the teachers were active on three fronts.

Che

group called upon board President Lewis E. Myers and demanded an
explanation why the bankers and citizens' coomittee had forgotten the
teachers after their demands for a reduced budget fran the school
trustees had been met with canpliance.

A second group circulated

petitions in all schools asking that the schools be closed inmediately.
A third group launched a drive to seek a special session of the
legislature to protect the teachers' jobs in the event of a strike.

The

Men Teachers union stated that the teachers and other school board

employees were not only "the victims of the financial and power purposes
of a small, powerful, and ruthless group", but there appeared to be an
intentional effort on the part of the citizens' coomittee to gradually
ruin and abolish a considerable part of tax supported education.47
In the special legislative session, the section of the "NSF" law

which made such warrants payable for school taxes was repealed.
the bankers objection to the Ma.thews ruling was removed.

en

Thus

the sixth

of October, it was announced that the banks had agreed to purchase
approximately four million eight hundred thousand dollars worth of tax
anticipation warrants to finance a two weeks' payday for city, school
board, and county employees.

It would be accanplished according to one
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source,

as~a

result of the banks purchasing 1931 city tax warrants and

sufficient 1931 school

tax

warrants held in the city treasury to meet

the salaries for two weeks.

In a hearing before the city council

finance carmittee, Fred Sargent and deputy controller Petterson told the
members that the board of education had no chance to redeem its
outstanding 1928 and 1929 tax warrants as a result of tax collections
for those two years.

Petterson indicated that the banks would not grant

further credit to the school system until the school teachers took a 21
percent salacy cut like the city workers did at the beginning of the
year.

It was explained that the 1928 and 1929 budgets for the school

system were ''made up while the reassessment was in progress" thus the
assessments had to be estimated.
high.

Unfortunately, the estimates were too

In addition, they said the long delay in the collection of taxes

and the

tax

strikes which prevented the collection of sizeable

percentages of the tax levies allowed the interest on the warrants to
"roll up. 11 As a result, Petterson said there wasn't enough cash to pay
off the debts even if all deliquent taxes were paid.

Because of that

situation the school district was able to issue and sell tax
anticipation warrants in excess of the amounts it would be able to levy.
Sargent told the carmittee members there was little likelihood of
collecting more taxes in the 1931 bills unless they could be reduced.
"Otherwise," he said, the city would "invite more

tax

rebel! ions".

48

A Drive to Close the Schools
In the middle of the month over six hundred teachers presented the

board of education with petitions requesting the schools to be closed
until taxes were paid.

In response the trustees told them their first
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responsibility was to the children of the city and if the teachers
"disliked their situations they should resign." The next day when a
group of representatives fran the parent-teacher associations met with
Mayor Cermak about the pay for school employees, he told them he was
"unalterably opposed" to having the schools closed.

Cermak insisted

that he would not let the schools close unless every other service of
the city was closed.

In his statement the mayor "pleaded for tax

payment as a means of keeping the schools open." He told the
representatives that the banks should advance sufficient funds to keep
the city in operation.

Such a move by Cermak was typical of his ability

to manipulate the circumstances of a situation.

The teachers, concerned

about their duty and need for payment, were divided on the issue of
closing the schools.
satisfy all sides.

Ever the politician A.J. said the right words to
In this case he pleased those who wanted the schools

kept open yet pledged to get funds for salaries even though it was not
his responsiblity.

The Herald and Examiner ran an editorial asking the

citizens of Cliicago to pay their taxes so that the teachers would
receive their salaries.49
Toward the end of the month, trustee Orville J. Taylor introduced a
proposal to set up a special trustee who would hold school tax warrants
and negotiate loans which would be less restrictive than if the board
attempted to sell the warrants.

Under the plan a caunittee of board

members, the superintendent, and the business manager was selected to
confer with the loop bankers to determine their reaction to the
proposal.

Cermak also indicated that he met with the bankers about the

possibility of selling warrants in sufficient amount to provide a two
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week payroll for school personnel.

Agnes Clohesy, President of the

Elementary Teachers lhion stated th teachers were opposed to the Taylor
plan of pooled warrants because they felt it was an attempt to cut basic
salary schedules when the 1933 budget was prepared.

The Chicago

Principals' Club interviewed President Myers and asked him about the
validity of the recently issued tax warrants.

He replied that all

proceeding with respect to the issuance of warrants, as well as the
warrants themselves, had been approved by the Olaµnan and Cutler
securities authority and no teachers would be left with worthless paper
on their hands. 50

As if designed to help Chicago deal with its school problem,
several articles were written on the subject of educational needs during
the financial depression throughout the country.

Arthur t-behlman wrote

it was vitually essential that the fiscal requirements of the school
budget be within the ability of the camrunity to pay.

t-behlman also

said it was necessary to maintain an internal balance between
instruction and the several facilitating activites in schools such as
proper environment, maintenance, etc.

He stated one of the

responsibilities of leadership entrusted to the profession of education
was to keep the public schools intact during the crisis.

Charles Judd

stated that schools were not "institutions detached fran the world."
Dr. Judd said when camruni ties attempted to cut down expenses they

looked to the schools.

He said such happened since schools costed a

great deal and were easy to econanize just by lowering the costs of
education.

W.G. Carr wrote that taxes became high because people wanted

services which used taxes and recoomended "increased state funds for
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school support." He suggested the more general use of the indirect
taXes to supplement the tax on personal property.51
A.M. M:.Cullough, School Superintendent in Wellington Kansas, stated
that the schools were constantly confronted with pressure fran business
to reduce costs because businessmen had the attitude that education was
a drain on the resources and activities of business.

In addition,

George 0. Fairweather told the farmers of the Midwest that the school
tax burden invited the most serious consideration because school costs
constituted "the largest single item of public expense." He also said
that the school program had steadily grown by accretion, the school
plant approached proportions of a camrunity club, and the system had, in
sane places, "fallen under the job and contract-loading practices of
political machines,".

As a result, Fairweather stated that many places

could not afford schools at their present costs.

Finally, Charles

Stillman wrote of the attack on the Chicago schools as a concentrated
drive for the reduction in the costs of education and educational
facilities.

In discussing the efforts of the canmittee on public

expenditures, which he called The Carmittee of Che Hundred, Stillman
noted that when "any volunteer extra-legal super-government of that kind
succeed [ed]

in imposing its private, personal judgment as to the

proper allocation of funds on ccmnunity," such a movement was the
equivalent of a revolution. 52

As the General Election of November came near, Cermak as the leader
of the Democratic party spent a considerable amount of time campaigning.
'Ille result was a overwhelming victory for the Democrats.

Roosevelt

accrued a majority of almost 500, 000 votes while Henry Horner' s total in

f
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the race for Governor was even higher.

1he election also gave Cennak's

party the control of both houses of the state legislature.

en

4

November at a mass meeting of the teachers of Chicago, Charles Stillman
opened the gathering by stating most educators had cane to the
conclusion that the concentrated attack upon public education, centered
in Chicago, was "part of a national campaign." In addition, he said
society had made "the banks practically the sole depository for public
as well as private purposes." Stillman stated that the two year delay in
the collection of truces due to the reassessment, the tax strikes, and
the depression had "placed in the hands of the bankers eno11T10us power
over the conduct and continuance of public functions." Stillman
continued that the bankers had delegated in considerable measure to the
Citizens' O:xrmittee.

1he Chicago educator said the carmittee could

becane an agency for the contribution of high minded, patriotic citizens
or an "open fascist conspiracy or dictatorship," determined to eliminate
waste and extravagance with little regard to the needs of the masses of
people or their children. 53
The Board Works on the 1933 Budget
Che week later the loop banks agreed to buy over four million
dollars worth of city and school tax warrants so that the employees
would receive another two weeks pay.
canplicated maneuver was developed.

To accomplish the payment a
According to the plan the school

board would deliver its 1932 tax warrants to the city treasurer.

1hen

the treasurer would exchange them for 1931 city warrants which would go
to the bankers •.

en

14' November the board of education announced it
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would exchange them for 1931 tax anticipation warrants available to
school board employees for balances due them on 1931 salaries.

Later in

the month the board discussed the possibility of issuing over 19 million
dollars in "1932 tax warrants" to the employees for their overdue
salaries for the current school term.

The members also debated an

appropriation of 4,100,000 dollars to finance the canpletion of four new
school buildings.
As the board of education began its work on the 1933 school budget,

Mayor Cermak declined the trustee's invitation to serve in advisory
capacity to the board during the sessions.

He replied that several

months before he urged the board to retrench but was told to mind his
own business.

As a result he said the trustees ''wrecked the whole

school machinery," but now wanted the city to help set it up once more.
A group of teachers went to the mayor's office to seek his help in
getting inmediate pay.

Cermak told them he had several plans under

consideration including one to protect unpaid teachers f ran eviction for
nonpayment of rent.

Again Mayor Cermak satisfied the teachers and

indicated he was doing what he would to help them while blaming their
problems on the Thanpson school board members.

At the same time the

conmittee on public expenditures announced that twenty-eight junior high
schools in the city should be turned into senior high schools.
Architect Ernest Graham reconmended that no new junior high schools be
built.

This was in direct contrast to the Strayer Report which

suggested increasing the nunber of junior high schools when the board
was financially able to do so. 54
Several publications provided articles of special relevance to the
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Chicagc financial situation and the school teachers.

Edgar Johnston

wrote it was inevitable and appropriate that schools would share in the
reduction of expenditures during the depression.

Dr. Frank also said it

was essential for the econanies to be planned to ''minimize the resultant
injury to pupils in the schools and to the society." Glenn Frank,
President of the University of Wisconsin, indicated that a sword which
hung over education and other social enterprises of government was "the
sword of imperative retrenchment forged in the fires of an irrational
depression~"

Ford said that the utmost of statesmanlike cooperation

between the leadership of schools and the leadership of society was
needed to keep both safe frcm the peril of the unwielded sword.

"The

only valid reason Mr. Average Taxpayer" could have for a tax reduction
was to eliminate waste, stated Robert Handy.

He continued that because

large taxpayers were few in nunber, financially powerful, and had an
organizational incentive, they presented a danger equal to the rise in
governmental costs.

Handy said the big taxpayers blind demand for a

reduction in tax rates, and their influence for decreased assessments
resulted in downtown buildings continually having "their assessments
decreased on one pretext or another."

In addition Handy said the big

taxpayer had to realize that of all the taxes the greatest direct return
came frcm the school taxes.

He continued that his own self interest

demanded him to seek for his schools the highest taxes his camrunity
would permit.SS
F.K. Berrien reported the "present econcmic crisis and the tendency
of cities, municipalities, and states to cut their appropriations for
educational purposes," required school administrators to resell modern
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education to the American taxpaying public.

The Chio State lhiversity

educator said it was paradoxical that much of the opposition to the
school budgets came fran people who received great benefits fran the
school.

He further indicated that while businesses and corporations

were among the loudest in their ccmplaints, they benefited by public
education to no small extent.

Finally in a discussion on school

finance, Raymond A. Kent said people had to be guided by reason instead
of being impelling by emotion and hysteria in the examination of
extravagance in school funding.

The President of the University of

Louisville provided several construtive suggestions on the problem.

He

indicated that the public schools were an "integral part of our
civilization and our social fabric."

He stated it was fatuous to

believe that financial econanies could be permitted without impairment
to educational service.

Kent believed there was a weakness of the whole

system of taxation and the inevitable insecurity of support for those
public institutions dependent upon it.

Finally he said that school

people should do all in their power to get the tax system on a more
sound econanic basis and in certain places materially curtail for a
56
limited time building programs already projected.
As December came to pass the state tax canmission reported a
'ijecrease of 12 percent in the total valuation of all property" for
1932.

Due to adverse teacher reaction the school board postponed action

on the payment of employees with 1932 tax anticipation warrants.

The

teacher leaders said that such a program would block payment in cash.
Also they said, teachers might have to sell the warrants at a 40 percent
discount.

It was also pointed out that the Chicago banks were
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negotiating with New York bankers on the formation of a pool to obtain a
considerable quantity of the warrants so that success meant a cash
payday while the board's proposal added another obstacle to relief.

The

tentative tax levies for 1933 were unveiled on 2 December and had a
figure of over $80 million.

Again battlelines were drawn because the

Citizens' Conmittee had allocated only $48 million to the school board
for all its 1933 levies, exclusive of bond principle and interest
payment." 57
The next week the trustees began work on the 1933 budget to trim
the $80 million figure and to stay within the anticipated revenue for
the next year.

With the Sargent Conmittee indicating the total budget

for the school board could be only $61,000,000 dollars, most of the
trustees agreed that the tentative budget had to be reduced.

I:bwever

the board members were divided on how to accanplish the reduction.
Trustee Savage was for "retrenchment to the last dime," while member
English indicated he was "absolutely opposed to any salary cuts." After
the Citizens' Conmittee on Public Expenditures announced it would make
critical surveys of every elementary school and high school for
overcrowded and physical conditions, the board of education voted to
stay within the tax levies proposed by the citizens' catmittee.

After

the seven-to-two vote board member Taylor said there were two avenues
left open to reduce the expenditures and keep them within the
anticipated revenues.

The first he said, was to eliminate certain

departments in the system and the second was to "lower the salary and
wage scales." Teachers, however, demanded that the board trim the 1933
appropriations for textbooks and new buildings before it cut their
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salaries.

With the action of the board to lower its 1933 tax levies in

compliance with the wishes of the Sargent Catmittee, the loop banks
announced they would advance money for the $23 million 489, 190 in bond
and interest maturities of the city and school system which was due on 1
January.

They also said they intended to buy enough tax warrants to

give every city and school employee a Chrisbnas pay check.5 8
nie City Almost Defaults on its Obligations
With Mayor Cennak back in the city after meeting with the New York
bankers, he and Fred Sargent outlined the proposal for the bailout of
the bond and interest obligations and the payment of employees.

Sargent

said they believed the money would be forthcaning but that truces must be
collected.

He announced there had to be a drive to sell 1932 warrants

in order to finance the public bodies until next April.

.Meanwhile the

school trustees declared that the average base salary for Chicago
teachers would be cut 10 percent in order to stay within the tax levies
already adopted.

Agnes Clohesy, president of the Elementary Teachers'

Union told board members that teachers, praninent educators, and parents
in Chicago were mobilizing to fight the pay cuts.

The board in turn

indicated a better picture would be detennined after meeting with the
superintendent and the business manager.

Yet the trustees continued to

indicate that salaries and other expenditures must be reduced in order
to keep the schools open. 59
The Herald and Examiner offered a new plan to provide cash for the
school teachers.

In an editorial the Hearst publication recamiended

that the school employees select an individual to serve as a "depository
for tax warrants." The paper suggested a person such as Henry Horner or
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Robert Maynard Hutchins be selected.

Then it was said, a direct

application be made to the Reconstruction Finance C.Orporation.

While

the custodians indicated they would take a salary cut along with
teachers and other employees in order to keep the schools open, many of
the teachers said they would rather work several weeks without
compensation than have their basic salary reduced.

James Armstrong of

the Principals' Club reported "if the basic schedules were revised
downward it would take at least ten years to bring them up again." The
south side teachers argued about whether to go to the mayor or the
school board for help.

They made a motion to send a ca11T1itte to Mayor

Cemak to seek his influence against pay cuts.

Vut Robert Keenan said

they would get little enough support fran the mayor and even less
assistance fran the school board.

The Conmittee on Public Expenditures

wrote a letter to all taxing bodies in the county and outlined what the
ca11T1ittee and banks were willing to do to aid local governments in
meeting their financial difficulties.

They required the taxing bodies

to follow the econanies prescribed by the cannittee upon the 1933 tax
levies.

The ca11T1ittee also insisted that the school board issue

warrants at 50 percent of their real value, rather than the 75 percent
allowed by law.

60

The president of the University of Chicago told a gathering at the
Union League Club that the value of Chicago taxpayers' property was
based in part on the kind and degree of fire and police protection and
the kind of school system the city provided.
said he would like to see taxes

redu~ed

Dr. Robert M. Hutchins

in the present emergency by the

elimination of bad, stupid, dishonest, and wasteful government, not at
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the expense of honest and faithful public servants.

In addition, the

teachers in the Chicago schools challenged the authority of the
citizens' caunittee and told the board of education it should not be
bound by the guess of a voluntary extralegal group which had a special
interest in obtaining a reduction of the tax bills for themselves and
for their corporations.

'Ille teachers were antagonized by Sargent's

frank admission that the caunittee had taken charge of the affairs of
the people.

They also feared that the cadre of big businessmen would

replace elected authority.

However, school trustee Orville Taylor

replied that the Citizens' Caunittee was canposed of the highest type of
men in the city who were fighting to bring the schools and other city
bodies out of their desparate straits. 61
A Christmas Bonus
Mayor Cennak announced on 18 December that city employees would
have a pre-Christmas payday, because of the assurance fran a leading
banker that a financial syndicate would purchase sufficient tax warrants
to cover two weeks' pay.

'Ille banker (who was not named) said the group

would await the approval of Fred Sargent, chairman of the Citizens'
Caunittee on Public Expenditures, before they advanced the money.
Sargent he said, pranised to use his influence with banking interests if
four tax-spending bodies--the city, board of education, county board,
and sanitary district gave assurances they would keep their 1933 within
limits satisfactory to his caunittee.

He also stated that the banks

offered their assistance in persuading the holders of maturing bonds to
accept refunding bonds in order to make the 1 January date payments.
Several days later the school board approved a resolution which
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requested that the city purchase three million seven hundred thousand
dollars worth of school board tax warrants.

It also passed a motion to

reduce the interest rate by approximately one million dollars worth for

1931 tax warrants held by Camtonwealth Edison Company, People's Gas
Light and C.Oke Canpany, and Public Service Canpany of Northern Illinois.
'lllis was accanplished by lowering the interest rate charged the
canpanies and enabled the board to avoid a "default" on the bond and
interest payments due on 1 January and 1 February 1933.

The next day

the trustees cut one half million dollars fran the 1933 budget mainly
fran the consolidation of the school administrative offices in the
Builders' building the previous spring and by measures adopted since
62
last stmner.
In fact the budget demonstrated the effect of the tax strike and

reassessment in Oiicago by the increase in the cost of debt service for
the school system.

The figures provided by the school auditor Harry

Brackett showed a total of 20,875,074 dollars or an increase of over one
million dollars fran the 1932 budget.

Toward the end of the month when

Brackett asked for appropriations which totaled 79,819,170 dollars, he
informed the board his figures were based upon a collection of 90
percent of the taxes fran the previous levies even though the 1930 taxes
had been collected at only 56 percent.

In addition Lewis Myers, on a

trip to Atlanta, Georgia, stated he had proposed a plan to abolish the
scale of salaries for teachers.

He said he planned to replace it with a

graduated scale reflecting a salary reduction fran 1 percent up to 10
percent depending on the salaries of teachers.

<Xi the last day of the

year, the banking syndicates' bid was accepted by the city controller.
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1he plan which was worked out by the banks, the Sargent Conmittee, and
public officials, provided for the banks to buy the refunding bonds of
over fifteen million dollars for only a few days.

D.lring that time the

holders of the maturing bonds (mostly insurance and trust canpanies)
would be pursuaded to accept the refunding bonds instead of cash for
their maturing bonds.
would be refunded.

Then the banks would receive those bonds which

They would then tum them into the city treasury and

get back a large proportion of the money they had advanced.

In

addition, the new bonds would carry an interest rate of six percent
whereas the maturing bonds had an interest of four to five percent.
Also, the Sargent conmittee discussed the possibility of the formation
of a group to secure operation funds for city governments. 63
The Educators Fight Back
Educators continued their rebuttal of the drastic reductions in
school expenditures.

Robert M. Hutchins told the Rotary Club of Chicago

that he was willing to concede that while the total sun spent by a
conmunity for education might have to be reduced, he did not mean to
imply that a temporary reduction in educational expenditures was a good
thing.

Dr. Hutchins said the easiest way to save money was to reduce

salaries, but he said such an action was stupid and most short-sighted.
He also stated that as long as the general property tax was the chief
source of local revenues, educators would be unable to meet the demands
placed on the schools by civilization.

In addition, the Chicago

Principals' Club published a special section in its December issue which
was dedicated specifically to the Chicago financial situation.

George

Anspaugh said that the net result of the tax strike was that as of 10
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December only about 80 percent of 1928 taxes; 70 percent of 1929 taxes;
and 56 percent of 1930 taxes had been paid.

He continued that the

teachers and other public employees had gone unpaid.

Anspaugh indicated

the corporate bodies had been placed helpless before the self-appointed
Citizens' G:xrmittee who had only to crack their financial whip to cause
many of the elected or appointed representatives to jllTlp to do their
bidding. 64
Charles Stillman reported the Citizens' G:xrmittee made an arbitrary
demand for a slash in the school levies fran seventy-two million to
forty-eight million, or one-third, and a slash in the city's levies fran
sixty million to fifty million, or one-sixth.

He stated that instead of

accepting statements of the Citizens' G:xrmittee or newspaper reports,
the board should question the leading bankers in control of the credit
situation to determine whether the banks would refuse to assist in
avoiding defaults.

Next he argued, the trustees should find out exactly

what amount of budget reduction the bankers would require in order to
provide the schools with funds for salaries and thus avoid the
disasterous wrecking of the organization under which the schools had to
function during the past year.
According to Irvin Wilson, there was a readiness of those
individuals in control of the finances of Chicago to sacrifice the
education of the students in order to rectify the practices and mistakes
of business and politics.

He further said that many of the business

leaders who had much to say about the excessive costs of education
during the past few critical years, had shown themselves wholly
incapable and entirely inefficient in meeting the great financial
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problems of thier own businesses.

Wilson carmented that the same

individuals sent their children to expensive private educational
instituations where the per capital cost of education was much higher
than in any public schools.

Wilson continued his attack on the

citizens' carmittee and said it was canposed exclusively of men who
represented the big financial interests of

the city.

"In place of the

butcher, the baker, and the candle-stick maker," he said the carmittee
consisted of "the banker, the big businessman, and the capitalist." The
school principal further said that Sargent's railroad, the Chicago and
Northwestern, had obtained a loan fran the Reconstruction Finance
C.orporation of $26,000,000, which was more than enough to make up the
unpaid salaries of the employees of the board of education.65
A sinister feature of the Citizens' O:mnittee said principal W.T.
M:C.oy, was the fact that "for the first time in American history in a
peacful and well organized carmunity it marked the advent of arbitrary
force deliberately exerted by an intelligent group in opposition to
lawful authority."

In addition, the Club published a canplete list of

the main board of directors of the Citizens' O:mnittee and included
facts about their business connections and educational history.

One

striking feature indicated that all of the members of the carmittee were
associated in one way or another with big business.

Another fact showed

that several of them were on the Board of Directors of one or another of
the four largest loop banks which purchased the tax warrants of the city
and school board.66
The public expenditures carmittee presented its purpose and intent
in a report to the O:mnercial Club of Chicago.

Chail111an Fred Sargent
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told the members the purpose of the Qmnittee was to bring about a
reasonable reduction in expenditures and taxes through a reduction of
public expenditures.

He also said the Citizen's Qmnittee had

endeavored to secure a reduction in public expenditures through lowered
tax levies by actual and drastic reductions in expenditures and by the
collection of taxes.

He concluded by saying the Qmnittee was ''well

organized and [was] functioning effectively within the limitations of
facilities and time available for influencing the various factors
involved in the total annual tax bill."67
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CHAPTER V

MARTYRED MAYOR IN 1933
INI'RODUCTION
In the beginning of 1933, Cermak conmanded tremendous power and was

at the height of his political strength.
he did not support Franklin Roosevelt.

At the Democratic convention
With his usual finesse Cermak

made up for a potentially damaging situation by delivering Illinois for
FDR in a record majority in the November election.

Cermak also brought

in a win for the Governor and most elected officials.

As a result his

political 'machine was admired by Roosevelt and studied by his
strategist, James Farley.

When two Thanpson board members resigned in

January, Cermak made no move to appoint replacements.

Speculation was

that he had no one in mind for the positions, but in fact he was in no
hurry to make any selection.

He was interested in getting his choice

for president, Orville Taylor, elected to the post.

He also would lose

the political position of not having control of the board when he made
the appointments, so he waited for the proper time.

As he worked on the

national front for help fran the new Democratic administration in
Washington, he continued to juggle the different factions in the city.
Once more he used citizens conmittees to do the budget cutting.

Cermak

also expertly redirected the teachers efforts so that he was not their
target of distain.

Even at the time of his death he demonstrated his

concern for the unpaid city and school employees.
Budget Work
The month of January found the board of education working
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diligently to balance its 1933 finances by 1 February 1933.

Tile date

was significant so that the budget would be adopted without the
necessity of including an appropriation for a repayment of a Working
Cash Fund loan of over six million dollars.

Professor Nelson Henry

reminded that the school board that in its work to trim the budget in
compliance with the citizen's C011111ittee level of forty-eight million
dollars, it was obligated to fund eleven million for teachers' pension
fund payments, tax anticipation warrant interest, and for the loss and
cost of tax collection.

Dr. Nelson cautioned the trustees to

be sure

the interests of the public were protected by the proper consideration
of the effect of such econany measures as arbitrary reconmendations and
decisions on tax levy reductions.

The Principals' Club wrote each board

member and told them an analysis of the Sargent O:xmiittee figures
confirmed the teachers' contention that the Citizens' O:xmiittee had
discriminated against the schools in the allocation of the $200,000,000
dollars provided for Chicago taxing bodies for 1933. 1
In addition, the Chicago Federation of Labor informed the board

that even though it was not "unmindful of the very difficult position"
in which the board had been placed by the Citizens' Q:xrmittee, it was
"of humiliating sinister significance that the volunteer, extra-legal,
self-styled Citizens' Q:xrmittee rather than the lawfully constituted
board of education," was the daninant factor in the fiscal situation.
Finally, Robert C. M::iore said that the officers and boards elected by
the people no longer functioned independently of the dictation of a
small, self-appointed oligarchy.

M:x>re said the conmittee, inter-locked

and in cooperation with the bankers, determined the amounts the boards
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could levy and exerted pressure to require the boards to suanit to its
demands. 2
Chly the teacher organizations voiced opposition to the proposed
budget cuts as the board president stated salaries of teachers and other
employees of the school system had to be reduced in order to balance the
budget.

Myers voiced his support for a plan of "pay reductions on the

basis of the salary and wage scales of 1931." Other ideas included the
shortening of the school term another two weeks and a reduction in the
appropriations for school plant supplies.

While the school board

struggled with the budget, the citizens' ca1111ittee on public
expenditures announced a drive to sell $40,000,000 dollars worth of 1932
tax anticipation warrants and to assure funds for municipal expenses
until taxes were collected.

Headed by Charles S. Dewey, Vice President

of the Palmolive Peet O:xnpany, the conmittee of fifteen officials and
leading Chicagoans planned to appeal to large taxpayers to purchase the
warrants which would be applicable on tax bills.

As the budget

reduction process continued, the Herald and Examiner indicated the Board
of Education was making a genuine effort to reduce expenses without
cutting salaries of the teachers.

Later in the month, it was reported

that secret meetings between the school board and the Sargent O:xmiittee
were conducted in order to trim the budget, "one of which was held in
the mayor's office." 3
Further Cuts For '!he Schools
Ch the advice of John 0. Rees, technical adviser to the public
expenditure ca1111ittee, the school board members agreed to limit the
issuance of 1933 tax warrants to a maximum of 50 percent of the school
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tax levy for 1932.

Rees said the action was necessary in order to

retain the value of the warrants at par or better.

Mayor Cerrnak

announced that he would seek ''perrnission to use city tax warrants as
collateral for a loan of approximately seventeen million dollars fran
the Reconstruction Finance C.Orporation" to pay the four and one-half
months of back salaries due to the city employees.

In addition, the

American Federation of Teachers launched a nationwide campaign to
support federal legislation allowing loans to states, counties,
municipalities, and school districts.

It was announced late in the

month that the Metropolitan Trust Canpany had agreed to act as a medium
in seeking the RFC loan.
tax

Under the plan the canpany would buy school

warrants at par and use the board's paper as collateral to obtain a

loan fran the government.

Also the Hearst Chicago paper said, if laws

needed to be changed in order to pay the teachers, then it should be
done just as "Mr. Insull always managed to change laws or regulations
that stocxl in his way. 11 4
'Ille Board Changes Leadership
At the same time the Dewey Comnittee announced initial
subscriptions totalling $3,500,000 for the sale of the new tax warrants,
school trustee president, Lewis Myers, shocked the board members by
subnitted his resignation to be effective when the 1933 budget was
adopted.

'Ille press of his business was the reason for the decision,

asserted Mr. Myers.

'Ille mayor declined any conment on the resignation,

but it was reported that even though Myers had consistently been an
advocate of Cerrnak's economy in school finances, a personal bitterness
between the two persisted fran their early differences over problems of
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school policy.

It was also reported that when Cermak appointed a

replacement, he would be one short of a majority of eleven trustees.
The mayor, it was said, would gain control of the board through the
appointment of three additional trustees in May when the tenns of
Caldwell, Hemingway, and English ended.

The Tribune reported that

Cermak had appointed trustees Carr, Taylor, Buehler, and Hefferan since

he assuned office plus board member M:Junkin had voted with the Cermak
members for the last few months.5
The results of the national survey of school finance, headed by Dr.
Paul M:>rt, indicated the United States had to enter a new era of school
finance in which education costs would be born "by the state as a whole
rather than by individual crnmunities." · Ch the same day that the M:>rt
study was released by the Department of Interior, school board trustee,
Carter Blatchford announced his resignation.

He said his health would

not pennit him to continue with his business and school efforts.

When

he received Blatchford's letter, the mayor said he had no one
inmediately in mind for the appointment.

Then the Tribune stated that

Cennak would, as a result, have seven members with three more places
available to him later in the year.
teachers did not know this.

Yet there was a record that the

Haley later reported that Cennak appointed

only one board member, Robert Carr.

It was also stated that Blatchford

had remained on the board only in case his Republican vote was needed on
a party fight.

A Chicago newspaper said the last meeting he attended

was on 25 May 1932, when he voted to reelect Lewis Myers for president
over trustee Carr.6
Toward the end of the month it was announced that a meeting was
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held at the off ice of Lewis Myers in the Civic Opera House which
involved board members, department heads, and members of the Citizens'
O:xmlittee.

After the session it was reported that salaries of school

employees would be cut 15 percent below their basic rates, after an
exemption of 1000 dollars was applied to each person.

Myers said the

plan was developed so that lower salaried employees would suffer the
least.

Agnes Clohesy of the Elenentary Teachers' Union led a delegation

which protested to Mayor Cennak against the plan to reduce the pay of
teachers.

Being the ever adept politician, the mayor referred them to

the school board saying he did not have control over their actions. 7
It was reported that police, firemen, health inspectors and other
city employees, under the jurisdication of Mayor Cermak, would receive a
paycheck for a two-week period but the teachers would not share in the
pay.

Cermak said there was "only enough cash for the corporate

employees." He also stated there was no good cause served by not paying
one group of employees only because everyone could not be given money.
'Ille teacher groups protested the reductions in the school board budget
but found the board unresponsive as the members indicated that any
surplus would be used to forward the construction of new school
buildings.

When the budget was finally adopted on 31 January, it was

balanced by the inclusion of a "paper surplus" of approximately nine
million dollars for uncollected taxes from prior years.

With the

adoption of the budget, President Myers resignation became official, and
he stepped down from office. 8
'Ille teachers continued their efforts to receive their pay and 1he
Federation of W:xnen High School Teachers sent Cennak a letter. 1he
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cocmrunication said he had been able "to evade, but not elude full
responsibility" for the board of education, but would within a few days
asslllle complete control of the membership.

Further, the letter said,

there had been progress in the solution of pay for county and city
workers, but the school situation remained "completely black."

In

addition, the \.bmen's Federation prcxl.uced a document about the 1933
budget.

It stated that the board had not used the resources made

available to it in the preparation of the reduced figures and encouraged
citizens and taxpayers of Chicago to protest against the budget to the
mayor and the board members.

Superintendent Bogan told a WCFL radio

audience there was the growing suspicion of teachers that they and their
work were not appreciated.

He said that the "troubles due to the stock

market crash, the closing of banks, and the real estate debacle," had
resulted in an almost intolerable situation in Chicago.

Russel Wise

reported that teacher groups found themselves in the position of
fighting for the integrity of public education and an equitable
distribution of tax load in support of public education. 9
Fred Sargent and the Saturday Evening Post Attack the Teachers
One new medit111 of attack against public expenditures for the school
came from the Saturday Evening Post.

Besides publishing an article by

Fred Sargent on the citizens' ca1111ittee efforts in Chicago, it ran two
other stories that had a negative focus toward the schools.
editorial the magazine said:

In an

(1) people had far too long been "at the

mercy of the supereducators and their craze for novel ties," and (2) many
schools had become transformed into "palatial edifices furnished with
tennis courts, playing fields, baths, locker rooms, athletic instructors
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and most of the facilities of country clubs." A later edition of the
magazine carried a story by Fdwin Lefvre in which he said the
school-teacher had to be associated with one of the most apparent of all
governmental extravagances.

Lefvre also said the educational system

could be made not only less expensive but more useful to the nation if
school boards would conceive improvements "that did not entail still
greater expenditures." The Sargent article told readers that Chicago
had achieved a "sharp reduction in the operating costs of its government
through the cooperation of its various officials with an extralegal
body," of which he was the general chairman.

Sargent, whose two

previous publications boldly stated that railroads were "the backbone of
transportation in this country," and that "there ought to be as little
regulation as possible," said taxpayers should not give schools as much
as they had been getting unless the educational dollars were made to buy
more than in the inmediate past.

The President of the Chicago and

Northestern Railroad also said the businessmen in Chicago had learned
their lesson and would not let the mechanism of government again run
wild.10
The Atlanta Constitution reported in an early January issue that
Chicago led the country in planning for less costly and more efficient
government.

The paper also stated that it was not "until the present

mayor, Anton Cermak, came into power--dynamic, schooled in practical
politics, ambitious to win the praise of his camrunity--that resourceful
citizenship began to get willing and effective co-operation fran city
hal 1." The teachers of Chicago responded with a letter writing campaign
to the editor of the Post, George H. I..orimer.

They wrote that the
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editorial and the articles had statements which were untrue or open to
severe criticism.

The letters also said to shift criticism to public

education, just as the country brought about reorganization in every
branch of government, conmerce, and industry had drawn attention away
from the important issues which were in need of inmediate attention. 11
In February, Mayor Cennak prepared to travel to Miami, Florida to

meet with Democratic officials and President-elect Franklin D.
Roosevelt.

At the same time the citizens' conmittee on public

expenditures released the results of its survey of classrooms in the
public schools.

The report showed that the number of vacant rooms was

four times as many as school officials based upon a class ratio of
forty-five pupils to a room.

'Ille Camlittee also stated that since 1924,

the board of education had overbuilt the school system and erected
buildings "with little regard for proper location or cost."
Superintendent Bogan issued a statement in reply to the citizens' survey
and said the Sargent O:mnittee "had counted 307 one room, movable, stove
heated, tin portables as suitable classrooms." Also, Fred Sargent
indicated that the school finance issue was "greatly complicated because
of a number of uncompleted contracts for expensive junior and senior
high schools left in the last half of 1930 and in 1931, when there were
no means of financing in sight. '' The conmi ttee also denied it had
discussed the organization of a "C.ook County Finance Corporation,"
designed to be a local reconstruction finance corporation.

Frank Gordon

of the First National Bank said no one had explained who "would purchase
its bonds" if such a plan was developed. 12
Meanwhile, a delegation of teachers and civil service employees,
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made another plea to Cermak for aid.

1hey told the mayor they were

convinced that a canplete breakdown of the Chicago schools was inminent
unless relief for board of education personnel was provided.

At the

conference, Cermak ''promised his cooperation in providing school
relief," and instructed the deputy controller, Victor Petterson, to get
the approval of the Dewey committee to meet school payrolls.

1he next

day, Mayor Cermak announced "two plans for a payday for teachers and
other school employees." 1he first plan, to pay employees in cash,
proposed that board warrants held in the city's aggregated of funds ''be
broken into small denominations and distributed to school employees."
Those securities would then be replaced by the city with 1932 and 1933
warrants.

1he second idea, presented by the mayor, provided that Cermak

would "appoint a committee to meet with the city controller and
corporation counsel to study the possibilities for a payday in
warrants." A.J. told the teachers he was for anything that would help
the teachers and would hasten the execution of any feasible plan.13
At the same time, school trustees met with the Chicago
representative of the RFC, H.B. Preston, to discuss the plan previously
offered by the Metropolitan Trust c.ompany for a loan from the government
to pay back salaries.

At the conclusion of the conference, Preston told

school board members he would "take the matter under advisement."
Superintendent, William Bogan told a gathering of principals to be
prepared to face the worst as the 1933 budget of seventy-one million
dollars might have to be reduced in the future.

He told the

administrators that many people told him taxes would not come in so the
schools had to make due with the money they had.

Yet, the mayor
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publically announced that he was trying to arrange a pay for employees
of the board of education and the city "in anticipation of cash to be
derived fran the sale of city and school tax warrants by the conmittee
headed by Charles Dewey." The Citizens' Conmittee, in a statement
released by John 0. Rees, said school trustees could ''hardly expect the
taxpayers to pay for additional buildings to relieve crowded senior high
schools until the type of educational system was adjusted to provide for
a more canplete utilization of the existing building facilities.

The

conmittee said the junior high school was "a specialized type of
education," and reconmended that seventh and eighth grade students be
returned to the elementary schools while converting the junior high
schools into senior units.14
After a meeting with banking and business houses, the Sargent
Camlittee announced a plan to sell forty-two million dollars in tax
warrants to enable city and school personnel to be paid.

But Oiaµnan

and Cutler, security experts, held to the opinion that until a new
president was elected by the board of education, it could not enter into
any agreement to provide salaries for teachers.

When the City Council

passed a resolution which endorsed the citizens' conmittee on public
expenditure's idea to convert Hirsch Junior High School into a senior
facility, C.L. Vestal, president of the Men Teachers Union, wrote to the
mayor and expressed the displeasure of the action.

As with the teachers

earlier, Cermak responded by saying that Vestal should not appeal to him
on the proposal, but should contact the school board since the trustees
had "sole charge of school affairs." Shortly later that, Cermak left
Oiicago for a southern trip ''to converse with James A. Farley, chairman
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of the Democratic national CaI111ittee, and to spend a vacation of several
weeks. ''15
A Shooting in Miami
'llle mayor went to Biscayne Park in Miami, Florida, to visit with
Franklin Roosevelt as the President-elect returned from a fishing trip
aboard Vincent Astor's yacht "NoU1111ahal." But Cermak was severly wounded
by Giuseppi Zangara, an anarchist gunman, who had attempted to
assassinate Roosevelt.

Chicago's mayor was taken in Roosevelt's car to

Jackson Memorial Hospital and listed as in "dangerous, but not
i.rmlediately critical" condition.

With the family of the wounded city

official on their way to Miami, the board of education elected Orville
J. Taylor as its president.

Then voted "to pay the fourteen-thousand

teachers and four thousand other school employees a month's wages." 'llle
payment would be made in 1931 tax warrants as soon as the certificates
could be printed, signed, and authenticated.

.Among

the daily bulletins

and press reports given about the condition of Mayor Cermak was the
story about a discussion at the hospital between Cermak and Roosevelt.
'llle mayor, it was reported, told the next president he wanted to talk to
him "about the school teachers'" salaries in Chicago which [had] been
unpaid for so long." 'llle story also indicated that Cermak had hoped
that when the Democratic regime took control of the government, Cermak
could obtain a loan from RFC sufficient to pay the teachers' back
salaries.16
When over two hundred teachers heard of Cermaks' efforts during a
meeting at the Auditoriun theater, they adopted a resolution of
confidence in the mayor and said they were appreciative of the tragedy
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that was another burden added to those Chicago had to bear.

It was also

stated that "it was doubtful whether physicians would allow the mayor to
examine and authorize any public documents for several days," which
could cause the possible delay in the distribution of the tax warrants
as pay for employees.

The Tribune reported that Cermak had tried ''with

all the abilities of a very able man to meet the emergencies" of the
city in an intelligent and honest manner.

The doctors in Florida said

they were concerned about the danger of infection and pneumonia as
possible circumstances which put the mayor's life in jeopardy. 1 7
Cermak Struggles to Survive
Q1

19 February, Judge Edmund K. Jarecki, signed a blanket order

which overturned all objections filed "against 1928, 1929, and 1930 real
estate taxes." Thus he officially ending the tax strike sponsored by
various taxpayer organizations started in 1928.

When Governor Henry

Horner came from the Illinois capital to be with the mayor, it was
reported that Cermak had Chicago's "financial plight continually on his
mind." During a meeting between Horner and Cermak, the Governor stated
that the mayor ''wanted to talk about ways and means of getting money to
pay the city employees and school teachers." Later in an interview
granted to John Dienhart, from the Herald and Examiner, Cermak said he
had been very pleased just prior to the shooting because he received
Roosevelt's "promise to help [him} get sufficient loans from the
government to pay the back salaries of the school teachers, policemen,
firemen, and other brave employees." Dienhart also said the mayor was
cheered by the resolution action of the teachers for his recovery.

It

was reported that Cermak also said he was ready to die if he must, but
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that he had much to do.

In addition, the mayor said he was ''beginning

to see the light after the two years" he had struggled with financial
problem for the city's employees.

A.J. indicated that James Farley had

promised his help after the new administration had taken off ice and that
the families who were owed money would be happy when they were paid.
Using his political savy, he also said that with the loan there would be
millions of dollars placed in circulation to help "our business people. 1118
As

the month came to a close, the mayor suffered great pain and

high temperature because of an intestinal disturbance complicated by a
partially collapsed lung.

He developed a severe setback but then found

strength and courage enough to affix his signature to a document which
made it possible for the early release of tax warrants to the teachers.
After Cermak appointed George Dahlmann as ''his proxy to sign tax
anticipation warrants,'' his intestinal symptoms flared up during the
night.

He was unofficially quite near death around midnight.

This

caused additional concern for city and school workers because the
mayor's proxy would have no authority unless the signing of the tax
warrants was accomplished while Cermak was alive.

It was reported that

after Cermak's proxy signed the warrants, the teachers would be paid for
the last fifteen days of work in Msy 1931 and the first seven days of
June 1931.

In addition, the city and county workers would receive a

half months pay.

A handwriting expert and member of the crime detection

laboratory staff at Northwestern University compared the mayor's
signature on his proxy order to his regular written name.

Jay Fordyce

W:xxi stated "it was quite evident that the mayor signed his name upon

pure nerve and strength of will."

In order to provide for the pay to
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teachers, proxy Dahlmann signed the eighty thousand warrants at full
speed because the life of Mayor Cennak was so unstable.19
During the last few days of February "the most drastic measures of
medical science were employed in an effort to aid Mayor Cermak of
Chicago in his battle with death." C.ontroller, Szrnyczak indicated
another pay for city employees would be made within a week.

He said

teachers would have to await the efforts of the Dewey Camlittee to sell
city and board of education warrants for 1932.

Szymczak also told a

meeting of the members of the lhion League Club that Chicago needed two
develoµnents for the ultimate restoration of the fiscal normalcy of the
City of Chicago.

First, the canptroller said, was the develoµnent of

"the four-fold legislative program in preparation by the Citizens'
O:mnittee on Public Expendituresn.

The plan, he said, provided for:

Central budgetary control for all governments in Cook County
consolidation of taxing bodies, uniform accounting for all local
governments with Cook County, and improved methods for collection taxes.
The second develoµnent Szymczak said, was the progressive reduction in
expenditures by the city corporate structure for the years 1931, 1932,
and 1933.

He continued that the Chicago corporate fund was far fran

broke; that the board of education overestimated its revenue and issued
more tax warrants than it could redeem; and the Sargent conmittee should
be praised "for their cooperation in finding ways to solve the city's
fiscal problems." 20
F.ducators Assail 1he Sargent G:xrmittee
The conmittee on public expenditures did not receive favorable
press fran every group.

The Elementary School Journal canpared the
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Chicago camiittee with the "Citizens C.Onference on the Crisis in
Fducation," called by President Hoover in January 1933.

The University

of Chicago's educational publication indicated the Washington, D.C.
conference group was composed of citizens who represented the most
diverse interests in American life, including "outstanding educational
leaders, publishers, bankers, lawyers, and representatives of labor,
agriculture, business, and industry." In contrast the Chicago camiittee
on public expenditures, it said, was ''composed almost entirely, if not
exclusively, of representatives of the large business interests and the
large taxpayers of the city.'' It continued that the active work of the
conmittee was being done by a group of about thirty members whose
business affiliations showed the banking interests of the city were well
represented.

In addition, it said there was no attempt "to include in

the membership of the camiittee representatives of labor, education, the
welfare agencies, municipal government, or any of the other varied
interests of the city." 'Il1e vigorous task to reduce public expenditures
by the Chicago camiittee, remarked the Journal, was a matter of no
slight importance, since it had "dictated without hesitation the maximum
incane which the several government agencies of the camiunity may derive
fran taxation." The editorial continued that in canparison with
municipal government, the Chicago Board of F.ducation had been required
to take a disproportionate reduction in its budget when the citizen's
camiittee budget reductions for 1933 for the

two

agencies were examined.

The article stated that while it forced the board of education to reduce
its tax levies, the citizens' group determined the relative values of
important public services in Chicago," even though the camiittee did not
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seem to have developed any intelligent understanding of the many
problems which were facing the schools.

Finally, the story stated that

while it was entirely appropriate for citizens which represented
different interests in a city to express their views on the public
expenditure of funds, it was an entirely different situation when the
conmittee of such a council of citizens was "an exclusive group
representing only the large business interests of the conmunity."21
Professor Thanas Briggs, of Teachers O::>llege O::>lumbia University
wrote that in the clamor for econany and for the cutting of programs and
activities to any extent, critics wanted reductions in activities "which
they were not accustomed when they were in school." Robert M. Hutchins
stated that the movement to exterminate educational organizations, would
result in reductions which would be of two kinds:

Those which 1imi ted

the opportunities of the pupil, and those that depressed the rewards of
the teacher.

'Ihe American Teacher produced several articles which

centered on the theme that the country was virtually in a dictatorship
of the bankers.

Charles Hendley wrote that a self-appointed citizens'

budget conmission in New York was in a strategic position since the
members could ''pose as exemplars of ci vie virtue and exploit the
embarrassment of the Tanmany politicians." Therefore, he said, it could
also monopolize credit, dictate tett11s to an improvident city
administration, and force higher rates of interest while demanding the
reduction of wages and salaries for workers.22
William Bogan stated that parents should be taught that any
reduction of efficiency in the schools would mean a loss to the
children.

Superintendent Bogan remarked that the elimination of waste
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and extravagance must not be used as an excuse to destroy the ideal of
American citizenship, (the rights of the cOC11110n man.) Chicago educator
said the citizens "should take every possible and proper step to
discharge in full and at the earliest possible manent the financial
obligations" owed to the city employees.

William Carr continued that

the schools were pinched between the two opposing pressures of increased
responsibilities and decreased resources.

Carr said as the city school

system had an increase in enrollment in 1930 and 1931 which nearly
doubled that of the figures of the two previous prosperity years.
continued that the archaic

tax

He

system which characterized Illinois

threatened to ''breakdown entirely under the severe pressure of bad
business conditions." Carr also said parents should insist that no
reduction be permitted in necessary school expenditures until everything
possible had been done to:

(1) reduce inefficient and wasteful

expenditures in other branches of government; (2) distribute the cost of
education fairly over the entire tax paying ability of the state; and
(3) postpone expenditures for those governmental services which could
wait.

23

John Frey stated that the banks had been responsible for the
inflation in prices.

He said the bankers caused overcapitalization when

they floated unsound loans, made loans which were not justified, and
made profits from the conmission they received for floating bonds and
making loans.

At the same time, the Phi Delta Kappan stated that the

Chicago teachers feared a far more sinister evil than the city's
reputation for gangsters.

'Ille editorial said because the conmittee of

"Qi.e Hundred Big Taxpayers" had wrested control from the constituted
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authorities and established an economic dictatorship.

'Il1e article

further said such an econanic "coup d'etat" might not remain in the
Chicago area as Fred W. Sargent had invited other cities to take similar
steps in his recent article in The Saturday Evening Post.

'Il1e story

said the majority of the twenty-nine members of the conmittees'
executive conmittee resided "in a narrow strip two blocks wide and half
a mile long known as the Gold C.oast" and none of the members' children
attended the public schools in Chicago.

It further said the group

represented the ''Loop bankers" who collected $6,000,000 interest a year
on school loans at the rate of 6 percent.
did not represent the

army

The Sargent conmittee it said

of small taxpayers, the views of leading

American citizens who said education had to cane first, the thoughts of
public-spirited Chicago citizens who denounced the program of the
conmittee, nor the mothers and fathers of Chicago, who could leave no
legacy for their children except an education.

Finally

School and Society quoted the Illinois Teacher and said Cook County had
a revolution in which the Citizens' Ccmnittee had superseded the elected
officials.

The article said the coarnittee was not sympathetic with but

antagonistic to the develoµnent or even the existence of the public
schools. 24
The Final Battle Ends
'Il1e first days of M9.rch were filled with the continued reports of
the condition of Mayor Cennak frO'll the hospital in Miami.
by William

~Andrew

In a speech

at a meeting of the NEA's department of

superintendence, he urged delegates to fight political involvement in
the schools.

In the early hours of the morning of 6 March Anton J.
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Cermak died after "he had been in a coma for hours and had scarcely
recognized his family."
tribute.

The family of the mayor approved a three day

It began with the special train arriving in Olicago fran

Florida carrying the body of the mayor.

There it was met by dignitarie

and escorted to Cermak's hane in Lawndale.

While "great crowds passed

his bier", it was announced that governmental aid for school employees
became a distinct possibility as the result of meetings between the
Reconstruction Finance C.Orporation and the Chicago citizens' camtittee.
The plan would establish a "Century Trust Canpany" which would negotiate
a loan and place tax anticipation warrants for collateral. 25
Cennak's body then went to the city hall where it was "in state"
for one day.
services.

Then it proceeded to the Chicago Stadiun for final

After that the mayor was taken to the &::>hemian National

Cemetery for burial.

It was reported that the service was "the most

spectacular funeral demonstration in Chicago history:" Thousands of
people viewed the mayor's body at his hane, seventy-six thousand came to
the city hall arrangement, twenty-three thousand individuals packed the
Stadium for the funeral service, and over fifty thousand attended the
intennent.

Superintendent Bogan announced that the schools would be

closed on the day of the funeral.

With city officials wondering who

would "succeed Anton J. Cermak as Mayor of Chicago," the city took part
in the final arrangements for the mayor and learned of the "chronology"
of his last struggle.

26

Much press was given to the statement made by Cermak to Roosevelt
after being shot.

It was indicated Cermak said "I am glad it was me

instead of you." The media reported many statements from associates and
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tributes from individuals around the country on the life and work of
Anton Cennak.

They included the statement from FDR which said the

President had a very wann friendship and a very high respect for Mayor
Cennak's ability and loyalty.

Fred W. Sargent called for a "moratoritIIl

of politics and all selfish political ambitions" by the next city
administration.

He said the city lost a great leader who had labored

unceasingly to restore the credit of Chicago.

Sargent also said the

city should not pennit an election at that time to interfere with the
plans to place the city on a sound financial basis, because ''a political
campaign would make it harder to sell

tax

warrants." The

Christian Century reported that tributes to the dead executive were
sincere.

A source said Cetmak's passing raised "apprehension over the

political results which could develop in Chicago.27
Among

the many people who paid their respects to the fallen city

official was Cennak's aunt, "Mrs. Martin Fuxa of Braidwood," with whan
he lived for sane time when he was a young boy.

The list of pallbearers

included Melvin Traylor, Fred Sargent, Lewis Myers, Charles G. Dawes,
and E.O. Griffenhagen.

While the politicans were publicly mourning the

death of Anton Cermak, they were involved in a bitter fight for the
control of the power in the Democratic party and the detennination of
the next mayor.

When the smoke had cleared Patrick Nash had been

selected as the new leader of the party in Cook County, and Aldennan
Frank J. Corr had been elected acting mayor.

The city council pushed

for legislation in Springfield to grant full powers to the acting mayor
and to provide for the appointment of a replacement for Cennak by the
aldennen.

At the same time Professor Charles E. Merriam told the
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Chicago Association of Coomerce about his plan "for a board of budgetary
control of governments in Chicago." He said the plan had been approved
by Mayor Cermak.

The Merriam proposal consisted of a three member panel

made up of the mayor of Chicago, the president of the county board, and
a local finance expert appointed by the two other members.

The panel,

he said, would coordinate all financial aspects of the governments and
thus reduce the cost to the taxpayers.28
The Next Steps
Near the end of the month G:>vernor Henry Ibmer went to Washington,
D.C. to confirm with the RFC on future loans.

Fred Sargent announced

that two teachers had been "appointed" to the citizens' ccmnittee.

The

chairman of the ccmnittee on public expenditures indicated that Harry L.
Tate, principal of Whitney Elementary school, and John Fewkes,
instructor at Tilden High School had been placed on the ccmnittee after
a gathering of over two hundred teachers met with Sargent and discussed
the possible RFC loans for $15 milli.on.

Ch the last day of the month it

was reported that Dr. Karl Myers, chief surgeon at Cook County Hospital
indicated an "ulcerative colitis condition was the direct cause of the
mayor's death." He said the bullet wound contributed to the
inflanmation of the intestines.

Dr. Myers continued there was no

gangrene in the lungs and Cennak's general rundown condition helped to
lessen his chances for recovery.2~
During March the City Club urged the adoption of Senate Bill 262.
The legislation abolished the business manager and attorney positions in
the board of education and provided that the superintendent had
executive control of the entire public school system.

Dr. Nelson Henry,
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of the University of Chicago, told a radio audience that teacher paydays
for the past three years showed that "since December 1929 only nine
monthly paychecks [had] been provided on the day they were due."

Also

the Indiana Teacher held a symposiUTI in which it was reported that the
schools were worth far more than they cost.

The panel said that a

period of a depression it was "precisely the time to increase
educational opportunities. 11 30
Af. ter Cermak

Ch the eve of April 1933, the political and educational situation
in Chicago was in turmoil.

The leader of government had passed away.

As a result of Cermak's selection of personnel, there was no Cermak

assistant "qualified to step into his shoes." With the appointment of a
"de jure" mayor and the efforts to get the Graham Bill for the selection
of a permanent replacement passed in Springfield, the local operation of
the public services functioned at only a basic level.

Ch 30 March, the

legislation was approved and a special group of aldermen departed for
"fbt Springs to select a Mayor acceptable to the Sargent O:mnittee, the
backers of the Fair-to-be, the politicians, and the lesser gangsters."
The banks in the loop announced they would finance a payroll for the
last two weeks of June as soon as legislation validated the signature of
acting Mayor C.orr on the tax warrants.

'Ille two vacancies on the board

of education remained open and would not be able to be filled until a
new mayor was selected.

The events which transpired over the next

several months, while not directly related to Mayor Cermak since his
death, were sanewhat linked to the absence of Boss Cermak.

Therefore,

it would be remiss to avoid any examination of the actions of the school
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board, teachers, city officials, banks, and businessmen after Anton

Cermak died and left such a void in the mayor's office.31
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CHAPTER VI

THE AFTERMA1H
INTRODUCTION
D..lring the two years he was in the mayor's office, Anton Cermak was:
the center of power.

With his death the political situation was in a

confused and disoriented condition. Cermak's friends and foes, both
Democratic and Republican, were not prepared for his departure, thus
uncertainty prevailed.

The strong, dominant ruler was not there to hold

the political wheel together.

Until a new leader or leaders emerged,

factions vied for the controlling position.

To help understand what the

loss of Cermak meant to Chicago in 1933, an examination of the Carmittee
or Public Expenditures, headed by Fred Sargent is in order.

In addition

a look at the Fads and Frills movement will provide insight into the
actions of the Sargent Carmittee.

1he chapter will conclude with an

overview and reassessment of Cermak the man and the politician.
The Sargent Ccnmittee
The Calmittee on Public Expenditures remained in the forefront of
the financial situation and the teachers continued to be its main voice
of opposition.

The School Review reported that the Citizens'

Qmnittee was canposed mostly of the ''representatives of the large
business interests and large taxpayers of the city."

It continued that

despite the Qmnittees' expressed intent to stabilize the credit of the
city by assisting in the bond issue in December 1932, bonds were
actually refunded at the higher rate by a full half over the original
bonds.

The Review said, the banks which handled the refunding were
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''represented in the membership of the Comnittee."

As a result, it

said, the citizens on the Camlittee posed as models of civic Righteousness, yet also derived "profit, as controllers of credit, from the
embarrassment of the city administration."!
About the same time the chairman of the Citizens' Camlittee
addressed the lhion League Club on the motives and purposes of the
group.

Fred Sargent said in order to meet the tax burden problem in

Chicago there had to be continued reduction in public expenditures.

He

said every citizen must pay his or her taxes promptly to the fullest
possible extent.

He continued that the "credo of the Camiittee"

provided that the group was opposed to tax-eaters and tax-strikers and
it believed that the cornerstones of daoocracy were "the home, our
system of camxm schools, and our churches." Sargent further said the
public expenditures caunittee attempted to reduce the burden on the
taxpayers to a point where the people would pay taxes and support the
essentials of a modem educational system.

Dr. Charles Judd caunented

that it was high-time that the representatives of the banks, insurance
companies and their great concerns, turned away from their special
interests and put an end to the impossible taxing system which had to be
revised.2
In the meantime, Fred Sargent left for Washington to see the

President about school loans.

However, when it was reported that

Sargent obtained an 8 million dollar loan from the Reconstruction
Finance Corporation for the Northwestern Railorad, teachers remarked
that of the $426,300.00 total funded indebtedness for Sargents'
railroad, "thirty-two million dollars was previously loaned by the RFC.
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niey also canplained that Sargent was the same person who as head of the
Citizens' O:xrmittee demanded more econany in the schools.

1he educators

stated that the O:xrmittee, made up of bank presidents, railroad
presidents, packers, and directors generally of wealth, was the enemy of
the schools, since it dictated educational retrenchment.

Also the

teachers took offense to the five-point plan of the Sargent O:xrmittee
and the sinister implication it had for the camX>n schools.

The Sargent

five-point progrc:rn provided:

1) all back taxes prior to 1931, aggregating $219,000,000, be
spread over a period of eight to ten years;
2)

current taxes be spread out to catch up at the end of such a
period;

3)

a definite limitation of not more than 1.5 percent to be levied
on the full fair and cash value of real property;

4)

creation of a Board of Municipal Estimate and Tax C.Onservation
to co-ordinate the expenditures and estimates of revenues of at
least the largest tax-spending municipalities; and

5)

legislation of an emergency character authorizing the C.Ounty
C.Ourt to pass upon questions of judgment and errors or fact
occurring in the vast number of cases that went to the C.Ounty
C.Ourt prior to 1931, but were never heard by the old Board of
Review. 3

The Fight Continues
Professor John Dewey stated that both New York and Chicago had
witnessed the spectacle of extra-legal bcxlies arrogating to themselves
such responsibility as the dictation of civic policies (including the
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public schools).

Dewey continued, teachers had to make it clear that

"public education was not a business carried on for pecuniary profit"
and as such could not be measured by the standards which the bankers and
real estate men and the big industrialists sought for their personal
gain and success.

Dr. Dewey also said the funds provided for education

were an investment in the future moral, economic, physical and
intellectual well-being of the nation.4
01.a.rles Stillman indicated that Chicago was involved in an
emergency, in part, because of private and public extravagance, waste
and graft.

He further said that the Citizens' Conmittee instead of

giving the city intelligent, devoted service, seized the opportunity of
the depression to wipe out waste and extravagance.

He said it

ruthlessly and undiscriminatingly slashed selected public services in
the interest of big taxpayers with little regard for the needs of the
masses of the public and their children.

Saying that the Sargent

Conmittee found its power in the genuine eagerness of most city
officials to cooperate with the group, Stillman indicated the banks had
decided the Conmittee's judgment could be trusted.

Because the .American

people had permitted private banks to become practically the sole
custodian of credit for public as vell as private purposes, he said
Sargent claimed that the Cam!ittee on Public Expenditures exercised a
veto power over the financing of public functions by the banks.S
Another teacher announced that the strategy of the bankers and big
businessmen of Chicago was to starve the teachers and other school
employees into sutxnission by "attempts to cripple and destroy" the
school system.

James Meade reported that if the Public Expenditure
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c.amiittee really wanted to help the people it would assist in getting
lower rates for gas, electricity, telephone, and tranportation.

He said

while such large taxpayers and bankers could not run their own private
enterprises without receiving doles frcm the treasury of the United
States, the same individuals had the presumption to "dictate the
policies of the legally chosen governments of O:x:>k County." Florence
Curtis Hanson said that the representatives of wealth and privilege had
set themselves up to tell the people and their regularly elected
representatives how much money would be spent on schools in all forms of
government.

She continued that true econany required additional, high

quality schools.

Hanson also said high taxes had not caused the

troubles in education, but the problems were the result of the "evasion
of taxes in high places." Robert M::x:>re provided a perspective on the
Sargent coomittee's efforts.

In an article M::x:>re said Illinois could

fall under the domination of a big-business fascism which had adopted
the most ruthless methods in attacks upon public education. 6
The chairman of the Citizens' Camri ttee responded to the
"Dictatorship of Big Business" article in the School Review when he
wrote to the editor and said the schools had no better friends than the
businessmen, the Camiittee on Public Elq>enditures and himself in the
City of Chicago or elsewhere.

Sargent further stated that the taxpayers

of Chicago, through the Carmittee, had helped the camn..mity maintain its
credit and thereby kept the schools open without any attempt to destroy
the educational institutions in the city.

An article in the

Chicago Principals' Club Reporter said while it was not new for the
large property owners to object to being taxed, particularly for
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services which benefitted all the people equally, it questioned the
qualifications of the conmittee to take charge of the people's affairs
because the members lacked sympathy with the public schools!

J. W. Crabtree asked who was running the country? He questioned if
it was the financiers who needed the help of the government or the group
of wealthy people who distrusted corrrnon people and organized
self-appointed conmi ttees to force the mayor and Board of Education to
do their biding.

Finally, Dr. Grahall Taylor said the Citizens'

c.cmnittee members, instead of taking an opportunity to help make real
econanies without impairing the whole school system, failed to challenge
what had been done and only demanded that the schools balance the
budget.

He stated that the "interest and counsel of such privileged and

influential men" could have been helpful to Chicago's sickened school
system.

But he said because the cam1ittee members limited their action

to demanding the balancing of the budget with no suggestion of
conserving the schooling of half-a-rnllion children, they placed
themselves under the suspicion of a class-conscious motive to reduce the
taxes of those most heavily assessed. 3
'Ille battle lines became more determined when the Chicago Federation
of Labor announced it considered Fred W. Sargent to be "Public Enemy No.
1," and several of the teacher unions indicated their support for the
CFL's action.

'Ille American Teacher indicated that the c.cmnittees'

desire to control public expenditures was a example of "racketering."
because the wealthy citizens of the corrnrunity used their financial power
to increase the rates charged the governments for loans and force salary
cuts for employees in a much more disasterous way than Al Capone.
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.Margaret Haley said while the Citizens' O:mnittee was supposed to be the
financial savior of the City, in fact it proved to be "one of the most
insidious sappers of genuine civic spirit." Haley continued that the
group "represented big business with two capital B's," and for a time

had power far and away greater than that of any elected body in the City
of Chicago. 9
It was reported when Edward Kelly became mayor of Chicago, (after
he received the vote of the City Council) one of the first visitors to
see him was Fred Sargent.

Stephen l.Dndon also stated that after the

school board was reorganized, as a result of the new appointments by
Mayor Kelly, the Sargent Catmittee no longer had to influence the school
board to reduce expenditures, because the new board President James B.
f:.tCahey, declared he was an "advocate of the strictest econcmies." As
of the sutmer of 1933 all of the governmental organizations in the city
and county walked to the tune of the Sargent's music.

Thus the

Citizen's Catmittee did not need to stay in the forefront of the
financial picture in Chicago.

It remained active, however, until the

middle of the decade when it "dissolved Ln 1937 and gave its papers to
the Civic Federation." lO
Fads, Frills, and the Wrecking of the Schools
While the Board of Education continued to inform the Senate
Catmittee on Fducation that it was opp::>sed. to the provisions of Senate
Bill 262, which revised the Otis Law, a delegation of teachers left for
Washington, to once again request federal aid.

But they were informed

by RFC Chairman, Jesse Jones, that they had to return to Chicago and
make arrangements through the Chicago banks for the loans needed to pay
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back salaries.

Individuals such as Vern.on Bowyer, wrote that those who

suggested the reduction of the tax burden by cutting expenditures for
public schools had to examine the influence which a low level of
education had on the economic develop11ent of the conmuni ty.

Another

source said the problems which developed in Olicago from the shrinkage
or stoppage of school revenue were as acute as anywhere else when the
banks refused to loan the money to the Board of Education to enable the
school employees to receive their back salaries. 11 11
'Ille financial powers in Olicago regarded teachers salaries as a

carmunity standard which detennined other salaries, said Margaret Haley.
Therefore, she said, they did not want to provide the school employees
with their past due funds, but desired to have the teachers' salaries
lowered.

As a result, the teachers organized a series of demonstrations

and meetings in April.

They crowded the halls of the city building and

demanded back payments, stonned the school Board meetings, and attended
the City Cbuncil sessions.

When the teachers pressed the Board of

Education to rescind its own 50 percent limitation, Melvin Traylor, of
the First National Bank, responded and said the banks would sever all
connections with the school system Lf it issued warrants in excess of 50
percent of the nllllber permitted by the Budget.

Students walked out on a

one-day strike and teachers held a huge parade which halted traffic in
the loop for part of a Saturday .1 ?
Qi

24 April, the teachers marched 11en ma.sse" to the city's five

leading banks.

While they were greeted with courtesy at sane of the

institutions, when the group reached the City National Bank the crowd
shouted "We want Dawes!" Upset because the former Vice President of the
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United States, Charles G. "General 11 Dawes had obtained a $90,000,000
loan fran the RFC, following his technically illegal loans to numerous
rnsull canpanies, the teachers confronted the Chairman of the Board
about his bank's refusal to purchase school tax warrants.

When the

follller RFC chairman asked them to have patience, the group of several
thousand continued to heckle him.

Dawes, in frustration then yelled to
the marchers, "To hell with the troublemakers!" 13

An American Teacher editorial said, the responsibility for the
plight of Chicago's schools was upon the financial leaders, since the
banks "financed the blue sky undertakings of the Insulls and bought
bonds in tottering European governments, 11 but refused to purchase the
obligations of the school system.

The protests continued for another

week as the teachers went to the hanes of outstanding tax dcx:lgers.

1he

bankers, the financial houses, and c1ty hall continued to tell the
school employees that it would take time for the new mayor to work out a
payment plan.

Yet, Kelly annol.lllced that any further demonstrations

would be considered illegal because the teachers were creating bad press
for the city on the eve of its Century of Progress Fair.14
'Ille Teachers Fight School Fund Cuts

While educators were literally fighting for their just pay, they
also were engaged in a struggle against the movement to cut school
expenditures and reduce educational programs.

William T. Foster wrote

in the Harvard Teachers Record that a few years before there was
agreement that in the next period of business depression, it would be
sound econanic policy to increase expenditures for public works as a
means of preventing further retrenchment in business.

'llle Director of
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the Pollak Foundation for &:.onanic Research told educators that it was
no time for teachers to retreat.

The Rotarian published a series of

articles on the value of "School Frills," which addressed the debate
being considered throughout the country.

In May of 1933, Mayor Kelly

announced his school board appointments as hard-headed businessmen who
were pledged to an econany program.

Kelly said the people were selected

because they were business experts who were close to the people.

With

the appointment of five trustees, Kelly established canplete control of
the school board with Democratic members.

Their work began in earnest

even though several days earlier Board President Taylor said the budget
for 1933 would have to be cut by over $19 million in order to stay
within expected incane. 15
DJ.ring this time, the Elementary School Journal noted the school
board's reluctance to support the pending changes in the Otis Law.

It

wrote that the bill which provided for a unified administrative control
of the schools should be approved by the legislature on the basic of
principles for good management.

House Bill 1051, which was supported by

the trustees, was introduced in Springfield to allow the Board to issue

$40 million worth of 5 percent bonds or other paper to pay for any
obligations of the Board between May 15, 1933 and January 1, 1934.

As

the schools closed for the SUllTler the teachers had no idea when they
would be paid. But they had continued uneasiness about the atmosphere
16
.
f or r educt1ons.
As a result of the positive camients Kelly gave teacher leaders

that he and the board of education had a plan for relieving the distress
of the schools, the Volunteer Emergency c.orunittee, organized to
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publicize the plight of tl-"!le teachers, called off further demonstrations
pending the release of thee "Kelly School Plan." Yet, the teachers were
concerned by the runors at:bo°:t the cutting of services and the
sfmPlification of the cun:ricuhni.

Th.e educators had seen the

publication of the U.S. Q--:lamber of c.onrnerce which suggested "Possible
Fields of E.conany in Schoc:::>l Retrendment." The teachers concluded that
they could not canpletely

trust the pleadings of the city administration

and the voices of the schc:::x>1 board .

Wi 11 iam Bogan said while tremendous

reductions had been forcec::i upon the public schools the taxes had
remained unpaid.

He furtl-:-:ler said the maintenance of government and the

existence of the schools \WWas imperiled. 17
late in the month of

June, Mary Herrick warned that the school

board was talking about he98vy cuts in the educational department to

solve the financial diffic:=ulties.

C.L. Vestal told the City Club that

the plan announced by boar:::.·d member Orville Taylor to "lop off
$10,000,000 fran the next

school budget was unsound." The National

Fducation Association telesgramed Charles G. Dawes and Melvin Traylor.
It informed the bankers that unless they did sanething i11111ediately to
lllake possible the payment

of Chicago 1 s teachers, the association would

hold its annual conventior::-i in another city rather than in Olicago.

Soon

the five largest loop banlc:xs agreed to purchase $12,627.000 in school

: board warrants to provide

for the pa)f!Jent of salaries for teachers for

' ~tober, November, and Dec::::ember of 1932. 18

The School Wrecking Plan
The Conmittee on PubUic Expenditures said that the board of

: education would have educc:Eitional fund debts at the close of 1933 of at
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least $35,000,000 in excess of all of the resources and assets available
for the payment of the debts plus the school system owed large smis fran
its other funds.

In addition, the Herald and Examiner carried a story

in its 10 July edition, that a total of $6 million was to be reduced
fran the 1933 budget.

The Kelly School Plan was announced at a meeting

of the board of education on 12 July 1933.
trustees met in closed session.

The crowd grew as the

In the audience was board member, Helen

Hefferan, who had not been invited to meet with the other board members.
Finally, President Janes t-t:Cahey and the other trustees came out and the
"long nx:>tion which was immediately passed by ten votes" was read.

As

Margaret Haley wrote, the program,
rerooved fran the service of the Chicago public schools all of the
teachers of manual arts, household arts, and manual training, and
physical education. It eliminated all the kindergarten teachers,
half the principals, and all of the junior high school teachers
except those who had high school certificates that could be placed
in the high schools. All of the junior high school teachers lacking
either high school or elellentary school certificates were to be sent
to the Nonnal school. Thirteen hundred teachers were put out of
their positions.19
In addition, the Parental School and the Crane Junior College were

discontinued, plus there were reductions in the number of District and
Assistant Superintendents.

Under the direction of the Sargent

Catmittee, the board of education, whose majority had been appointed
only a short time before, passecl the so-called econany measure for the
elimination of fads and frills, without the consultation of
Superintendent Bogan.

Al though, at first the audience at the board

meeting was stunned by the decision, the teachers organized protests
against the Kelly Plan.

Che teacher at the board meeting said the

action by the trustees was the second step in a progran designed to
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wreck public education while the first part was to starve the educators
into subnission.

The School Review wrote that the Chicago school board

was "disemboweling the city's school system," as the board's action was
the pinnacle of stupidity.

"Pra11inent hllericans like Jane Addams,

Robert Aynard Hutchins, Harold Ickes, and Clarence Darrow, and
educational journals, magazines, and newspapers across the country
exceriated the School Board in a single cry of outrage and anger," wrote
Lipkin.

Clyde Miller of C.Olumbia University said, the situation in

Chicago symbolized conflict in .America between a privileged minority and
the masses of our people.

The New Republic said that the Rooian Catholic

Church and the bankers of Chicago were under suspicion for pulling
strings on Mayor Kelly, to get the economy budget approved.

Fred

Fngelhardt said the public education system was "faced with a
dictatorship control through the leading banking institutions." Others
said the action was in direct conflict to the policies of the National
Recovery Act, since it added to the unemployment of over one thousand
people.20
A newly formed group, the "Citi2ens Save ()Jr Schools Carmittee,"
organized a mass meeting at the Chicago Stadiun to hear speeches and
sign petitions.

Robert M. Hutchins told the audience of over

twenty-five thousand that the ''board of education had been motivated by
political rather than by education rotives." Charles Judd said there
was no reason for the reductions because there was no deficit in board
funds.

Over 350,000 signatures were collected on petitions within two

weeks.

They requested that the school board rescind its motion of 12

July, but the board ignored the petition of a third-of-a-million names
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at its meeting on the twenty-sixth of the month.

The protest movement

gained momentun and citizens and educators from Maine to California,
condemned to the action of the school board.

Later, Margaret Haley

wrote that the "ten million dollar deficit in the 1933 educational
fund," which became the apparent lever for the wrecking program approved
in July, had been discussed by Fred Sargent with a group of teachers in
a meeting on 11 April 1933.

In addition, the leader of the Chicago

Teachers' Federation indicated that Dr. Judd was correct in his speech
about the lack of a def ict in the school budget.

She said special

legislation had been approved in Springfield to stagger the school
deficit over a period of six years.

Haley said the deficiency found in

the education fund was for the reimbursement of funds loaned from the
working cash fund.

The amendment to the Law was signed by G:>vernor

Henry I:brner on 11 July 1933. Thus, Haley said, by the "12 of July
1933, there was no deficit in the educational fund of the city of
Chicago. 21
The leaders of the teachers organizations also realized that they
were being punished for past deeds by the financial lords.

They

understood the publicity the teachers raised over the leasing of school
property at ludicrously low rates to banks or other large concerns
caused problems.

'Illey knew their attempts to get equitable taxation for

city property, of which the banks were. owners, was also causes for the
bankers action.

Just prior to the opening of school, the teacher

organizations offered the school board a proposal to work for no pay "to
the extent of any deficit found in the 1933 educational budget." But
they offered, in return the trustees had to agree to an official audit
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of the board books, at the expense of the teacher groups, to determine
if there was a deficit.

When Mt-s. Hefferan presented the plan, the

other trustees became angered.

cne member said the teachers should show

proper respect for the School Iloard.

Trustee Savage, a long time foe of

the teachers, shouted that he would be the first one to vote to dismiss
anyone, whether it be superintendent, principal, or anyone else, who did
not see that the boards' program for the benefit of the children was
carr1'ed out • 22
Teachers also attempted to gain relief through the legal channels
during the SUllTler.

First, a petition was circulated to obtain

assistance through legislation to cure the situation that had been
raised for an excuse by the Board of F.ducation.
obtained.

Over 950,000 names were

The effort did much to bring the differing organizations

within the school into harmony as a

COllfllOn

cause was established.

Second, court action was started when various interests filed law suits.
But the ten different suits renewed the "lack of unification" in the
educational conmunity, allowed the opposition to pick apart the suits,
and defeat of most of the actions.

Late in the fall, the board of

education produced a panphlet entitled, ''Our Public Schools Must Not
Close," which supported its decisions for the cuts in the program in
July.

It also said the investi.gation derronstrated that the school

system in Cliicago ''had accumulated many of the so-called fads and frills
or extracurricula activities and embelli.shments."

In addition, it said

the program set forth should result in an annual saving of close to

$10,000,000 in current operating and administrative expense.

Finally,

the publication stated that at last all teachers were required to do a
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full day's work, because of the reduction in the personnel of the
teaching staff.

In response The Elementary School Journal, said the

school board publication revealed "the same pleading, the same lack of
frankness and the same board generalizations unsupported by evidence,"
which characterized all of the former statements of the trustees.

It

also said the board had the effrontery to contend that its program would
result in a more effective and a more de11Dcratic school system. 23
The Fads and Frills Debate
The School Review ccmnented on the school boards' fads and frills
statement in this pamphlet when it said an article by Mrs. Arvis D.
Carlson in Harpers Magazine was an illuminating and constructive
treatment of the situation.

It said her writing was in "conspicious

contrast to the cynicism and iconoclasm of Henry L. Mencken." School
trustee Helen M. Hefferan wrote that when the Citizens' CamJittee
offered to help the local governments out of the financial difficulties,
it was apparent that the caunittee planned to carry out a movement
"directed specifically at public education in Chicago." She also said
the Chicago Tribune, which for years had been loud in denounciation of
fads and frills, was the strong supporter of the Ca'rmittee's program.
Hefferman further stated, that onc.e again the teachers asked why the
schools had to make a far greater sacrifice than other public functions
of government.

She also said, teachers wondered why inside the school

system the "instruction of children and not the less essential
expenditures" bore the brunt of the un.exmrpled reduction in the school
budget. 24
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By the fall the teacher union attorneys had devised a plan to
collectively sell the tax warrants at par or at least 80 percent of par.
Others such as Randolph Hearst and Wil1oughby Walling of the Personal
Loan Canpany. sought an acceptable means of collateral for a federal
loan.

'Ille OJnmittee of Public Expenditures surfaced for the first time

since July 1933, and denounced any measures to restore salary and other
cuts in the educational program.

The teachers once again made another

trip to Washington. D.C. to meet with tbe Reconstruction Finance
Corporation in January of 1934.

However. this time they offered more

than $35,000,000 in non-educational property of the school board as
security for a loan.

25

A Federal Loan For 'Ille Schools
Again, a unification factor of a cc:mron interest brought the
teacher organizations in the city together under the leadership of the
Illinois State Teachers Association.

'llle ISTA was generally considered

the largest teacher group in Illinois

ai1d

National Education Association.

was the state branch of the

Because the Association had previous

experience in lobbying, it had much expertise and used it when it
contacted legislators and the RFC.

The work of Robert Keenan. a teacher

representative who had been part of the ccmnittee of Chicago people who
came to Washington in 1933, helped bring about an amendment to the Loans
to Industry bill.

It authorized the Reconstruction Finance Corporation

"to loan up to seventy-five million dollars to public school districts
upon adequate security." With property such as the entire block in the
Loop, bounded by.Madison, M:mroe, State, and Dearborn Streets, frontage
of the First National Bank and the Boston Store, and the site of the
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municipal airport, (now called Midway) the board of education property
was well suited as security, because it was worth millions of dollars. 26
Supported by a letter writing campaign, which enlisted nearly all
the Chicago teachers, the senators and congressmen were deluged.

In one

week over forty-six thousand letters arrived in the capital city in
support of the loan program for Chicago.

When the amendment passed the

Congress in May of 1934, the restrictions of the bill provided that
"only Chicago, with its school land holdings could qualify" for the RFC
loans. On 20 June 1934, President Franklin D. Roosevelt signed the law.
The new legislation authorized the Chicago Board of E'rlucation "to issue
bonds on the security of school fund land leases in order to pay the
back salaries of the teachers for the time they had been withheld. 27
A close examination of the law revealed that it was strikingly
similar to the provisions of House Bill 1051, passed by the Illinois
legislature in 1933.

However, H.B. 1051 had never been acted upon as

Mayor Kelly never brought forth a resolution in the City Council to
authorize the issuance of bonds.

'Ihe aldennen passed the enabling act

after the federal loan was assured as did the State Legislature and the
Chicago school board.

The banks, not surprisingly, hesitated to take up

the bonds, and challenged the bonding power limitations and authority of
the schools.

On 31 July 1934, the Illinois Supreme Court ruled in the

case of "The Board of E'.ducation of The City of Chicago vs. Upham." The
Court said, each municipal corporation had its own constitutional limit
of indebtedness, that the Board of Education of Chicago could create
indebtedness for a working cash flllld without regard to city's
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constitutional limit, and the board of education could mortgage school
lands. 28
1he court justices based much of their findings on the education
decision in the Mathews case, which was concerned with the "Not
Sufficient Funds" checks issue.

They said the board of education had

bonding power mder legislation and had "its own limit of indebtedness
under the constitution, which [was] not affected by the indebtedness of
the city of Chicago." The court also stated, that the proceeds of the
bond would not provide for an unnecessary accunulation of fmds.

The

count also ruled that the board, under legislative sanction, could
authorize the sale, lease, or encumbrance of any school lands not used
or necessary for school buildings or playground purposes.29
With the decision of the justices, all roadblocks were withdrawn
and the loan went through.

The RFC bought bonds based on the rental of

th school board properties and resold them to the banks of Chicago.

The

First National Bank, which stood on school land, was ''made trustee to
collect [the] rents." Under the plan if the lessees failed to meet the
payments, the land could be forfeited.

Thus, it was possible for the

First National Bank, which was one of the lessees, to fail to pay its
own rent and foreclose on the land it rented.

Such was the prize, which

resulted in the final negotiations for the loan between the banks and
the governmental corporation.

Finally on 27 August 1934, the teachers

and other "school employees lined up in front of the windows at one
hundred thirty North Wells Street and waited for hours to receive their
seven-and-one-half months back pay in cash.' JO
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Portrait of William :Bogan
During much of the examination of the school situation, little
reference had been made to the Superintendent of Schools, William J.
Bogan.

This was done not out of disrespect or ineptness, but because he

was not a major factor in the events.

Mary Herrick said, "One of the

greatest tragedies of the decade between 1926 and 1936, was the canplete
frustration of one of the most creative and potentially useful leaders
the Chicago school system had ever seen in its hundred years of
existence." Bogan was not an isolated educator, he had been the
President of the Illinois State Teachers Association and active in the
Civic Club.

In addition, he understood school finance and knew beyond a

shadow of a doubt how the figures presented by the Kelly Board were
being rigged.

Yet, President M:Cahey, had publicly stated that he would

not be guided by the superintendent in school matters.

He was

considered by the teachers to be friendly toward them and he was a
frequent speaker in the Principals' Club and the teachers groups.

But

he had strained relations with the Chicago Teachers' Federation.31
JXxige said, there were two significant contributions made by Bogan.
The first, was the advisory council he created.

It drew specialists in

heal th, welfare, psychology, and social problems into the schools and
established close relations with the cOfJlllUI1i ty.

The second, was the

leadership in the institution of the M:intefiore and M:>sely Schools for
deliquent and truant boys.

l-llen he died in 1936, a scholarship fund was

set up in his menx:>ry by the Citizens Schools Comnittee and the teacher
organizations.

The board of education, true to this contrary efforts

toward Bogan, selected William H. .Johnson as his successor.

Bogan did
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not respect or trust Johnson and did not reccmnend his appointment to
the position of assistant superintendent in 1935. 32
Lessons of the Wrecking Program
1he episode in the history of the Chicago schools in which the
teachers and school employees worked for little or no pay came to a
close with the federal loan.

However, the teachers realized

important yet discouraging lessons from the experience.

two

First, was the

value of the concerned citizen who tried to influence the elected
authorities.

While there was rx>pular response to the plight of the

teachers, enlightened public opinion did little to stop the more blatent
malfeasance of governmental and civic duty.

Second, was the realization

of a ''widespread willingness on the part of municipal and business
leaders to sacrifice education before any other municipal service to the
demands of retrendment." Herrick said, "the size of salary cuts and
reductions in services of the local governments were dictated in inverse
ratio to the usefulness of employees and services in catering to
partisan political interest." 33

As a result, other municipal agencies such as the Sanitary District
and the Park District, as well as the city employees and the school
maintenance and custodial workers never suffered the pay cuts or
irregular pay days to the extent the teachers endured.

While it had

been said there most likely was not any national conspiracy of the upper
classes against the lower during the 1920s and 1930, it did appear the
teachers were correct in their feelings.

1hey felt that the bankers

were their enemies, the politicians were interested in votes and power,

and both the "lords of business and City Hall had little regard for
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education." As the cc:::mcem for a corporate dictatorship spread
throughout the countt107, the public learned that big business graft was
not isolated to Chicago and its gangland operations.

It was such

feelings which contrill:Juted to the conversion of the teacher locals and
the .American Federati.on of Teachers "to the values of social
reconstruction in a pM:>st-depression, pre-\\brld War II America."

It also

paved the way for a s -trong united Chicago teacher's union. 34

Cermak Revisited
Anton J. Cermak,

built one of the most powerful political machines

in the history of ChL-.cago.
organizing the

Chi~o

He is usually given credit for creating and

democratic machine.

He convinced supporters and

followers that they \otiillli1ere better off not fighting each other in their
endless and pointlese:::i neighborhood ethnic wars, but working against Big
Bill Thanpson and the::::! Irish leadership of the Democratic party.

Cennak.

sewed up the raw fab-.:-ic of the white have-nots who dominated the city in
nl.lllbers but had been

politically powerless," and put together an ethnic

coalition which won .elections and made him the mayor of Chicago in 1931.
A.J. received the vo-tes of the Polish, Czech, Scandinavian, Gennan,
1

Jewish, and sane of - the Irish.

He also had the support of the "six

~-

i

Chicago Teachers' or;-ganization to which almost all of the city's public

l

school teachers belo-.nged." He carried forty-five of the fifty wards in
the mayoral election_a..35
Cennak., gained

control of the political organization ''by working on

the llX>st practical t::>asis with privilege-seeking business interests while
maintaining an iron

discipline in the party ranks."

He used his

political genius anC::i gathered the ethnic and racial strands of the
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])emOCratic part in Chicago into a cohesive organization.

He gave orders

to alderman and police captains, maintained alliances with the
underworld syndicate, and engaged in bi-partisan deals with Republicans

as his organization grew in force.

For example, Cermak proselytized

William Dawson, one of the two black aldermen in the City C.Ouncil at
that time to change party allegiance to the Democrats.

As a result,

just before his death A.J. had more power and wielded greater political
influence than anyone else in the history of Illinois.

He was

considered the "absolute boss" of Chic.ago and the State of Illinois in
January 1933. 36
A.J. was a power seeker who dedicated his life to a political

career and fought for position, control, prestige, and responsibility.
In his only published article he said, politics was a "game of knowing
men and what they want, juggling, giving and taking."
politics as it was played was good fun.

He also said

Those who were his enemies in

the political arena conceded that Cermak was a skillful negotiator who
had few soft spots.

He was also considered a master of "group

diplomacy." Tony Cennak was a closed-mouthed individual who had only a
few personal friends and kept no

dia~y

and hardly any records.

he relied on the memory bank of his head for his information.

Instead,
He was

suspicious of people, trusted no one and was not inclined to delegate
responsibilities.

Cermak had a tremendous level of energy frequently

working "sixteen hours and more a day. 11 He also found satisfaction in
the deference people of power and social prestige were eager to show
. 37
h lffi.
Cermak was never "personally involved in scandals related to sex."
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Chee entering public life, he was essentially a sober man who was
secretive about his own affairs.
was supported by wealth.

Cermak respected culture only if it

He also was so concerned with the thought of a

force attempting to wrestle power fran him that he hired espionage
agents and did a "prodigious amount of checking and overseeing." He
seened to have a genuine feeling for those who were less fortunate and
always worked for charitable activities for the deserving poor.

Yet.

many times he was described as "ruthless", "czar-like"
''uncanpassionate," and "autocratic" by friends and foes. 38
The Cennak Power Base
The mayor was known for his political word as he had a reputation
for "scrupulous payments of politica1 debts." He always used the
technique of appointing a citizens' advisory conmittee of important and
distinguished people which went "through the motions of public
consultation and power sharing." However, they were always controlled
by Cermak by the use of carefully picked key menbers, controlled agendas
and full-time experts.

He had a desire to have his "finger on every

pulse" and believed that no one was as trustworthy as he.

Because he

had an "insatiable denand" for infonnation he kept his door open to all

who wanted to see him.

He insisted on administing over every meeting of

the city council and was considered a decisive presiding officer. 39
The Federation News reported that Cennak's sponsor was Melvin A.
Traylor, President of the First National Bank.

Thus Traylor, it was

said, was the "power behind the mayor's chair." Cermak respected
individuals such as Traylor because of their wealth and power.

As a

result when he decided to run for mayor ''the bankers supported his
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candidacy and applauded his promise to work with the banks and business
to reduce government spending." Wi 11 iam Stuart wrote about the
relationship between Cermak and Traylor.

He said when ''bankers and

other big businessmen met to discuss political affairs." Traylor always
was at the head of the table since he was the bankers political boss.
Stuart continued that once a decision was made by the group that the
city should take a particular course of action, Traylor invariably said.
"I'll see the mayor and have him do it." Stuart indicated that in
matters such as those, Traylor was Cennak's ''boss. 11 40
A.J.'s relationship with Fred Sargent could be described as similar
to that of Taylor's, since he was ricb 5 powerful, and was identified
with "the civie and social welfare" of the Middle West.

Sargent was

called the railway executive who had great "prestige among the leaders
in the community as well as the c0111110n man." A closer examination of
the backgrounds of the individuals with whom Cermak associated himself
(but who were not directly connected. with him politically) showed a
ccmnon thread of affluence and banking.

Cermak was a politician and a

successful businessman who had banking interests.

It was not surprising

to find that those who were appointed to his Citizens' Camiittees had
similar traits.
banker.

Boss Ceilllak was friendly toward the businessman and the

They helped get A.J. elected mayor on the issue of "municipal

corruption" and at the Democratic Convention in Chicago in 1932. Cermak
"supported Melvin Traylor for President. n41
The Cermak Plan
Banfield and Wilson described .a process in which the business elite
influenced the political process not in a direct manner, but through the
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political boss (usually the mayor) of the dominant party.

They call

such an action "differential centralization." Such an alliance could
explain why the school system of Chicago was the mayor thrust of the
econany program pushed by the citizens' groups in general. the Sargent
C.allnittee in particular and Mayor Cermak.

In 1931 when Cennak came into

office, he was faced with a political di1enrna.

He had to keep his

campaign pranises to reduce expenditures and cut taxes so the
administration had to act to cut expenditures.

Yet his newly fonned

political organization, fresh fraJJ its first major victory, could not be
damaged or kept fran the rewards for winning.

The school system thus

appeared to be the "logical choice for direct economies" because Cennak
could gain sufficient control of the leadership of the board to initiate
reductions in local government, but he would not adversely affect his
patronage system which was a backbone of his power base.

The results of

the Sargent O:xrmittee's efforts indicated that with the support of City
Hall it was able to reduce expenditures all of the local governments.
But only in the school system did such cuts ''necessitate the dismissal
of personnel."

In fact, at the same time that over 1,000 teachers were

dismissed from their positions in 19.33, the same year an "estimate 700
political appointees" were placed on the payroll of the city.42
!Xlring the sunmer of 1932, the Sargent O:nmittee and the board of
education held a series of night1y meetings. which also demonstrated the
"close relationship between the cCIJJlli ttee and the mayor." At the
meetings, Fred Sargent told the trustees Lf they agreed to fifteen
million dollars cut in the budget as reconmended by his conmittee. the
group would "use its best efforts to secure sufficient cash" for the
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operation of the schools for the remainder of the year.

Then later in

the same month of July, Ce1111ak announced to Sargent and the bankers that
he had obtained approximately two million dollars for teacher salaries
based upon the assurance from the board of education it would reduce the
budget by the amount suggested by the cQIITlittee on public expenditures.
A.J. further stated that if the reductions were not made then the
responsibility for failure to secure more funds later would rest
directly and entirely upon the school board.43

Cermak And The Board of Education
Cermak was particularly concerned about the actions of the school
board and worked to force them into sul:mission because he could not
fully control the decision-making process of the trustees.

Even though

he believed that cuts had to be made Ln the school budget. he did not
have the regulatory power to mandate such reductions for the schools as
he did with the city government.
to insure canpliance.

Tiius he had to resort to other means

Herrick said, that Cermak' s major contribution to

the school system during his two years as mayor was:

(1) To criticize

the 'Ihanpson appointees still on the Board for being unwilling to make
the cuts suggested by the business cmmunity for the restoration of
credit; and (2) To canplain that the holdover board members would not
resign so he could appoint new trustees favorable to his plans.

He

pushed for the resignations of the 'Thompson members because his main
source of control in order to effect changes in the operation of the
schools was with the legal responsibility of appointment of trustees.44
Since the membership of the board was a creation of mayoral action,
the board members tended to reflect the goals and no1111s of the city
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administrator who made the appointments.

In Cermak's case, such a move

was also gocx:l politically since the city had swept 'Illanpsonism out of
power.

Thus the only remaining bastion of the former administration was

the school board.

Because the mayor favored the retrenchment program he

demonstrated anger at the Republican board members appointed by "Big
Bill" for their opposition to the reduction of school expenditures,
hence he called them "the Solid Six." A.J. continually said that if the
Thanpson board members resigned he would be able to improve the school
situation with the appointment of capable men and wanen of high
45
character and of demonstrated devotion to civic welfare.
The Teachers And The Mayor
When the teacher groups realized the efforts to cut educational
expenses were not only designed to reduce taxes, but to weaken a public
service of no personal value or low esteem to the bankers and the
expenditures ccmni ttee, they lead the opposition to the school
reductions. They canplained that workers in politically sponsored
positions, both in the school system and other governmental bodies
suffered much less financial dislocation than did the teachers.

TI1e

educators also pointed out how the Sargent c.amiittee made
disproportionally greater extractions frcm the board of education
budgets in comparison to the demands made upon the various other
governmental agencies in the city and throughout the county.

However,

the teachers and supporters of their position lacked any political
influence in their effort to oppose the econcmy measures for the
schools.

As a result Mayor Cermak was able to intervene in the school
issue to a greater degree. 46
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Cermak' s biographer said, he did not show much respect for

"individual employees although he professed deep sympathy when they went
payless." Since he demonstrated a lack of regard when he reduced
salaries and benefits for city workers it was not surprising that he
supported efforts to do the sane in the school system.

Cermak used a

bullwhip style of administration in which authority and coercion were
used to manipulate people and situations to his benefit.

Lyle said,

"Tony was a serious, emotional, impulsive man who easily could get
worked up about a right or wrong as he saw it." As a result the rank
and file of the employees feared .and in some cases hated him.

Gottfried

said, Cermak did not fit the human relations type of administrator as
professed by Elton Mayo nor did he apply Simon's style of administrative
behavior.

His personnel style would fit him on the 9,1

Authority-Obedience Administration, placement of the Blake-t-buton
.Academic Administrator Grid, and would most definitely reflect
t-tGregor's Theory X manager.47
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CHAPTER VII
A POLITICAL POS'IMORTEM
'llle Chicago Financial Situation
When the depression hit in 1929, the entire nation suffered fran
the prolonged effect caused by unemployment, reduced incane, and
econanic paralysis.

However, in Chic.ago several additional factors

forced the city to be more deeply engulfed in fiscal difficulty than
other camrunities.

<Ale of the conditions was the reassessment of real

property which was begun in 1928.

The reevaluation def erred the

presentation of tax bills for two years and started a chain of
circumstances which resulted in the loss of tax revenue for local
governmental units in Cook County during those two years.

'llle school

system in Chicago suffered greatly fran the absence of tax revenue
because it had to rely almost entirely on taxes as the primary source of
funds for the operation of the schools.

As a result, the board of

education was forced to borrow money with the use of tax anticipation
warrants pledged against its tax levies. 1
The purchase of the "interest-bearing warrants by the banks and
corporations, and the acceptance of them for service rendered by
teachers and others, were retarded and at times ceased because they
could not be disposed of except at heavy discount," said Graham Taylor.
While the demand for reduced expenditures and retrenchment by local
governments was raised, the organized taxpayers strike in Chicago
accentuated the fiscal problems.

In addition. when the reassessment was

finally accomplished the value of property was lower than previous
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figures and was greatly declined fran the anticipated level set by the
schools and other units.

In the case of the board of education, such

property devaluation provided that even if all the taxes had been
collected on time the board would have still suffered an absolute loss
of $640,000,000 in revenue for which the tax anticipation warrants had
already been sold.

In addition, the large investors of school warrants

were caught holding substantial amounts of virtually worthless school

board paper.

The major financial institutions had difficulty handling

this loss because they had "invested heavily in the depreciated real
estate and in companies such as Insulls' Midwest Utilities." The Insull
empire, centered in Cllicago wreaked further financial havoc on the city
when it collapsed during the depression.

Thus it provided a second

condition of uniqueness in Chicago's fiscal difficulties. 2
The Insull Einpire
Samuel Insull built a utility conglanerate which played a
sign.if icant role in the history of Chicago and was called by Edgar Lee
Masters a greater enemy to Chicago than Al Capone.

He was born in

lDndon, came to America to work with lhanas Edison and by 1907 was the
head of Camionwealth Edison Ccrnpany.

Insull expanded fran the utility

business in the city to control the Public Service c.cmpany of Northern
Illinois and the Middle Western Utilities Corporation.

He was a builder

and a pioneer of the use of a rnul titude of small stockholders owning
shares of a large corporation.

He organized ''hundreds of public

utilities into holding canpanies and shared the benefits with six
hundred thousand stockholders."

Before he was through Insull supplied

not only electricity but gas, water, ice, and heat to over four thousand
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towns fran Maine to Texas.

He also headed Peoples Gas, Light, and C.oke

Canpany in Chicago, and was financially involved in the city's elevated
rai·1way. 3
When Wall Street fell apart in 1929, Insull continued to press
onward.

Caught in a spiral, he attempted to keep his businesses afloat

through continued expansion.

Yet not until his empire crashed around

him did he give up his optimism.

The bankers and other investors stayed

loyal to him, but the affects of debt financing, pyramiding, watered
stock, and other actions finally brought down the house of Insull.

As

Gosnell said, ''His fall was all the greater because he tried to hang on
too long" and thus aggravated the econcmic problems for the people in
Chicago and the Midwest.

In.sun's major mistakes were the fonnation of

the Corporation Securities Canpany (called the Corp) and the Insull
Utility Investments Incorporated.

Th.ese trusts purchased great blocks

of stock in the Insull operating ccrnpanies at the peak of the market
prices.

When the market went do1'1D., a squeeze was placed on the market

value of the stocks which caused the catastrophy and wiped out his
personal fortune estimated to be over $100,000,000.

However, when his

empire collapsed, Insull took with him the large investors such as the
bankers and captains of industry plus many small investors such as
chauffeurs, cooks, and other workers.

The politicians who had accepted

huge campaign contributions for the utility magnate "left him relatively
urunolested to pursue his economic ends." As a result they demonstrated
that the government was "not geared to prevent businessmen fran making
mistakes which brought disaster to many innocent persons. 11 4
The entire situation culminated in a trial in which the Federal
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Government indicated Insull for scheming to induce people to buy "camion
stock in the Corporation Securities Ccmpany by false and fraudulent
means." Under cross examination Insull bellowed his famous words, "I'd
do it again, sir!

I'm a believer in that method of accolll1ting," and was

quickly acquitted by the jury.

Yet, no matter what was the end result

of the trial or the type of business procedures brought to light, the
practices revealed during the court action did not help the ''hundreds of
thousands of people who were literally ruined by the flotation of Corp
and other Insul 1 enterprises. '' 5
Long before the public became aware of the destruction of the
Insul l empire the bankers knew what had happened.

The teachers wondered

about the failure of the Chicago banks to purchase the tax anticipation
warrants of the board of education so that the school employees could be
paid.

But the financial houses were left with "enormous piles of the

best securities in Chicago" which were worth nothing.
danger of total bankruptcy.

Thus they were in

Because of their foreknowledge of the

Insull failure, the banks would not use their minimal reserves of cash
to purchase warrants which could not be redeemed for at least two years.
Cennak also must have known about the situation.

The New York Times

reported that during the inventory of the mayor' s estate it was
"disclosed that Mr. Cennak lost heavily in the collapse of Samuel
Insull' s utility organizations." lhe Times said he held over 1,000
shares of Middle West Utilities and Insull Utility Investment
Incorporated stocks.6
The banking institutions were concerned with their own survival and
with obtaining help for themselves frot1 the Reconstruction Finance
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Corporation.

They were not interested in helping the teachers or the

board of education.

One source said that such an attitude was

reinforced by the fact that teachers were less aggressively organized
than other public employees.
was not a political risk.
temperamentally canplacent.

Also it reported the board of education

Another writer indicated that teachers were
In any event, with the banks unwilling to

take any risks for local goverrunent, the antiquated revenue system, and
a chaotic governmental set up in Chicago unable to cope with the
financial emergency, the only hope for recovery was in the hands of the
national government.

Finally, the federal relief program, the public

works program, the works progress program, the RFC loans to Chicago
banks, the loans to haneowners, and the loan to the board of education
enabled the citizens to weather the severest of storms and solved the
economic crisis in the Chicago region. 7
In addition steps were being made to secure greater efficiency in

local governments throughout Cook O::iunty.

Paul Clayton, of the Illinois

Olamber of C.amlerce, told the Union league Club that if the 438 taxing
bodies within the county were consolidated into 132 units, the estimated
savings "from such a consolidation" would be approximately "$56,000,000
per year."

In addition, E.O. Griffenhagen, introduced a plan for the

~implification

units.

of the local governmental structure for city and county

1he head of Griffenhagen and Associates proposed reallocation of

functions among the existing services in the Chicago area.

The

proposal included the unification of the administration of the schools
under a single executive and the establishment of the school
organization as a city deparbllent. B
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'llle Concern for School Finances
Other voices were raised in the area of school financial ref onn as
the debate over funding of public education continued throughout the
area and the country.

John K. Norton, Professor of Education at

O:>l\.Jllbia University, said as a result of the restriction on expenditures
brought on by the depression and the inefficient system for the
financing of education in the United States, a radical reconstruction of
educational finance was necessary.

Dr. Norton recoomended the abolition

of existing school districts and the replacement of them with smaller
local districts, adequate in size, both in territory and population.

He

also called for the States to assune the responsibility for funding
schools.

Norton suggested that 1110ney should be raised largely through

incane, inheritance, business, and other taxes, levied according to the
principal of ability to pay.

Norton said the federal government had to

have an interest in the maintenance of a defensible level of educational
support in every State. 9
'llle American School Board Journal stated. in an editorial, that the
undue dependence upon the outworn instrument known as the property tax
had to be stopped.

'llle School Eoard _Association publication said "any

refonn of public service," which would be dependable and stable for the
public schools had to begin with refoms in taxation.

'llle editors said

the answer for such a program was in 11the incane-tax system." Robert M.
Hutchins, told the National Fducation A.ssociation that the entire tax
system needed to be overhauled.

Hutchins said, school boards had to be

reconstructed or extenninated and schools had to be taken out of
politics.

In addition. he said the relationship among the local, state,
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and federal government to education needed to be more adequately
defined.

1he Presidnet of the University of Chicago also wrote that he

advocated the use of federal funds to promote public education in the
states and favored the creation of a Department of Education with a
Secretary in the Cabinet. 10
School Finances in the 1980s
While there had been sane changes and new develoµnents in the
financial support for the public schools, still in 1985 the primary
source of revenue for the Chicago school system was the property tax.
In addition the ''municipal overburden, the high unemployment, and the

declining tax base have all contributed to an erosion of resources that
does not allow the Chicago School Syste!ll to work." Another financial
crisis during the 1979-80 school term established the "Chicago School
Finance Authority" by the Illinois General Assembly.

1he control board

was "empowered to exercise oversight and control with respect to the
financial affairs of the Board, and to furnish the Board with necessary
working capital." It was specifically created to address the severe
financial problems of the Chicago 13oard of Education.

Unfortunately,

many of the financial problems -which plagued the board of education of
Chicago during 1930s, have continued to remain a significant area of
concern until the present time.

Whi1 e many suggestions, plans, and

concepts had been offered few, if any, were put into action.11
City Hall And The School Board
Even though the school district is lawfully an independent
municipal corporation, such independence has been limited in the
management of fiscal matters.

1he state constitution set basic limits
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within which school revenues must be raised and the limits beyond which
the Chicago Board of F.ducation may not incur indebtedness.

'llle General

Assembly on the other hand deteTillined the outline of the administrative
structure, established the "system of funds" it used for business
transactions, and voted for appropriations of state aid to the system.
Vieg said, of the general limitations placed upon the Chicago school
district by the Illinois constitution. the one that cramped it most
severly was the "one that prevents it Erm taxing net incomes." After
the school board adopts the bud.get. the appropriation must, by school
law, be certified by the City OJuncil, but it does not need council
approval for the approval of the levy.

The mayor and aldennen may

temporize their consideration of the school

1931.

true

levy, as was done in

'lllen Mayor Cermak' s counc Ll "delayed its enactment of the tax

levy ordinance while pressure was being applied to force the board of
education to reduce its appropriation estimates from approximately

$100,000,000 to $70,000,000." In addition. during the sUT1TJer of 1933
"under pressure from the mayor" the school trustees approved the
retrenchment action known camionly, as the school wrecking program.
Such action further demonstrated how the "independent school system
continued to be subjected to outside pressure during the budgetary
considerations. 11 12
Henry and Kerwin said, when a school system was subjected to
political interference at the hands of 111Ur1icipal authorities, the effect
of the action would be more severe when such city officials had no legal
responsibility for the consequences of their acts.

'llley continued and

said when politicians were able to use the schools for patronage
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purposes to obstruct the professional aims of school management without
being liable for the damage which resulted. the chance that interested
citizens would be able to prevent those kinds of raids was significantly
lessened.

John Vieg wrote. that the smallest change that could be made

in the relationship of the Board to the C.Ouncil in order to guarantee a
real improvement over the present situation would be a simple transfer
from the former to the latter body of the power to levy the taxes and
borrow the money needed for the schools.

Students of school finance

continued to analyze the reconstruction of fiscal revenues for new
sources and usually settled on a tax that rested on the ability to pay.
They said, the personal incane tax represented the principle of a school
system built on a domocratic tax structure much better than any other
form of tax levy.

It was a sad COllI1lentary that fifty years later, the

Chicago area, as well as the State of [llinois had continued to discuss.
talk, and argue the ability to pay concept, but had not inacted any
significant improvement in the funding of the public schools. 13
The Chicago Board of Education, Elected, Apeointed, or Abolished
Because the members of the board of education played a significant
part in the drama of the schools during the time of the Cermak
administration, it is important to examine the makeup of the trustees
and to consider the particular characteristics of the Chicago board of
education.

In 1938, Nelson B. Henry and Jerome G. Kerwin published a

report of a study they did on school and municipal relationships in
cities with a population of over fifty thousands people.
be used for comparison to the Chicago situation.

The study will

In the University of

Chicago publication, of the 191 cities which were classified as having
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over fifty thousand population, school boa.rd members were chosen by
popular election in 139 cities.

Also a total of 141 of the cities

required the school authorities to subliit their budget estimates to sane
other governmental agency.

In

addition~

the selection method for board

members, whether it was appointment by the mayor or through the election
process, did not automatically detel1Jline the quality of the membership
of the school board, said Henry and Kerwin. 14
A more extensive study of school boards was conducted by George S.
Co\lllts on the social control of public education.

Counts discovered

that in cities over 100,000 population, the median number of board
members was 9.1.

He found that of the 507 city school boards examined,

almost three-fourths of the members were elected at large, and the
appointment of board members by a mayor did not result in greater
pennanence of tenure in office in ca11parison to elected trustees.
Counts also indicated that in 86 percent of the cities in his survey,
the board members served without C011pensation.
school boa.rd members was 48.3 years.
presidents averaged an age

two

The median age of the

!-bwever, he found that board

years older, while only one of every

seven board members in the cities was a woman.

75 percent of the female

members were in the occupation of housekeeping and hcmemaking.

Counts

stated that the occupations of the male members were mostly proprietors,
professional service, and managerial service individuals.

As a result,

bankers, manufacturers, and owners of enterprises, doctors, lawyers, and
engineers, plus contractors and managers daninated the urban school
boards.

In addition, almost one-half of the members of city boards had

sane college experience as part of their formal education, while large
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city boards show the membership of the school board with higher
education had been over 65 percent.

He said that such information

advanced a proposition that the larger the population area involved, the
less likely the school board would reflect the characteristics of the
masses of the people.15
Further information showed that 72 percent of mayoral appointments
to city boards came fran the proprietors and professional service group
and capitalistic and professional classes seemed to daninate the school
board situation in the largest camiunities.

With respect to the public

schools Counts reported, the percentage of parents on the board declined
with the increase in the size of the city.

In the survey group, 59

percent of boa.rd members in cities over 100.000 population did not have
children in the public schools.

Therefore, Counts stated that based

upon his research, the typical city board of education in the United
States was canposed of:

Six mernbers, elected at large; the one wanan on

the board was a housewife, while the five male member occupations
included one merchant, one lawyer, one physician, a banker or
businessman, and a salesman or laborer; three of the six members had
university education; they had an age range fran thirty-seven to
sixty-three years; and they received no compensation for the time on the
board.16
The Board During Cermak's Tem
In canparison, the Oiicago Poard of Education, canposed of eleven

members appointed by the mayor, consisted of ten men and one
during Cermak's administration.

wanan

Its. Helen Hefferan was a wife of a

lawyer and active in politics and the Illinois Congress of Parents and
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Teachers.

'Ille male members of the board were associated with the

practice of law or business.
during his time in office.

Mayor Cermak., appointed four board members
In May of 1931, he filled a vacancy which

had not been appointed by Mayor 'Ih01Jpson with Robert F. Carr, President
of the Dearborn Chemical Canpany, and a. director of the Continental
Illinois Trust Bank.

He also reappointed Helen Hefferan.

In May 1932,

Cermak appointed two lawyers, Ernest Buehl er and Orville J. Taylor, who

replaced Walter Brandenberg and Oscar Durante. 17
In January 1933, when Lewis E. Myers, announced his resignation

when the 1933 budget was approved, Cermak made no move to replace him
and had not appointed anyone to the position when he went to Florida in
February.

'Ille mayor also indicated he had no one in mind when Carter

Blatchford announced his resignation for health reasons in January.
position had not been filled when Ce11118k left for Miami.

His

In addition he

had given no indication whan he would appoint in May when three more

trustees canpleted their terms.

As a result, there was no record of who

might replace H. Wallace Caldwell, James Hemingway, and John English,
when their terms expired.

The death of Anton Cermak left the selection

of the five positions to his successor Mayor Kelly.

Kelly then

appointed "two coal canpany presidents., one head of a machinist union,
one realtor, and a neighborhood bank president." In the other areas of
canparison, the Chicago board showed no significant difference from the
Counts study.

'Ille holdover appointees on the board from the Mayor

'lllanpson administration, were primarly powerful business and utility
heads, or lawyers.

Also, the board of education trustees lived either

in the fashionable hotels in the downtown area or in the affluent
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upperclass neighborhcxxis mostly on the north side of the city.

In

addition all of the trustees were of the white race. l8
Potrait of a Board Member
In 1985, the National School Poard Association released information

on the typical board member.

The survey indicated that the average

school board representative was a white male between forty-one and fifty
years of age, a college graduate working in a professional or managerial
position, and was married with children in the public schools.

The

survey reported that almost 60 percent of the board members were in
managerial or professional positions while approximately 17 percent were
hanemakers.

In addition, the yearly ana1ysis showed that 56 percent

reported an incane over $40,000, 38 percent were wanen, and almost 65
percent of the presidents of local boards were male.

In the nationwide

picture of local school board members, the NSBA survey showed that 9. 5
percent of board members represented a minority race, while over 94
percent were married.
the public schools.

A1rnost two-thirds (65.4 percent) had children in
Even though 94 µercent of the individuals said they

had no previous school board experience, over 50 percent had been
members of a parent/teacher organization or had served as school
volunteers. 19
With respect to selection of board members the vast majority of
school boards, 96 percent, were electe:l with about 600 of the nation's

15 ,300 school boards currently appointed rather than elected.

In

1963,

75 percent of the boards were elected throughout the country, but more
than 3,000 appointed school boards had changed to the elected process by

1985.

'IWenty-one of the largest twenty-five cities had an elected board
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while only New York, Philadelphia, and Baltimore joined with Chicago in
having an appointed school board.

In addition, Pittsburgh and Buffalo

switched during the 1970s fran appointed to elected procedures.

In late

1984, Baltimore rejected a referendum for an elected school board.

The

State of Virginia was the only one of the fifty states which had only
appointed school boards.

Eighteen states had provisions for either

appointed or elected school board members depending upon local
determination. or other special characteristics.

For example, the City

of New York had an appointed school board.

lbwever, the local coomunity

school boards within the city were elected.

Also in Wisconsin the city

boards of education had the option of being elected or appointed.

Of

the 1,004 school boards in Illinois, only two--Chicago's and the
elementary school board in north suburban Lake Forest were appointed.
Also the State Board of Education members were appointed. 2 0
Ideas for School Board Restructuring
In the mid 1930s and especially after the school wrecking program

was announced, there was a public outcry for a change in the set-up of
the Chicago Board of Education.

rn

particular, there was raised the

question of the need for a school board.

Dr. Charles Judd wrote, that

the Chicago Board of Education should be abolished and that the mayor
should appoint the superintendent to manage the schools and be
responsible for what occurred in the system.

Dr. Judd said, such a

change would take the schools out of the hands of people who knew about
the responsibilities of lawyers and the organization of business, but
who had "revealed lamentable ignorance of all that goes to make schools
efficient." He continued that such a proposal was in line with the best
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principles of modern business, and was justified by more than a
generation of shaneful mismanagement of the public schools in Chicago.
He went on to state it had been admitted during the past two years that
the school board was the last hold on government retained by a political
group which was for years in control of the city.

Judd also said, it

was indicated that in May 1933, the political group now in control of
the city (would) be in control of the schools.

The University of

Oiicago educator further stated that in the discussion of school affairs
in the city over the last two years, the mayor and others had pointed
out that school board was "entirely independent of the city officials."
He said, the controversies in the school system were the result of the

trustees attempting to operate the schools by interfering with the
managers at every turn, seeking "advantages for their friends" at the
expense of the schools, and continually reversing their policies. 21
The Elementary School Journal wrote, in an editorial, that the
existing mechanisms for the administration of local government in this
country were never designed to function in canplex urban corrmunities.
The Journal said such old forms of local administration would at some
point be substantially modified.

It recCl!Dlended three different types

of school administrative reorganizatLon.

1he first plan provided for

the school district to remain a "qua.si-corporation" separated from the
municipality, but the school boaTd abolished and the superintendent the
sole official responsible for the administration for the schools.

<Xl.ce

appointed by the mayor, the superintendent, under this plan, would be in
complete control of the schools except as restricted by legal enactment.
In the second concept, the municipal authority would appoint the
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The third

organizational type would "consolidate all the local governmental
agencies in a given area and place the11 under the control of a single
governing body. 22
In addition, the Journal continued its campaign for a change in the

Chicago school structure.

It said that the conmission fonn of city

government used in Chattanooga, Tennessee was a viable alternative to
the concept used in Chicago.

Under the plan, the department of

education was established as one of the governmental units of the city.
It was administered by a camiissioner of education.

Professor Nelson

Henry wrote, that under the CarmissLoner type of school organizational
plan the responsibility for any administrative mismanagement would be
definitely fixed upon one individual rather than distributed among
several when the schools were run by a school board.

He also said,

since a school board member was likely to have sane particular interest
in the school system which could lead the individual to attempt sane
measure of control over sane given phase of the school work, the
conmissioner plan would provide an easier regulation by the conmunity of
control over the schools. 23
Yet, the idea of direct control of the schools by city hall was not
seen as a positive situation.

As

the Elementary School Journal said,

the educational history of 01icago had demonstrated that the efficient
management of the schools would not be ''praooted. by increasing the
degree of control over the schools exercised by the mayor or the city
council." In addition, it said because the board of education was
subservient to, and daninated by, the µ:ilitical forces which controlled
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the municipal administration of Chicago. the policies of the school
board were a "material impairment of the efficiency of the schools."
Besides, it continued, the trustees refused to be influenced either by
enlighted public opinion or by the advice of canpetent educational
leadership.

Another source said that the "expediency and merits of the

appointive system rest (ed] wholly upon the wisdan, judgment, and
honesty of those who wield

[ed]

the pc:Mer of appointment."24

The hnerican School Board Journal also said, while the success of
the appointive system rested upon the judgment and integrity of the
official who had the appointment power, such a plan had merit in that it
brought into the public service a class of men and wanen who would not
expose themselves to the tutmoil and ernbatTassments which sanetime
attended the elective system.

It also supported the concept of

representation at large, rather than ward or district representation
since the school board member would be more useful and the guardian of
an entire district instead of a fractional area of the school system.
In addition the magazine stated that experience had demonstrated the

board of education functioned rrore effi.ciently when it was absolutely
free fran city council or mayorality domination.

William M:Andrew,

former Chicago school superintendent, wt:ote that the idea of running a
school system to please a mayor or a COllOOn council was abhorrent, and
rec<X11T1ended the city hall ties be cut.

M:.Andrew suggested, the

establishment of an independent school fund capable of paying teachers
and a five member school board elected on a non-partisan ticket at a
time other than when the parties vote.25
James M..illebach, a former Chicago school trustee, said a weakness
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of the Chicago appointment plan was that alderman did not recognize the
great responsibility upon them in the review of the naninations by the
mayor.

He stated that while various devices had been suggested to

secure a canpetent and independent board of education, any of the plans
would be successful if an alert and informed citizenship was organized
to watch and guard the operation and conduct of the board.

Fred

Engelhardt stated, that the experience of the nation indicated any
control of the schools by a mayor tended to be "detrimental to education
and not necessarily conducive to greater econany." He said it was
contradictory to say that education was a function of the state while
the only solution to school problems was to entrust the schools to the
local political winds which elected the mayor.

nie University of

Minnesota professor indicated it was difficult to canprehend how greater
econany could be fostered by having no school board and by having the
mayor or city manager select the superintendent.

He stated there was a

place for the legislative board in the management of any enterprise.
Further he said, it was a mistake to "asslll11e that a superintendent of
schools, directly responsible to people or to the mayor, could happily
and freely perform his [sic] tasks." Professor Engelhardt said there
was sufficient precedent in the histOLJI" of city government and schools
which indicated undesireable outcomes from a sitution in which the
school chief was directly responsible to the mayor. 26
nie Courts Study
George S. Counts found fran his i.nvestigation into the Chicago
school situation that popular

~andates

on the conduct of public

education tended to reach the govemi.ng body indirectly through the
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mayor and the city council.

He said that in only a general manner could

the public determine policies through elections, because educational
issues were rarely clear-cut or understood by any large fraction of the
voting public.

In addition Collll.ts stated, that the concept of a public

school system and the board of education being left to their own devices
during the interval between electLons had no foundation in reality,
since the schools could not sever social contact and exist in
canparative isolation.

He continued with the contention that the

situation in <llicago would be appreciably improved by the separation of
the schools from city hall.

Be said the major problems presented by

industrial society would persist if the school board members were
elected at large rather than appointed by the mayor.

Counts also noted,

that an important task was to insulate the "school from corrupt
political influences" and it was fatuous to insist that politics must be
kept out of the schools.

Responding to a feeling that some scholars

conceded that all administration was sooiehow political. Counts continued
that it was appropriate to assl.llle the real business of politics was to
provide the channels through which the lLving energies of society would
flow.

'lllus he said, such would make the schools responsive to the more

fundamental social realities, yet keep the system on tract during the
conflict of divergent attitudes.Z 7
Another source stated, the usual avenue for political intrusion
into the schools was through the mayor's selection of board members.
was said that the notion of educational leadership free from outside
pressure in <llicago had been reduced to the status of a myth.

In

addition Hazlett stated, the thought that there was politics in the

It
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Chicago Public School system was as true as there was water in Lake
Michigan.

The Maryland School Eoard Association reprinted an editorial

frcm the Baltimore Sun which stated. the trend toward elected school
boards carried with it obvious dangers, because for the most part
appointed boards were protected frcrn political pressures.

A member of

the Virginia house of Delegates wrote that the appointed system provided
the local government with the opportunity to review the philosophy and
fiscal policies of school board members prior to their appointment.

It

said such a plan ensured that the local government would retain
reasonable input into the actions of the school board.28
However, another member of the Virginia legislature concluded that
in scme areas a beneficial, fruitful relationship between the people and
the schools could best be achieved through elections of school boards
An additional source stated. the issue should not be elected versus

appointed board of education. but whether or not the ccmnuni ty had an
appropriate mechanism to get qua1i.f Led candidates on the board.
debate continued with an article by Mark Hurwitz.

The

It reported that

people took more interest in the schools when educational issues were
dramatized in most school board elections.

He said the elected method

was more democratc than the appointed concept. since elected board
members were "directly responsible to the taxpayers for their actions."

en

the other hand, Hurwitz said leading citizens would accept a position

on the board if

appointed~

but would not sut:mit themselves to the

harassments inherent in the free election process.

However he said.

the appointing authority must be held fully responsible to the people
for the action of the board. 29
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Che of the main contentions for the eJected board centered around
the theory that elections insured the government accountibility and
responsiveness to its citizens.

Kape1 and Pink supported this concept

in their article which concluded that randm selection of board members
was a viable technique.

They said it provided a "representative sample

of the camrunity without resorting to political procedures or
traditional vested interests or spoiled approaches." Recently. Thanas
Shannon, Executive Director of the Nationa1 School Boards Association.
said that in the American system of government, the public does not
place political trust in professional employees, despite their
competence or integrity.

He also sa-id, such professional employees

lacked political credibility because the public wanted "to deal,
directly or indirectly, with lay school board members who were
answerable to the electorate." Shannon further stated, that school
boards had a political but usually not partisan leadership role since
they were engaged in the review of the operation of the entire school
system.

Finally, he said the idea that the elements of local control

could be carried out at sane state level by professional employees were
''hopelessly naive and unrealistic. 11 30
The Present Board of Fducation Situation

In late 1984 and into 1985 a campaign to change the Chicago school
board fran an appointed to an elected group surfaced

It was the result

of the dissatisfaction with ''bitter employee strikes in two years. the
disruptive firing of the Superintendent Ruth love. poor student
performance and annual fiscal crises".

The last time such an idea came

to light was in 1971, but the Urban League, the PTA and the League of
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Vkmen Voters, along with the support of Msyor Richard Daley, defeated
the referendum by a three-to-one margin.

At present, a coalition of

twenty-one civic, camrunity, and school interest groups, have headed the
opposition to the elected plan.

Supporters of the concept are backed by

State Representative. Ellis Levin (D., Chicago).
legislation to create a fifteen member board.

He has sponsored

1he members would be

elected frcm single-member districts beginning in 1986.

In addition,

Aldermen Clifford Kelly and Ranan Pucinski have begun to push their own
plan for an elected board of education in the city council.

1heir

proposal would include a map designed by Kelly which divides the city
into fifteen districts.

1he proponents of the elected board cite the

fact that taxpayers have no control over the board.

They said with a

decentralized school board, the bureaucracy would be dismantled and the
system would be more accountable to local concerns.

Ted Ccmstock of the

National Association of School Boards said citizen control of schools is
important and most people pref er elected boards.

A former Chicago

school trustee has stated that the elected µIan was a bad idea whose
time has cane. 31
1he 110:>Uncil Wars" feuding between the city council and the mayor
has entered the debate.

Alderman F.dward Vrdolyak and the Democratic

regulars lined up behind the proposal for a elected school board and
Mayor Harold Washington announced he preferred the status quo.
Opponents to the new plan have said that candidates could go to
political parties, especially the CemJcratic machine, or the Chicago
Teachers U1ion for campaign 11JJney.

Th.ey also said "parochial ism" among

members would result because they would place the best interests of the
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school system as a whole second to the needs of their own particular
area.

James Compton of the Urban League said an elected board could

cause graft, corruption and patronage in the operation of the schools.
Others who are against the change in the selection process have
indicated the concept might encourage 'hpportunists to seek board seats
and bring corrupt politics into the school system." Such groups argue
that the present system with the use of the "Ccmnission on School Board
Naninations," ensures that only qualified candidates with educational
interests are presented to the mayor for appointment.

(The ccmnission,

established in 1946, is an extra-legal, twenty-five member, multiracial
group which screens individuals and reCC11J1Jends naninations for the
school board to the mayor. ) In addition. black and Hispanic groups have
voiced concern over any changes because they fear the loss of
representation in the way the voting districts would be established
under the Kelly map.

It is assumed that any plan approved by the City

Council would face a long legal test to determine if the council's
hane-rule powers included the ability to alter the school board
selection process.

The idea to elect board members on a citywide basis

could also be challenged since sme federal courts had ruled that at
large elections unconstitutionally deprived minorities of proper
representation. 32
The whole discussion of the school board assunes a political
independence, which does not usually exist in a large metropolitan
setting.

In a city such as Olicago, the city council and the mayor can

wield influence and control over public education even if not legally
authorized to do so.

For example a mayor, of the stature of Cermak.
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could use his political power to hold up approval of the school tax
levies by the city council.

'lll.e mayor could also harass the board of

education with the involvement of city inspectors building pennits and
other services which could make things roore difficult for the schools.
In addition, the authority of the mayor in the awarding of patronage and

other political rewards could be used for the benefit of the party and
the mayor not for the school system and board members.
Conclusion
Anton Cermak considered i:x>litics to be a profession which was only
for specialists just as for law, business, medicine, or other
occupations.

As a result, he dedicated bis life to politics and

constantly worked to carry through his determination to advance and
increase his power, prestige. and control.

~ile

others used business

connections as a basis for political clout. Cermak made the most of his
political career to enhance bis business ventures.

A.J. 's insistence

for information and his other personality traits,, provided him with vast
amounts of data which he used to plot and determine his position and
political moves.

He did not make haphazard decisions which would prove

embarrassing to his career.

Cermak used his ability to judge people, to

manipulate situations, and his strength of presence to control and
dictate his actions.

With respect to the schools he was able to walk

the fine line and satisfy (to a great ertent) all sides.

He was never

severely critized by the teachers for bis efforts as they felt he was
concerned for their plight and always was available to listen to their
concerns.

Yet, he was firmly ensconced with the bankers of the loop

institutions and with the busi.ness leaders of the cormrunity.

A.J.
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associated with the Insulls, Traylor, Spragues and other "silk
stockings" of the city.
A.J. was influential in school matters in an indirect way.
took office he had only two of the eleven members.

When he

1he next year he

appointed two more trustees and had the sympathy of a third member.

As

was his political style he used this situation to his advantage during
the two years he was in office in a 1110st effective manner.

Whatever he

wanted to accanplish, be it budget reductions, pay for teachers, or the
resignation of the Thanpson trustees, Cemak worked the public arena for
his benefit.

He knew in May of 1933. he would lose that trump card when

he would appoint three additional board members achieve control of the
school board.

It would also be safe to assune that he was not surprised

by the resignation of Lewis Myers in Janaury of the same year.

His wish

to not give up the indirect control could be seen in the fact that he

did not appoint a replacement for either Myers or Blatchford prior to
his trip to Florida.

It was not so much that he did not have anyone in

mind to assume the positions, but his sense of proper timing that kept
the two slots open.

Cermak knew he had to make a significant effort

with the new selections and he worked to get all the factors in line
before the May deadline.

As

a

result~

he pushed for his choice for

President and was able to have Orvi1 le Taylor elected to the position
after Myers left the board.

Since the members who were retiring were

Thcmpson men, he was in no hurry to replace them until he was certain of
the results of his efforts.
It would be a proper aSS\JJl1Ption to believe that Cermak was close to
a federal loan for Chicago at the time of his shooting because of his
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power within the Denx:lcratic party.

Since he was able to obtain a

position on the federal reserve board for M. S. Szymczak, it would not be
difficult to believe that through his negotiations skill and his
political position he would not have succeeded.

As a result, it would

have been most unlikely that the drastic program of reduction placed
upon the Chicago schools in July of 1933. by the Kelly backed school
trustees would have been carried through by Cemak if he had 1 i ved .

A.J. had too much to lose frcrn such a program and would most likely not
have wanted to tum away from the good wi11 of his history of support
for the teachers and the schools by allowing the wrecking plan to go
ahead.

Cemak had clout with the bankers and support with the Roosevelt

administration.

His death removed any obstacle for the efficient

destruction of the educational offerings by those who were in the public
expenditures conmittee.

In addition, the new mayor was not elected by

the people, but appointed by the City Council and would not face a
popular vote for two years.
After the panp and circunst.ance of the ceremonies surrounding his
funeral, Tony's presence was quickly dismantled.

He had a street named

for him and a section of the Forest Preserve changed to Cermak Woods.
But few reminders are left which pay tribute to the man who built the
ethnic political organization in Oiicago.

If it were not for the

efforts of the Cermak Memorial Association. headed by his Czecho...Slovak
friends and family members, the memorial plaque in Bayfront Park in
Miami would most certainly not ha11e been established.
Cermak, ever the politician, was p1eased with the movement to give

the mayor more control over the board of education.

While he made the
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most of the fact that he could not force the trustees to do his bidding,
he also would have preferred to have the direct authority of his off ice

on the school board.

In that way he would be able to utilize his

strengths of manipulation and -p::>wer to even greater proportions

Since

A.J. used patronage as a significant weapon. the absolute control of the
board of education membership would enhance his situation.

F.qually a

city council under a weak majority can have the same level of power and
control today.
Afterward
The following are coornents based upon the thoughts of the writer as
a result of the research into tbe administration of Mayor Anton J.
Cermak and his political relationship with the 01.icago Board of
Education.
developnent.

They are intended to raise discussion and further
However, such considerations would be important to the

further clarification of the role associated with the city school system
and the chief executive officer for the government of 01.icago.

The

events of 1985, bear strikingly similar resemblance to the situation in
the 1930s, when the research examined Chicago.

The lessons of the past

should be investigated for their possible benefit for solutions to the
needs of modem times.
The city of Chicago operates m:Jre efficiently when the mayor is
strong and holds control of the politic.al organization.

The machine

which Cermak formulated functioned more than forty years and was at its
best when the mayor was in control.

The writings which indicated the

similarities between Cermak and RLchard H. Daley, showed that it was no
haphazard developnent that a strong, tough individual would rule the
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machine.
needs.

A.J. built the organi2:ation, around his ideas and political
It may have been called the Democratic organization but the

machine was not designed to be run in a democratic manner.
With respect to the board of education, it was apparent that there
was a need for direct accountibility for school trustees.

In the.1930s,

as well as in the mid-1980s, such a provision would be an improvement in
the school situation.

As a result, at first blush it would seem most

efficient and econanical to reconsider the concept for school refonn
proposed during the Cennak era.

The plan called for the elimination of

the members of the board and the restructuring of the administration of
the schools under the leadership of the superintendent of schools who
would be appointed by the mayor.

lbwever such an idea would cause

concern that politics would be directly involved in the operation of the
school system.

Yet such a fact has always been accepted or at least

acknowledged as happening within the system for years.

This method

would bring the city government into accomtibility for the functioning
of the schools and would eliminate the luxury of everyone, board,
aldennen, etc., passing the educational buck.

Such a plan would reduce

the area of unaccountibility and force the political and educational
institutions to work for a cauoon goal in order to survive.
A second possibility for improved responsibility would be to
provide the mayor with recall privileges for the removal of trustees.
In looking at a city which has. such great tradition of political

involvement as does Chicago, it is naive to assune that the educational
system of the city would be free frcn politics just because the Otis Law
was designed to separate the board frm city hall.

The school system
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and the city government are entwined in many ways.
possible results must be made from the situation.

1herefore. the best
Elimination of the

"gray areas" in the relationship between responsibility for action and
selection of policymakers must be addressed.
It would seem that energy should be centered on improving the
present system for selection and evaluation of board members.
Legislation should be designed to mandate the statutory sanction of the
Conmission on School Board Ncminations as an effective method for
obtaining highly qualified applicants for the school board.

1he

caI111ission should also be given some authority in the removal process of
a member.

1he wheel has already been invented, Chicago need not attempt

to redesign an entirely new procedure.

'Jhe city would profit from the

improvment of the resources and practices already established in the
drive to detennine the issue of school board member selection.
Finally, it has been unfortunately that history has almost
completely ignored the study of Anton Cer:mak as a political strategist.
While he served as mayor for only two years, he spent an entire life
associated with politics.

His legacies are the ethnic coalitions, which

fanned the reign of the Democratic machine and the repeal of Prohibition
for which he was a leader.

During the critical time of the early 1930s

when Chicago was in a horrible financial mess, A.J. Cennak took hold of
the leadership of the city and made a definite impact upon the schools
and the other municipal units of government.

It can easily be said that

he lived up to the title of "Master Executive," because he was an
effective politican who worked at his profession constantly and
methodically every minute of his days.

Regarding his interaction with
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the schools and the teachers, the educational camJUnity was better off
with Tony Cermak at city hall.

The educators lost his political wisdan

and sense of purpose when he died.

As a result, the schools suffered

much more after he had gone than they would have if he lived and served
his full term.
For a better understanding of this examination into the
political-educational relationship of Chicago in the 1930s, it is
important to remember there is a camx:>n belief that things in the
present are not as good as they were in the past.

As

a result, there is

a feeling that in order to improve scmething what needs to be done is a
return to the former methods.

Such a concept was not relevant to a

large urban center school syst811 as metropolitan schools were quite
different fran their rural counterparts.
For example, while country schools were supported by the local
farmers, merchants, and other land owners, the city schools relied on
the corporate structure to pay the bulk of the taxes for schools.

The

business camiunity and the daninent middle class living in the city
supported the educational progra11s.

However, with econanic hard times

such as the Great Depression, plus the excxius of the middle class to the
suburbs, the vital cog in the supµJrt of schools was damaged.
With the industrial-corµJrate structure unwilling to support the
financing of urban schools, public education looked to the federal
goverrunent for financial help.
for the schools.

Washington offered a variety of programs

The federal influence started with the recovery plans

in the 1930s, and continued with the Elementary and Secondary Acts and
Public Law 94-142.

With such assistance, metropolitan school systems
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managed to survive financially because of the intervention of federal
funds for categorical programs at a time when the local and state
sources of rooney were dwindling.

In the 1980s, with an advent of

de-regulation and less federal control the basis of support has fallen
heavily on state governments and the local cities.

Since in most cases

the states have never been in the financial condition to adequately fund
schools a dilenma has developed:

The federal government indicates the

responsibility for education is on the states; state officials, indicate
they cannot fund schools by themselves; and local systems are strapped
by unwielding electorates or inadequate resources.

Generally speaking

large city school systems, such as Chicago, have always had a history of
a lack of adequate funding.

The examination of the educational and

political reationship fol1llulated in the early 1930s offers insight into
possible solutions to present day concerns.
must be judged as a unique entity.

The urban school system

Its function in the highly political

environment of a metropolitan city requires special consideration.

The

presence of a highly structured political organization offers special
consideration for the examination of the needs of the urban school
organization.
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